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Abstract
We present a new, efficient code-based signature scheme with a security proof in the random oracle model. Our construction is based on the lossy post-quantum Fiat-Shamir transform [KLS17].
One of our main contributions is to show how to select the parameters in Stern’s identification
scheme [Ste93] to obtain lossy codes.
As a part of the security arguments, we prove a generalization of Zhandry’s short-range distributions [Zha12] with possible applications to other cryptographic schemes. We also close a
gap in the security analysis of canonical hash-based commitments against quantum attackers,
showing the computational hiding property for standard commitment lengths and improving
statistical hiding.
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1. Introduction
Internet banking, private instant messaging, password-protected computers: today’s world could
not be imagined without cryptography. While modern cryptography is often only thought of as
encryption, it serves many more purposes such as the integrity and authenticity of messages.
Providing the latter is one of the goals of public-key cryptography, more specifically that of
digital signature schemes. However, there is a threat appearing at the horizon: the quantum
computer. Most of the currently used public-key cryptography is essentially based on either of
two mathematical problems which we are not yet able to solve efficiently on our computers:
factoring of large numbers (e.g., the RSA cryptosystem), and computing discrete logarithms
(e.g., the Diffie-Hellman key exchange). Unfortunately, a quantum computer of sufficient size
could solve both problems with ease1 which we know since the discovery of Shor’s algorithm in
1994 [Sho95]. Therefore, the foundation of our current cryptography would simply melt away
facing an attacker with a quantum computer.
Scientists do not argue anymore if there is going to be a sufficiently large quantum computer
in the near future, but when. And: are we going to be prepared then?
In this light the field of post-quantum cryptography emerged, trying to find cryptographic
systems resisting the obviously magical powers of the quantum computer. And there is hope.
Several approaches have been proposed to form the foundation of the cryptography of the future;
mathematical problems which are believed to be intractable even for quantum computers. These
paradigms most famously include lattice-based, code-based, hash-based, and multivariate cryptography, as well as cryptography using isogenies between supersingular elliptic curves. In 2017,
the NIST project for the standardization of post-quantum cryptography started and received a total of 69 complete and proper submissions. Although code-based cryptography is well-studied –
being as old as RSA itself – there are only three submissions of code-based signature schemes.
Moreover, as there already exist successful or at least highly worrying attacks on all three of the
candidates, none of them is expected to advance to the second round of the competition. It does
not seem to be very easy to design a secure and efficient code-based signature scheme.
Our contribution. In this work, we present a new code-based digital signature scheme and
prove it secure against quantum-aided attacks. Our scheme is based on Stern’s well-known
identification scheme and a recently published way to transform identification schemes into signature schemes while preserving their post-quantum nature, namely the lossy Fiat-Shamir transform [KLS17]. Constructing lossy codes, we show the applicability of the lossy Fiat-Shamir
transform to code-based identification schemes. The resulting scheme is the first of its kind,
further demonstrating that efficient post-quantum signatures based on error-correcting codes are
possible.
1

I.e., with low polynomial complexity.
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We present a second post-quantum code-based signature scheme which is based on the Unruh
transform and compare it to the first signature scheme.
A fundamental and common building block of modern cryptography are canonical hash-based
commitments. Although the hiding property is essential to their security, concrete security arguments in the quantum setting were missing until now. We close this gap in the literature, thereby
justifying their application in our new signature scheme as well as in existing schemes.
As a cornerstone of our security proof, we generalize Zhandry’s short-range distributions and
arrive at a theoretical result which might be of interest also outside of the scope of this thesis.
Roadmap. In Chapter 2, we recall the preliminary knowledge necessary for the further reading of our results. We present our analysis of canonical hash-based commitments in Chapter 3,
including our result on their hidingness. In Chapter 4, we give a brief introduction to coding theory before presenting Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme and analyzing its security properties.
In Chapter 5, the new code-based signature scheme based on the Unruh transform is introduced.
We turn to our main result which is shown in Chapter 6, giving a full description of the proposed lossy scheme as well as its security proof. In Chapter 7, we present optimizations to the
scheme, as well as details of our implementation, and compare it to signature schemes with security arguments of a similar level. We finally draw conclusions and name open questions in
Chapter 8.
For a better readability of the security proof, our results on short-range distributions have
been moved to Appendix A. The code of our proof-of-concept implementation can be found in
Appendices B, C, and D.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic definitions
We first give some basic mathematical and cryptographic definitions to build the foundation for
our results. We start with defining negligible quantities.
Definition 2.1.1 (Negligible and overwhelming probabilities). Let λ be a security parameter.
Then, a probability P (λ) is called negligible if and only if
P (λ) ∈ o(λ−n )

for all n ∈ N.

Similarly, a probability Q(λ) is called overwhelming if and only if 1 − Q(λ) is negligible. We
denote the set of negligible functions in λ as negl(λ) and use this symbol similarly to the Landau
notation.
Note, that sums of polynomially many negligible quantities are negligible again.
We next look at sequences of distributions varying in the security parameter, so-called ensembles.
Definition 2.1.2 (Distribution ensemble). Let λ be a security parameter and Xλ be distributions
for λ ∈ N. Then, the family of distributions X = {Xλ }λ∈N is called a distribution ensemble.
We want to define a notion of indistinguishability of distribution ensembles, a basic concept
of modern cryptography. As a first step, we define a metric for distributions.
Definition 2.1.3 (Statistical distance). Let Ω be a finite set and X, Y be distributions over Ω.
Then, the statistical distance between X and Y is given by
∆(X, Y ) = max |X(A) − Y (A)| .
A⊆Ω

In Definition 2.1.3, the event A which maximizes the absolute value can be seen as the optimal
statistical test. Distinguishing the two distributions X, Y based on whether a given sample is
element of A or not exactly leads to a distinguishing probability of ∆(X, Y ). However, A can
have a very complicated description or deciding membership in A can be a hard problem which
is why this optimal statistical test is not always computationally feasible.
There is a second, equivalent definition which reads as follows [PS10]:
∆(X, Y ) =

1 X
|X(ω) − Y (ω)| .
2 ω∈Ω

3
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Definition 2.1.4 (Statistical indistinguishability). Let λ be a security parameter and X = {Xλ }λ∈N ,
Y = {Yλ }λ∈N be two distribution ensembles. Then, X and Y are called statistically indistinguishable or statistically close if and only if
∆(Xλ , Yλ ) ∈ negl(λ).
Statistical indistinguishability is transitive.
While statistical indistinguishability is a very strong property, it may be sufficient in certain
cases to obtain a somewhat weaker property: there must not be an efficient distinguishing algorithm.
Definition 2.1.5 (Computational indistinguishability). Let λ be a security parameter and X =
{Xλ }λ∈N , Y = {Yλ }λ∈N be two distribution ensembles. Then, X and Y are called computationally indistinguishable if and only if for all quantum-polynomial-time algorithms A with
binary output it holds that
|Pr (A(Xλ ) = 1) − Pr (A(Yλ ) = 1)| ∈ negl(λ).
There are multiple computational properties like the one from Definition 2.1.5 which are
supposed to hold against certain algorithms or adversaries. Since we are concerned with security
against quantum attacks, all adversaries are considered to run on a quantum computer unless
stated otherwise. Since classical machines can be efficiently simulated on a quantum computer,
statements that hold for all quantum adversaries also hold for all classical adversaries.
Next, we introduce different metrics for entropy. They enable us to mathematically describe
and quantify the “randomness” of a random variable.
Definition 2.1.6 (Collision entropy). Let Ω be a finite set and X be a discrete random variable
with possible outcomes ω ∈ Ω. Let Y be another random variable over Ω, independent from X
and identically distributed. Then, the collision entropy of X is measured as
H2 (X) = − log2 (Pr [X = Y ]) .
Definition 2.1.7 (Min-entropy). Let Ω be a finite set and X be a discrete random variable with
possible outcomes ω ∈ Ω. Then, the min-entropy of X is defined as




H∞ (X) = − log2 max Pr [X = ω] .
ω∈Ω

The min-entropy is a measure to quantify the uncertainty of a random variable. For H∞ (X) =
0, the random variable X is uniquely determined. The larger the min-entropy of a random
variable, the higher is the uncertainty about its outcome.
As an example, consider a uniform random variable X over the set of n-bit strings Ω =
{0, 1}n . Then, H∞ (X) = n.
Furthermore, the min-entropy is a lower bound on the collision-entropy of a random variable

4
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X. In fact, the two notions of entropy are even equivalent in the following sense:
1
H2 (X) ≤ H∞ (X) ≤ H2 (X).
2
Hash functions. An essential building block of modern cryptography are hash functions.
These are efficiently computable functions mapping messages to a digest of fixed length and
are usually required to guarantee the following cryptographic properties, ordered increasing in
strength:
• Pre-image resistance: given a digest value, it should be infeasible to find any message
which is mapped (hashed) to this digest.
• Second pre-image resistance: given a message, it should be infeasible to find any other,
distinct message which is mapped to the same digest.
• Collision resistance: it should be infeasible to find any two distinct messages which are
mapped to the same digest.
For some purposes, even a cryptographic hash function with the mentioned properties is not
enough to guarantee the security of a scheme. In these scenarios, the hash function is often
additionally required to be pseudorandom, i.e., it should be as close as possible and optimally
indifferentiable from a truly random function with the same domain and co-domain. This allows
the cryptographer to assume the hash function to be truly random in security proofs which is especially helpful when working with random oracles. Since all of the security proofs in this thesis
are done in the (quantum) random oracle model, the formal definitions of the above hash function properties are not discussed. We will elaborate on the random oracle model in Section 2.2.
Extendable output functions (XOF) are another useful tool when implementing random oraclebased cryptography. They can be seen as a kind of hash functions while mapping messages to
an infinite stream of bits instead of a finite digest. In this way, they can also be interpreted to be
hash functions with a variable output length without the need to know this length in advance.
Signature schemes. In the following we give a formal definition of digital signature schemes
as considered in this work.
Definition 2.1.8 (Signature scheme). A digital signature scheme S is defined to be a triple of
algorithms (KeyGen, Sign, Verify) with the following properties:
• Let λ be the security parameter. Then KeyGen is the probabilistic key generation algorithm, which returns a key pair on input of 1λ :
(pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ ).
• Given the secret key and a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the probabilistic signing algorithm Sign
returns a signature σ:
σ ← Signsk (M ).

5
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• Given the public key, a message M and a signature σ, the verification algorithm Verify
returns ACCEPT or REJECT:
b ← Verifypk (M, σ).
The following definition simply states that signatures which are generated by a honest signer
are always valid. We will always implicitly assume this basic property when referring to a
signature scheme.
Definition 2.1.9 (Correctness of signature schemes). A signature scheme S is considered correct
if and only if for all messages M ∈ {0, 1}∗ it holds that
(pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), σ ← Signsk (M )

⇒

Verifypk (M, σ) = ACCEPT,

(2.1)

i.e., honest signatures are accepted.
There exist several different security notions for signature schemes. They differ in two different properties: first, the goal of the attack, i.e., the requirements on the results of the attack
for it to be considered successful and second, the capabilities and resources of the attacker (also
known as the attack model).
The goal of the attack varies from a full break, that is the attacker is able to recover the secret
key and thus able to sign arbitrary messages, to the ability to only forge signatures on messages
which the attacker cannot even freely choose.
The attack model varies from adversaries who only possess the public key to adversaries that
have additional access to a signing oracle, i.e., an oracle Signsk (equipped with the secret key)
which they can query for signatures on arbitrary messages.
We are interested in signature schemes which meet the following security specification, existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks, as in Definition 2.1.10. This is at the same
time the standard requirement for general-purpose digital signature schemes.
Definition 2.1.10 (EUF-CMA). Consider a digital signature scheme S = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify).
S is called existentially unforgeable under a chosen-message attack (EUF-CMA) if and only if
for any quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A the success probability of the following experiment is negligible:




pk
∗
∗
λ
Verify (M , σ ) = ACCEPT (pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1 ), 

PEUF-CMA
(A) = Pr 
adv

∧ M ∗ 6∈ Ω

(M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← ASign (pk)
sk

.

Here, let q ∈ N be the number of queries to the signing oracle Signsk performed by A and
Ω = {Mi }i=1,...,q the set of queried messages.
Note, that the polynomial bound on the runtime of A also implies a polynomial bound on q.
The experiment in Definition 2.1.10 requires the adversary to generate a valid signature on
a message of the adversary’s choice. However, the adversary is not allowed to have asked the
oracle for a signature on this specific message. Intuitively, this is to prevent the adversary from
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simply querying the signing oracle with an arbitrary message and to forward the obtained signature in the course of the experiment. This notion of existential unforgeability can be relaxed
even a little bit more, such that an adversary is already considered to be successful if she is able
to modify a queried signature with the result of producing a second valid, distinct signature on
the same message. This leads to the notion of strong unforgeability.
Definition 2.1.11 (SUF-CMA). A digital signature scheme S = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify) is
called strongly unforgeable under a chosen-message attack (SUF-CMA) if and only if for any
quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A the success probability of the following experiment is
negligible:




pk
λ
∗
∗
Verify (M , σ ) = ACCEPT (pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1 ), 

PSUF-CMA
(A) = Pr 
adv

∧ (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) 6∈ Ω

(M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← ASign (pk)
sk

,

where Ω = {(Mi , σi )}i=1,...,q is the set of queried messages and responses from the signing
oracle.
Clearly, strong unforgeability implies existential unforgeabitliy.
The kind of attack in Definitions 2.1.10 and 2.1.11 is often called “adaptive” in the literature.
This is because the adversary sees the public key and signatures on already queried messages
before choosing the next message to be signed by the oracle. Since we do not consider any
“non-adaptive” variant of the attack, we normally drop the additional qualifier.
We also consider one further attack scenario against a digital signature scheme where the
adversary is not allowed to see any honest signatures. While this notion is too weak to be
sufficient for real world applications, it often represents a helpful intermediate step in security
proofs.
Definition 2.1.12 (EUF-NMA). A digital signature scheme S = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify) is
called existentially unforgeable under a no-message attack (EUF-NMA) if and only if for any
quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A the success probability of the following experiment is
negligible:


PEUF-NMA
(A) = Pr Verifypk (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) = ACCEPT
adv


(pk, sk) ←

KeyGen(1λ ),

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

← A(pk)



.

Commitment schemes. A fundamental tool in cryptographic protocols are commitment
schemes. The application of such a scheme becomes necessary if, as part of an interaction
between two parties A and B, A needs to fix a certain variable x without being able to reveal any
information about it to B and, B must be sure that A cannot subsequently modify the value of x
anymore.
The most stereotypical example of such a problem is a game we call “number guessing”.
Player A secretly chooses a number x which then player B needs to guess. A cannot immediately
reveal x, otherwise the game is trivially winnable for B. Vice versa, B wants to have a guarantee
that A does not choose another value for x after B made his call.

7
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The solution to this problem is given by the usage of a commitment scheme in the following
protocol:
• A chooses a number x and commits to it, generating a commitment c and a so-called
opening d.
• A sends the commitment c to B.
• B makes a guess.
• A reveals x and sends d.
• B verifies that x was indeed A’s initial number using the opening d.
It turns out that comparable situations arise in cryptographic protocols, for example with the
“cut-and-choose” approach for zero-knowledge proofs which will be discussed below in a more
detailed manner. The main idea consists of proving the possession of a secret to another party by
splitting it into multiple parts, committing to them separately and presenting the verifying party
with the choice of which of them to learn. In this way, no information is leaked by the secret
shares which remain unopened throughout the course of the protocol.
Definition 2.1.13 (Commitment scheme). A commitment scheme C is defined to be a triple of
algorithms (Setup, Com, Open) with the following properties:
• Let λ be the security parameter. Then, Setup generates the public key:
pk ← Setup(1λ ).
• Given a message m ∈ M to commit to, the probabilistic commitment generation algorithm Com returns a commitment string c and an opening string, also called decommitment string d:
(c, d) ← Compk (m).
• On input of the commitment c and the opening d, the opening or verification algorithm
Open returns m0 ∈ M ∪ {⊥}:
m0 ← Openpk (c, d).
Here, m0 =⊥ indicates REJECT, otherwise ACCEPT. For the correctness of the scheme,
we require that
Openpk (Compk (m)) = m,
i.e., honestly generated commitments (and openings) open successfully.
Note, that often the opening simply contains the message m and the random coins used in
the commitment generation, such that the algorithm Com can be retraced and verified for honest
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computation. Further note, that the public key is often clear from the context and will not be
explicitly mentioned in these cases.
The hiding property ensures that unopened commitments do not leak information about the
messages to the other party.
Definition 2.1.14 (Hiding property of commitment schemes). A commitment scheme C is called
hiding, if the receiver of the commitment c cannot gain knowledge about the sender’s value for
m. In formal terms, C = (Setup, Com, Open) is called statistically hiding if and only if for every
two messages m0 , m1 ∈ M the two distribution ensembles
n

o

n

o

c0 pk ← Setup(1λ ), (c0 , d0 ) ← Compk (m0 ) ,

c1 pk ← Setup(1λ ), (c1 , d1 ) ← Compk (m1 )

are statistically close. Similarly, C is called computationally hiding if and only if for every pair
of quantum-polynomial-time algorithms A0 , A1 which share state it holds that their advantage
hiding

Padv (A0 , A1 ) = |P0 − P1 |
is negligible in the security parameter λ, where




Pi = Pr b = 1


pk ← Setup(1λ ), (m0 , m1 ) ← Apk
0 (), 
(ci , di ) ← Compk (mi ), b ← Apk
1 (ci )



for i = 0, 1.
The binding property ensures that after publishing the commitment string c the sender cannot
change his value of m anymore without losing the ability to generate a valid opening.
Definition 2.1.15 (Binding property of commitment schemes). A commitment scheme C is called
statistically binding if the probability of collisions is negligible, i.e., if and only if


Pr 



∃ c, d, d0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ , m, m0 ∈ M :

pk ← Setup(1λ ) ∈ negl(λ).




m ← Open (c, d),
pk

m0

← Open

pk

(c, d0 ),

m 6=

m0

Similarly, C is called computationally binding if it is computationally hard to find collisions, i.e.,
if and only if for every quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A it holds that


Pr m 6=⊥, m0 6=⊥, m 6= m0


pk ←

Setup(1λ ),

(c, d, d0 )



← A(pk), 

m ← Openpk (c, d), m0 ← Openpk (c, d0 )

 ∈ negl(λ).

There exists a straightforward way to construct a commitment scheme based on random oracles. The construction and its security are discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.1. BASIC DEFINITIONS
Identification schemes. An identification scheme is an asymmetric interactive protocol
between two parties. As the result of the protocol, one of the parties, the prover, proves his
identity to the second party, the so-called verifier. To this end, the prover is in possession of
the secret matching the public key known to the verifier. We later use techniques to turn certain
canonical variants of interactive identification schemes into non-interactive counterparts. This
gives rise to one way of creating signature schemes.
Definition 2.1.16 (Identification scheme). A triple ID = (KeyGen, P, V) of classical, probabilistic, polynomial-time algorithms with the following properties is called an identification
scheme:
• Let λ be the security parameter. Then KeyGen is the key generation algorithm:
(sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ).
• P and V are interactive algorithms, i.e., they are allowed to exchange messages. In the
end of the protocol, V returns one bit, indicating ACCEPT or REJECT. We denote the
execution of the interactive protocol between P and V as follows:
b ← hPsk , Vpk i.
Identification schemes are always required to be correct, defined as follows.
Definition 2.1.17 (Correctness of identification schemes). An identification scheme ID is called
complete if and only if the identification of honest provers in possession of the secret key always
verifies successfully, in other terms:
h

i

Pr hPsk , Vpk i = ACCEPT (sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ) = 1.
Sometimes, Definition 2.1.17 is relaxed in such a way that the specified probability only needs
to be overwhelming in the security parameter instead of being equal to one.
We want to formally capture the relation between the secret and the public key.
Definition 2.1.18 (Key relation). Consider an identification scheme ID. Then, a language R is
called key relation of ID if
h

i

Pr (sk, pk) ∈ R (sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ) = 1.
Intuitively, we want R to be efficiently decidable. This allows us to determine if a given
secret key and public key match. Furthermore, we obviously require that it is infeasible to find
a matching secret key if only given the public key. This notion is called key one-wayness.
Definition 2.1.19 (Key one-wayness). Consider an identification scheme ID with key relation
R. Then, we call ID key one-way with respect to R if and only if no attacker can derive a
valid secret key when only given the public key with a non-negligible probability, i.e., if for every
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quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A it holds that
h

i

Pr (sk0 , pk) ∈ R (sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), sk0 ← A(pk) ∈ negl(λ).
This work will focus on identification schemes of a certain type, where the communication
between the proving and the verifying party consists of exactly three messages. In a first step,
the prover sends an initial, normally randomly generated commitment to the verifier. The latter responds with a challenge to the prover, which we require to be uniformly drawn from a
challenge space, especially independent from the initial commitment. The last communication
consists of the prover’s appropriate response to the received challenge based on which the verifier determines whether the proof of identification is accepted.
Definition 2.1.20 (Canonical 3-pass identification scheme). An identification scheme ID =
(KeyGen, P, V) in the terms of Definition 2.1.16 is called a canonical 3-pass identification
scheme if the following additional conditions hold true:
• The proving protocol P consists of two subroutines P = (P0 , P1 ) which are allowed to
share state and which obtain access to the secret key sk.
• The verifier V consists of two subroutines V = (V0 , V1 ) which are given access to the
public key pk.
• The routine P0 generates a commitment com which is sent to the verifier as the first message.
• V0 solely draws a challenge ch uniformly at random from a challenge space C and returns
it. This challenge is the second message, returning to the prover.
• P1 receives this challenge and computes a response resp based on it. resp is send back
to the verifier. Note, that P1 also has access to the final state of P0 and thus especially
knows the random coins used in the initial commitment generation.
• Finally, the deterministic algorithm V1 decides based on the knowledge of com, ch and
resp if it accepts or rejects the proof of identity. The entirety of the communication of
one execution of the protocol is called the transcript of the protocol run and denoted by
trans = (com, ch, resp). Note, that every third party who knows the public key pk and the
transcript trans can determine whether the verification procedure was successful or not.
The protocol of a canonical 3-pass identification scheme is depicted in Figure 2.1.
We define the following security properties of identification schemes, namely a variation of
the notion of zero-knowledge and the soundness of the scheme. The purpose of zero-knowledge
is to guarantee that no information about the secret key leaks to the public by the execution
of the protocol. This is defined by requiring the existence of a simulator which produces transcripts of the protocol, indistinguishable of transcripts of “real” executions of the identification
scheme, without being equipped with the secret key. The presented variation only guarantees
zero-knowledge assuming an honest verifier, not against malicious ones. However, it turns out
that this is sufficient to construct signatures based on this identification scheme, as the signing
entity is going to impersonate both the prover and the verifier.
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Prover(sk)

Verifier(pk)

// commitment phase
com ← P0sk
com
// challenge phase
ch ← V0pk
ch
// response phase
resp ← P1sk (ch)
resp
// verif ication phase
V1pk (com, ch, resp) ?

Figure 2.1.: A canonical 3-pass identification scheme. Note, that P0 and P1 may share state.
Definition 2.1.21 (Honest-verifier zero-knowledge). A canonical 3-pass identification scheme
ID = (KeyGen, P, V) is called statistically honest-verifier zero-knowledge (HVZK) if and only
if there exists a classical, probabilistic, polynomial-time algorithm S, the transcript-generating
simulator, such that the statistical distance between the distribution ensembles




(sk, pk, (com, ch, resp))



n

(sk, pk) ←





KeyGen(1λ ),


com ← P0sk , ch ← V0pk , resp ← P1sk (ch) 

(sk, pk, trans) (sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), trans ← Spk

,

o

is negligible in the security parameter λ. Analogously, ID is called computationally honestverifier zero-knowledge if and only if there exists a probabilistic, polynomial-time simulator
S, such that for any quantum-polynomial-time state-sharing algorithms A0 , A1 the advantage
function
PHVZK
adv (A0 , A1 )


= Pr b = 1 ∧ (sk, pk) ∈ R


(sk, pk) ← A0 (), com ←

− Pr b = 1 ∧ (sk, pk) ∈ R
is negligible.
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ch ←



V0pk , 

resp ← P1sk (ch), b ← A1 (com, ch, resp)




P0sk ,




(sk, pk) ← A0 (), (com, ch, resp) ← Spk , 
b ← A1 (com, ch, resp)
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Often, a simulator can be constructed exploiting the fact that the challenge can be freely
chosen by the simulator, even before the determination of the initial commitment.
The soundness property ensures that a malicious prover without access to the secret key will
not be able to successfully convince an honest verifier of the fact that he indeed possesses the
secret key, except for a certain (preferably small) probability.
Definition 2.1.22 (Soundness). Let 0 ≤ ε < 1. Then, a canonical 3-pass identification scheme
ID = (KeyGen, P, V) is called ε-sound if no attacker without possession of the secret key can
perform a valid proof with success probability non-negligibly higher than ε, i.e., if for every
quantum-polynomial-time algorithms A0 , A1 it holds that


Pr V1pk (com, ch, resp) = ACCEPT

(sk, pk) ←

KeyGen(1λ ),

Apk
0 ,

V0pk ,



com ←

ch ←

resp ←



Apk
1 (ch)




≤ ε + negl(λ),
where negl(λ) are the negligible functions in the security parameter λ. Note, that A0 and A1
do not have access to the secret key sk, but that they may share state.
An implication of the soundness property is that it is possible to derive an identification
scheme with a soundness error arbitrarily close to zero from any sound identification scheme
by parallel repetition. This is due to the statistical independence of every two runs of the protocol. Thus, assuming an ε-sound identification scheme, t-fold parallel repetition leads to a new
scheme of soundness error below εt . Thus, to obtain a scheme of soundness error below 2−l ,
l
t=
log2 (1/ε)




parallel repetitions are sufficient.
It turns out that for our purposes a different notion of soundness, so-called special soundness,
is more practical. We will introduce this notion later in Definition 2.4.2.
When transforming identification schemes into signature schemes, it turns out that the so
far mentioned security properties are not sufficient to obtain strongly unforgeable signatures.
Although strong unforgeability is often considered even more than necessary, we can obtain
this nice security property in our situation with little additional effort. This is why [KLS17]
introduced the following notion of unique responses.
Definition 2.1.23 (Unique responses). A canonical 3-pass identification scheme ID = (KeyGen, P, V)
is said to have unique responses if and only if for every commitment com and every challenge
ch there exists not more than one valid response resp, such that V1pk (com, ch, resp) = ACCEPT.
Analogously, ID is said to have computationally unique responses if and only if for every
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quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A the following advantage function is negligible:
PCUR
adv (A)


resp 6= resp0 ∧

= Pr 
V1pk (com, ch, resp0 ) = ACCEPT




(sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), com ← P0sk , ch ← V0pk , 
resp ← P1sk (ch), resp0 ← Apk (com, ch, resp)

2.2. The (quantum) random oracle model
To rigorously prove the security of a cryptographic scheme, some assumptions are commonly
made on which the argumentation relies. If those assumptions solely involve restrictions on the
computational power and the time available to the adversary, as well as complexity assumptions
about specific mathematical or computational problems, the proof is said to be in the standard
model. Although the standard model is considered close to reality and proofs in this frame are
therefore believed to be strong statements about a scheme’s security in the real world, it turns
out that proofs of this kind are notoriously hard to obtain.
Because of this, many security proofs require additional assumptions, such as replacing cryptographic primitives with their idealized counterparts. One of the most common choices is to
replace cryptographic hash functions with genuinely random functions of the same domain and
codomain. This model is called the random oracle model (ROM). The ROM assumes the existence of a so-called random oracle, a black box which answers each query with a uniformly
random element in the codomain. Moreover, the random oracle is required to ensure the consistency of the return values. That is, equal queries at different points in time (possibly from
different parties) must yield equal responses from the oracle.
Mathematically, the random oracle can be seen as a uniformly random function. Thus, it can
be imagined as a black box with a large look-up table inside defining a map from all possible
inputs into the set of possible outputs. A cryptographic scheme using a random oracle would
normally start with randomly sampling the oracle itself from the set of feasible functions before
proceeding with the rest of the protocol.
The ideal mathematical properties of the random oracle, such as the statistical independence
of distinct queries and the uniform distribution of the output values, allow for security arguments
which are not possible when using real world hash functions. This is especially the case if the
existence of attacks exploiting the internal structure of the hash function cannot be disproved.
The ROM was first used in provable security by Bellare and Rogaway [BR93].
Since real world instantiations of a cryptographic scheme which makes use of a random oracle
need to replace the oracle with a hash function, a security proof for the scheme in the ROM
only gives an indication about its real world security if the random oracle is treated like a hash
function. Since hash functions admit a public description which is also known to the adversary,
this means in particular that also the adversary needs to be granted access to the random oracle.
Furthermore, the evaluation time of the random oracle is often disrespected, just as if it was an
efficient hash function. Instead, the number of evaluations of the random oracle is often used as
a measure for the adversary’s algorithmic complexity.
In contrast to what one would hope for, there is a gap between the ROM and the standard
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model. Canetti et al. showed that there exists a signature scheme which is provably secure
in the random oracle model while trivially insecure for every real world instantiation with the
random oracle replaced by a hash function family [CGH00]. Although this scheme is of rather
pathological nature, it makes clear that a security proof in the random oracle model does not
directly imply the real world security of the instantiated scheme. On the other hand, a successful
attack against such a scheme which does not break the hardness assumption of an underlying
problem but rather attacks the random oracle assumption itself must draw its strength from this
gap between a random oracle and a real-world hash function. Hence, as long as undesirable
properties of the used hash function are believed to be difficult to discover, a proof in the ROM
can be considered a strong evidence of the scheme’s real world security.
A possibility to simulate a random oracle efficiently is to delay the sampling of the function
values until the moment when a certain input value is queried. For the sake of consistency, the
algorithm simulating the random oracle needs to keep track of all queries which were answered
so far e.g. in a table, including the responses. When queried a certain value, the algorithm checks
if this specific value was queried before. If so, the algorithm returns the response from the table.
Otherwise, a new value is sampled randomly, included in the internal table and returned. This is
referred to as lazy sampling.
Another advantage of proofs in the ROM is that the random oracle can be considered outside
of all involved parties. In this way, we can treat attackers as black-box algorithms while monitoring their queries to the random oracle or even replacing the random oracle with a simulation,
for example by lazy sampling. This allows us to manipulate the output of the random oracle for
a specific input; a useful tool known as oracle reprogramming.
When one aims to prove the security of a cryptographic scheme against attacks from adversaries in the possession of a quantum computer, the ROM proving strategy needs to be revised [BDF+ 10]. A quantum attacker is able to implement any hash function with a public
description with a quantum circuit. This allows the adversary to compute evaluations of the
hash function on the input of quantum states rather than on classical inputs only. To take these
capabilities of the attacker into account, the ROM is extended to the quantum-accessible random
oracle model (QROM) which allows the involved parties to query the oracle on superpositions
of classical inputs, performing so-called quantum queries.
Without loss of generality, we can assume a quantum oracle algorithm to perform all blackbox queries sequentially. Between any two subsequent queries, the algorithm applies a unitary
operator to its quantum registers. To formalize this notion, we assume its registers to take the
form |ii|ji|ki, where |ii holds the input to the oracle, |ji receives the oracle’s output, and |ki
consists of all remaining workspace. Assume that the black-box oracle implements the function
f . Then, one query can be modeled by the unitary operator Of which is given on the basis states
as follows:
Of : |ii|ji|ki 7→ |ii|j ⊕ f (i)i|ki.
Naming the unitary operators in between the queries U0 , . . . , UQ , the complete execution of an
algorithm performing Q queries takes the form
UQ Of UQ−1 . . . U2 Of U1 Of U0 |0i|0i|0i.
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Signsk
FS (M )
// commitment
com ← P0sk
// challenge
ch ← H(com, M )
// response
resp ← P1sk (ch)
Return σ = (com, ch, resp)

Figure 2.2.: Fiat-Shamir signature generation.
Verifypk
FS (M, σ)
// interpret signature
com, ch, resp ← σ
// verif y
Check ch = H(com, M )?
Check V1sk (com, ch, resp)?
If all checks succeed return ACCEPT else return REJECT

Figure 2.3.: Fiat-Shamir verification.
Note, that there arise problems in the quantum setting which do not occur in the classical
ROM. As an example, because an oracle simulator using lazy sampling is not stateless, it cannot
be directly transferred to the quantum setting due to its inability to answer quantum queries.
Another obstacle we encounter comes from another property implied by the quantum nature
of the queries. It is not straightforward to observe the queries of an attacker without being
noticed, even if the quantum oracle is separate. Doing so would disturb the value of the query
itself and could thus disturb the execution of the adversary.
Despite those limitations, there also exist results on oracle reprogramming in the QROM, e.g.
[Unr14b, Unr14a]. They show that in some situations it is possible to manipulate the output of a
random oracle without disturbing the execution of the adversary with overwhelming probability.

2.3. The Fiat-Shamir transform
Considering a canonical 3-pass identification scheme as in Definition 2.1.20, it becomes clear
that the function of V0 , the sampling of the challenge by the verifying party, is not to convey any
information but simply to take the power to control the challenge from the prover, thus making
it unpredictable. This is necessary, because in most cases a malicious prover could exploit a
correct prediction to cheat; in the case of a cut-and-choose approach, the prover would know
which of the initial commitments must be opened later and more importantly, which do not need
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to be opened.
Fiat and Shamir exploited this observation already in 1987 to propose an approach how to
make identification schemes of this kind non-interactive [FS87]. The basic idea is to substitute
the interaction with the verifier by a public hash function. Instead of sending the commitment
to the verifier and receiving the challenge thereafter, the commitment is fed to the hash function
whose evaluation results in the challenge. The benefit of this procedure is that because of the
public description of the hash function, the verifier is later able to retrace and check the derivation
of the challenge.
Moreover, such a transformed scheme may directly be modified to obtain a signature scheme.
The message to sign is simply fed to the hash function as well.
Note, that the security of this transform relies on the prover’s inability to manipulate the
outcome of the hash function. Therefore, the challenge space needs to be sufficiently large
to prevent preimage attacks. In the case of an identification scheme with small, insufficient
challenge space C, parallel repetitions of the scheme can be executed as described in Section 2.1.
The cardinality of the total challenge space then grows exponentially in the number of repetitions
t:
Ctotal = C
× ·{z
· · × C} = C t .
|
t times

Definition 2.3.1 (Fiat-Shamir transform). Let ID = (KeyGen, P = (P0 , P1 ), V = (V0 , V1 )) be
a canonical 3-pass identification scheme with challenge space C and let H : {0, 1}∗ → C be a
hash function. Then, the Fiat-Shamir transform of ID is given by the (non-interactive) signature
scheme SFS = (KeyGen, SignFS , VerifyFS ) with the following properties:
• The signature generation algorithm SignFS uses the algorithms P0 , P1 and the hash function H to generate a signature on input of the message M and the secret key sk, as depicted
in Figure 2.2.
• First, on input of the message M , a signature σ and the public key pk, the deterministic
verification procedure VerifyFS checks if the challenge was computed honestly. As a second step, it runs the verification algorithm V1 from ID to verify the transcript, as depicted
in Figure 2.3.
Note, that because the challenge ch can be recomputed by the verifier, it can be omitted in the
signature σ.
The Fiat-Shamir transform was proven secure in the ROM [PS96]. In a first step, EUFNMA security of the resulting signature scheme is shown using the special soundness of the
underlying identification scheme and the so-called “rewinding” technique. Roughly, in this
proof technique, an adversary forging signatures without knowledge of the secret key is run
given access to a simulated random oracle. Because of the classical nature of the adversary, the
adversary’s state before a query to the random oracle can be recorded. In this way, the adversary
can be reset multiple times to the same point, having reprogrammed the random oracle at the
point of the adversary’s query. Given the signatures from the different runs, a matching secret
can be extracted. It can be concluded that a successfully forging adversary can be transformed
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Signsk
U (M )
For i = 1, . . . , t:
// commitment
comi ← P0sk
// generate multiple transcripts
For j = 1, . . . , m:
chi,j ←$ C \ {chi,1 , . . . , chi,j−1 }
respi,j ← P1sk (chi,j )
hi,j ← G(respi,j )
// challenge
t,m
J1 , . . . , Jt ← H (comi )ti=1 , (chi,j )t,m
i,j=1 , (hi,j )i,j=1 , M



t,m
t
Return σ = (comi )ti=1 , (chi,j )t,m
i,j=1 , (hi,j )i,j=1 , (respi,Ji )i=1



Figure 2.4.: Unruh signature generation.
into an algorithm breaking the key one-wayness of the identification scheme. In a second step,
the zero-knowledge property is used to deduce the equivalence of the EUF-NMA and EUF-CMA
notions.

2.4. The Unruh transform
The outlined proof of the security of the Fiat-Shamir transform in Section 2.3 cannot directly
be transferred to the QROM case, because quantum queries to the random oracle as well as the
(quantum) state of the adversary cannot be recorded without disturbing the adversary’s execution. There exist some attempts to resurrect the Fiat-Shamir transform in its original form in the
QROM. However, no proofs are known so far which do not require any further assumptions. We
will have a closer look at one specific approach [KLS17] in Chapter 6.
In contrast to these advances, after preliminary work of Fischlin [Fis05], Unruh published
a new transform in 2014 that permits a new proof technique in the QROM [Unr14a]. This
transform is now usually referred to as the “Unruh transform”.
Definition 2.4.1 (Unruh transform). Let ID = (KeyGen, P = (P0 , P1 ), V = (V0 , V1 )) be a
canonical 3-pass identification scheme with challenge space C and response space R and let
H : {0, 1}∗ → C and G : R → R be hash functions. Then, the Unruh transform of ID is given
by the (non-interactive) signature scheme SU = (KeyGen, SignU , VerifyU ) with the following
properties:
• The signature generation algorithm SignU uses the algorithms P0 , P1 and the hash functions H, G to generate a signature on input of the message M and the secret key sk, as
depicted in Figure 2.4.
• On input of the message M , a signature σ and the public key pk, the deterministic verification procedure VerifyU checks if the signature was generated honestly, executing the
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Verifypk
U (M, σ)
// interpret signature
t,m
t
(comi )ti=1 , (chi,j )t,m
i,j=1 , (hi,j )i,j=1 , (respi )i=1 ← σ
t,m
J1 , . . . , Jt ← H (comi )ti=1 , (chi,j )t,m
i,j=1 , (hi,j )i,j=1 , M



// verif y
For i = 1, . . . , t:
Check chi,1 , . . . , chi,m are pairwise distinct?
For i = 1, . . . , t:
Check V1sk (comi , chi,Ji , respi )?
For i = 1, . . . , t:
Check hi,Ji = G(respi )?
If all checks succeed return ACCEPT else return REJECT

Figure 2.5.: Unruh signature verification.
verification algorithm V1 from ID, as depicted in Figure 2.5.
The transform further involves two integer parameters t and m which control the number of
responses generated during the generation of one signature.
The fundamental idea of this construction is the following. As in the Fiat-Shamir transform,
an adversary trying to forge a signature without knowledge of the secret key would need to be
able to generate valid responses to several distinct challenges corresponding to a unique initial
commitment. However, since we cannot easily observe queries of a quantum adversary to the
random oracle, the signing party is now required to include these multiple responses into the
signature. In this way, we regain access to the responses a malicious adversary generates. To
restore the zero-knowledge property and not leak information about the secret key by publishing
signatures, the responses included in the signature are blinded, using a length-preserving hash
function. While this will computationally hide responses included in normal signatures, it allows
one to extract the responses from a signature generated by an adversary with the following trick.
When executing the adversary as a quantum black box algorithm, we give it oracle access to
a quantum-secure pseudorandom permutation instead of the length-preserving hash function
[Zha16]. It is not feasible for the adversary to notice this modification, as recent results from
Zhandry show [Zha13]. Furthermore, having access to the inverse permutation, one can easily
find the preimages and thus the responses which correspond to the hash values in the signature.
Thus being able to un-blind, one can combine the open responses to different challenges to
extract a matching secret key, thereby turning a forger into a successful attacker against the
underlying identification scheme.
To capture the required properties of the identification scheme, the following notion is introduced.
Definition 2.4.2 (Special soundness). Let ID be an identification scheme with key relation R.
Then ID is said to have computational special soundness if there exists a classical, quantum-
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polynomial-time algorithm E, called the extractor, such that for all quantum-polynomial-time
algorithms A it holds that


0

V1pk (com, ch, resp)

(sk, pk) 6∈ R ∧ ch 6= ch ∧
Pr 
= V1pk (com, ch0 , resp0 ) = ACCEPT

0

(pk, com, ch, resp, ch

, resp0 )



← A(), 

sk ← Epk (com, ch, resp, ch0 , resp0 )

∈ negl(λ).
In the case of a identification scheme with key one-wayness, Definition 2.4.2 formalizes the
notion that it should be infeasible to generate two valid transcripts sharing the same initial commitment without possession of the secret key. Because of that, the property from Definition 2.4.2
is also referred to as 2-special soundness. In this way, we can generalize the special soundness
property to identification schemes for which it is hard to find three or more valid transcripts without possession of the secret key. We call these properties 3-special soundness, or more general
n-special soundness for n ≥ 2. 3-special soundness was already researched and used to prove
the security of a post-quantum signature scheme in [CDG+ 17].
Let us recall the results about the post-quantum security of Unruh’s transform. We express
them here in a slightly modified manner to match our notation.
Theorem 2.4.3 (EUF-CMA of Unruh signatures). Let the identification scheme ID be HVZK,
have special soundness and be key one-way. Further assume that the response of P1 has a
min-entropy given its initial state and the challenge ch which is superlogarithmic in the security
parameter λ. Let SU be the Unruh transform of ID. Also, let the signatures generated by SignU
have at least superlogarithmic collision-entropy given the oracles H, G. Then, SU is EUF-CMA
in the quantum random oracle model.
Proof. [Unr14a, Theorem 15] gives the zero-knowledge property of the Unruh signatures,
[Unr14a, Theorem 18] implies the simulation-sound online-extractability. Combining these
properties with the key one-wayness of ID we obtain the EUF-CMA property.
Unruh’s proof strategy makes use of recent advances in adaptive quantum random oracle
reprogramming.
The obvious advantage of Unruh’s transform over the Fiat-Shamir transform is the security
proof in the QROM. However, this features comes for the expense of large signatures. While
for cut-and-choose identification schemes also Fiat-Shamir signatures need to include multiple
transcripts with different initial commitments to reduce the soundness error to a negligible level,
Unruh signatures have the additional overhead resulting from the included blinded responses.
This overhead is significant bearing in mind that the blinded responses are exactly as large as
open responses.
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3. On the security of canonical
commitments against quantum
attackers
In this chapter, we analyze the canonical commitment scheme as described in Figure 3.1. This
straightforward construction is a very common basic component in cryptography; it can be
found for example in instantiations of post-quantum schemes like SOFIA [CHR+ 17] or Picnic [CDG+ 17]. The construction is shown secure in the random oracle model. For real world
applications, the random oracle needs to be replaced with a cryptographically secure hash function family.
The security of canonical commitments is well-studied in the classical setting. Here, security
considerations and proofs in the quantum setting, i.e., in the quantum random oracle model, are
given. To the best of the author’s knowledge, especially the validity of the hiding property of
canonical commitments against quantum attackers was not proven for the most commonly used
parameter ranges.

3.1. Binding commitments
We first want to have a very brief look at the bindingness of canonical commitments. While
the computational property is easily accessible in the classical setting, this is not the case when
considering quantum adversaries. We do not want to discuss these issues here but rather refer
to [Unr15] and restrict ourselves to the statistical property which can be analyzed independently
from the adversary’s abilities.
First, it is important to notice that perfectly or statistically binding commitments cannot be
achieved if the messages are allowed to be infinitely long, because the pigeonhole principle

Setup(1λ )
H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n )
pk ← (H)
return pk

Compk (m)
r ←$ {0, 1}k
d ← (m, r)
c ← H(d)
return (c, d)

Openpk (c, d)
If c = H(d):
m, r ← d
return m
Else:
return ⊥

Figure 3.1.: The canonical commitment scheme. Although H cannot be expressed by a finite
description, the sampling procedure during the setup can be formally understood to
be done independently for each element of the domain.
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would directly imply the certain existence of collisions. The following lemma gives an indication
about the necessary length of the commitments compared to the length of the messages such that
the commitments are statistically binding.
Lemma 3.1.1 (Statistically binding for canonical commitments). Let H : {0, 1}m+k → {0, 1}l
be a random oracle, where m is the message length and k is the length of the random coins. If
2(m + k) + n ≤ l, then the resulting canonical commitment scheme is statistically binding, i.e.,
it is perfectly binding with probability at least 1 − 2−n over the choice of the random oracle. In
other words, it holds for the probability of collisions that


Pr 




∃ x1 , x2 ∈ {0, 1}m , r1 , r2 ∈ {0, 1}k ,

H ←$ ({0, 1}m+k → {0, 1}l )  ≤ 2−n .


(x1 , r1 ) 6= (x2 , r2 ) : H(x1 , r1 ) = H(x2 , r2 )

Proof. We first derive an auxiliary result. To this end, let y1 , . . . , yq ∈ [0, 1]. We show that
q
Y

(1 − yi ) ≥ 1 −

i=1

q
X

(3.1)

yi .

i=1

If q = 1, then (3.1) is trivially correct and equality holds. Assume now that (3.1) holds for some
q ∈ N. Then we deduce for numbers y1 , . . . , yq+1 ∈ [0, 1] that
q+1
Y

(1 − yi ) ≥

1−

i=1

q
X

!

yi (1 − yq+1 ) ≥ 1 −

i=1

q+1
X

yi + yq+1

i=1

q
X

yi ≥ 1 −

i=1

q+1
X

yi .

i=1

By induction over the natural numbers, the correctness of (3.1) follows for all q ∈ N.
We now turn to the actual statement. Sampling the elements in the image of H one by one,
the probability that H is free of collisions equals
h

m+k

Pr | Im(H)| = 2

i

1
=1· 1− l
2


2
· 1− l
2

 



2m+k − 1
··· 1 −
2l

!

and by (3.1) we can further estimate this probability by
≥ 1 − 2−l ·

2m+k
X−1
i=1



i = 1 − 2−l ·



2m+k 2m+k − 1
2

≥ 1 − 22(m+k)−l ≥ 1 − 2−n .

The last step follows by the assumption of 2(m + k) + n ≤ l. This concludes the proof.
Note, that the statement of Lemma 3.1.1 can be made slightly stronger by only requiring that
2(m + k) − 1 + n ≤ l. To see that the claim then still holds, it is sufficient to improve the
estimate in the last line of the proof.
We remark that a similar result was claimed in [Pas04, Lemma 8]. Namely, the claim was
that the commitments are already statistically binding if H is expanding by a factor of two.
However, the statement and the proof seem to be flawed. The birthday paradox implies that the
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collision probability in this case is bounded from below by a positive constant which is directly
contradictory to the statistical bindingness of the commitment scheme.

3.2. Statistically hiding commitments
Next, we have a look at the statistical hiding property. It again allows us to completely ignore
the attacker model and has as such validity against both classical and quantum adversaries. Furthermore, since there are no restrictions on the adversary’s complexity, the statistical hidingness
even protects against attacks from unbounded adversaries.
[Pas04] already showed that the canonical commitment scheme is statistically hiding if the
entropy of the random coins exceeds eight times the commitment length. We were now able to
improve this factor from eight to five, as is expressed by the following Lemma 3.2.1.
Lemma 3.2.1 (Statistically hiding for canonical commitments). Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be
a random oracle. Further, let r ∈ {0, 1}5n be uniformly random. Then, H(x, r) is statistically
hiding. In other words, with
∆H (x1 , x2 )
h
i
h
i
1 X
=
Pr H(x1 , r) = c r ←$ {0, 1}5n − Pr H(x2 , r) = c r ←$ {0, 1}5n
2 c∈{0,1}n
being the statistical distance between commitments on two messages x1 , x2 , it holds that
h

i

Pr ∆H (x1 , x2 ) < 2−n |H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ) > 1 − 2−n
for all messages x1 , x2 .
Proof. The proof closely follows the proof of [Pas04, Lemma 9].
We choose a rather general approach to retrace the reasons for the occurrence of the number
5 in the statement. Thus, we first choose r ∈ {0, 1}k for k ∈ N. Now consider the random
variable
h

i

Xcx = Pr H(x, r) = c r ←$ {0, 1}k ,
which depends on the random oracle H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n and expresses the probability that
the message x is mapped to the commitment string c, taking into account that the random coins
are uniform over {0, 1}k . We can express Xcx as
Xcx =

1
2k

X

x
Xc,r
,

r∈{0,1}k
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where
x
Xc,r
=



1,

if H(x, r) = c,


0,

otherwise.

x :
To calculate the variance of Xcx , we first compute the variance of Xc,r

h

i

x
V Xc,r
=E



x
Xc,r

2 



x
where we exploited that Xc,r

V [Xcx ] =

1
22k

X

h

x
− E Xc,r

2

i2

h

i

h

x
x
= E Xc,r
− E Xc,r

i2

= 2−n − 2−2n ,

x . This leads to
= Xc,r

h





i

x
V Xc,r
= 2−2k 2k 2−n − 2−2n < 2−k−n .

r∈{0,1}k

Chebyshev’s inequality implies for l > 0 that




q

Pr |Xcx − E[ Xcx ]| > l V [Xcx ] <

1
.
l2

The choice
l = 2−m (V [Xcx ])− /2
1

for m > 0 gives
Pr |Xcx − E[ Xcx ]| > 2−m < 22m V [Xcx ] < 22m−k−n .




Because all images of H are independent, this allows us to estimate the probability that for none
of the commitments c ∈ {0, 1}n the variable Xcx deviates more than 2−m from its expectation
by


Pr ¬∃c ∈ {0, 1}n : |Xcx − E[ Xcx ]| > 2−m > 1 − 22m−k−n




2n

≈ 1 − 2n 22m−k−n = 1 − 22m−k .
Thus, with at least this probability we can bound ∆H (x1 , x2 ) from above:
∆H (x1 , x2 ) <


1 X
2 · 2−m = 2n−m .
2 c∈{0,1}n

It remains to choose the parameters k and m appropriately. Since our goal is to minimize both
our bound for the statistical distance ∆H (x1 , x2 ) as well as the probability that our estimate
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does not hold, we balance those two numbers by requiring
22m−k = 2n−m
⇔ 2m − k = n − m
n+k
⇔m=
.
3
To further eliminate the parameter k, we choose it in a way such that the two mentioned numbers
coincide with the security level, i.e., the output size of the random oracle H:
2n−m = 2−n
⇔ n − m = −n
n+k
⇔ 2n =
3
⇔ k = 5n.
With this choice of the parameters m and k, we deduce that
h

i

Pr ∆H (x1 , x2 ) < 2−n |H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ) > 1 − 2−n ,
which proves the claim.
Note, that the structure of the proof implies that the random string used in the canonical
commitment can also be chosen longer than in Lemma 3.2.1. That is, the statement also holds
in the case r ∈ {0, 1}k with k ≥ 5n.

3.3. Computationally hiding commitments
While statistically hiding commitments defend against unbounded quantum attackers, the price
of this nice property is the costliness of its construction. According to Lemma 3.2.1, to achieve a
security of n bits the entropy of the used random coins needs to be 5n at the least. This appears
especially expensive considering that in our later constructions of signature schemes some of
these random coins will need to be included as part of the signature. A higher entropy in the
random coins will therefore directly lead to longer signatures.
Query complexity. Fortunately, it turns out that it is possible to relax these requirements
when restraining the adversary’s capabilities. To this end, we introduce two assumptions about
the abilities of the adversary. First, the adversary is only granted black-box access (also called
oracle access) to the random oracle – hence the name. By this abstraction we exclude any attacks
that exploit the internal structure of the hash function. In the real world, this would correspond
to an adversary who is able to implement the hash function in a quantum circuit and to evaluate
it, but who is not allowed to analyze its exact composition. Secondly, we cap the number of evaluations of the random oracle which the adversary is allowed to perform. In the oracle model, the
evaluations are also called queries to the random oracle. The total number of queries an oracle
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algorithm performs represents its query complexity. The employment of the query complexity
as a metric to describe an adversary’s runtime has mainly technical reasons as it allows for a
natural mathematical reasoning on the adversary’s capabilities. While the query complexity is a
lower bound on the number of steps an algorithm performs, in many cases it proves to be a rather
loose lower bound neglecting properties like the algorithm’s parallelizability. It also inherently
lacks the ability to express any quantification of the number of steps an algorithm performs besides the oracle queries. Therefore, even an algorithm with bounded query complexity can be
essentially unbounded with respect to its total number of steps.
We now prove that canonical commitments are also computationally hiding against quantum
adversaries when choosing the parameters carefully. The argumentation is based on the “adaptive one-way to hiding lemma” [Unr14b, Lemma 15] which we recall here.
Theorem 3.3.1 (Adaptive random oracle programming [Unr14b, Lemma 15] ). Let H : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}n be a random oracle. Let (A0 , A1 , A2 ) be oracle algorithms such that A0 performs at
most q0 queries, and A1 , A2 together perform at most q12 queries to H. Let C1 be an oracle algorithm that on input (j, B, x) does the following: Run AH
1 (x, B) till the j-th query to H, then
measure the argument of that query in the computational basis, and output the measurement
outcome. (Or ⊥ if no j-th query occurs.) Let
h

k
PA1 = Pr b = 1 H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), m ←$ AH
0 (), x ←$ {0, 1} ,

i

H
AH
1 (x, H(x, m)), b ← A2 (x, H(x, m)) ,

h

k
n
PA2 = Pr b = 1 H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), m ←$ AH
0 (), x ←$ {0, 1} , B ←$ {0, 1} ,

i

H
AH
1 (x, B), H(x, m) := B, b ← A2 (x, B) ,

h

k
PC = Pr x = x0 ∧ m = m0 H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), m ←$ AH
0 (), x ←$ {0, 1} ,

i

B ←$ {0, 1}n , j ←$ {1, . . . , q12 }, (x0 , m0 ) ← C1H (j, B, x) .
Then it holds that
|PA1 − PA2 | ≤ 2q12 PC + q0 2−k/2+2 .
p

In the following, we state a direct consequence which is useful in the actual proof of the hiding
property in Theorem 3.3.3.
Corollary 3.3.2. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a random oracle. Let A0 , A1 be quantum
algorithms sharing state and performing at most q0 and q1 queries, respectively. Then, it holds
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that


H

Pr b = 1

←$ ({0, 1}∗

→

{0, 1}n ),



x ←$ {0, 1}k ,

m ←$ AH
0 (),

B ← H(m, x),

b ←$ AH
1 (B)








H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), m ←$ AH
0 (), 

− Pr b = 1


≤ 4 · q0 · 2 −

k/2

x ←$ {0, 1}k , B ←$ {0, 1}n , b ←$ AH
1 (B)



+ 2 · q1 · 2− /2 .
k

Proof. The proof works like the proof of [Unr14a, Corollary 12], substituting the application
of [Unr14a, Theorem 10] with the application of 3.3.1. Furthermore, use x = x0 ∧ m = m0
instead of x = x0 and x ←$ {0, 1}k instead of x ←$ AC ().
The following Theorem 3.3.3 shows that the entropy in the random coins can be much lower
than in Lemma 3.2.1 when limiting the possible number of queries the adversary can perform.
Theorem 3.3.3 (Computationally hiding for canonical commitments). Let H : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}n be a random oracle. Further, let k be superlogarithmic in the security parameter and
let r ∈ {0, 1}k be uniformly random. Then, the commitment H(m, r) is computationally hiding.
That is, for any pair of quantum algorithms A0 , A1 which share state and which perform at most
q0 and q1 oracle queries, respectively, with the probabilities


PA1 = Pr b = 1




H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), (m0 , m1 ) ← AH
0 (), 
r ←$ {0, 1}k , c ← H(m0 , r), b ← AH
1 (c)



PA2 = Pr b = 1

H

←$ ({0, 1}∗

→

{0, 1}n ),



,


(m0 , m1 ) ←

AH
0 (), 

r ←$ {0, 1}k , c ← H(m1 , r), b ← AH
1 (c)

,

it holds that
hiding

Padv (A0 , A1 ) = PA1 − PA2 ≤ 8 · q0 · 2−

k/2

+ 4 · q1 · 2− /2 .
k

Note, that Theorem 3.3.3 implies that it is sufficient for the random string used in canonical
commitments to be about twice as long as the security level to make the scheme computationally
hiding against quantum attackers. Further note, that this property is not dependent on the length
n of the commitment string.
If n is chosen so large that the probability of collisions between possible commitment strings
of two different messages is low, choosing random coins with a length of double the security
level appears to be asymptotically optimal. Otherwise, if the random coins would be shorter, an
adversary could perform a Grover search over the coins (where the message is fixed to m0 or
m1 ). Since the probability for collisions is low, it is likely that a found preimage corresponds to
the original message.
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Proof. The main idea of the proof is to show that a bounded adversary is not able to distinguish
commitments which are generated in such a way from completely random strings. Thus, also
commitments corresponding to different messages cannot be told apart.
First, define two algorithms C0 and C1 which “filter” the output of A0 as follows. Let C0 be
the algorithm that runs A0 but only returns m0 and let C1 be the algorithm that runs A0 but only
returns m1 . Then, with




P̃A1 = Pr b = 1

H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), m ← C0H (), 



r ←$ {0, 1}k , c ← H(m, r), b ← AH
1 (c)



P̃A2 = Pr b = 1

H

←$ ({0, 1}∗

{0, 1}n ),

m←

C1H (),

c ← H(m, r), b ←

AH
1 (c)

→



←$ {0, 1}k ,

r

,



,

it holds that
PA1 = P̃A1 ,

PA2 = P̃A2 .

Consider the experiments


P̂A1 = Pr b = 1

H

←$ ({0, 1}∗

→

{0, 1}n ),





P̂A2 = Pr b = 1




m←

C0H (), 

r ←$ {0, 1}k , c ←$ {0, 1}n , b ← AH
1 (c)

,



H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n ), m ← C1H (), 
r ←$ {0, 1}k , c ←$ {0, 1}n , b ← AH
1 (c)

,

where the commitment computed using the random oracle was replaced by a random value. By
Corollary 3.3.2, it holds that
P̂A1 − P̃A1 ≤ 4 · q0 · 2−

+ 2 · q1 · 2− /2 ,

P̂A2 − P̃A2 ≤ 4 · q0 · 2−

+ 2 · q1 · 2− /2 .

k/2

k/2

k

k

Further note, that the experiments described by P̂A1 and P̂A2 are the same, since the message m
generated by C0 and C1 , respectively, is never used in either of the games. Therefore, it also
holds that P̂A1 = P̂A2 . Applying the triangle inequality, we conclude that
PA1 − PA2 = P̃A1 − P̃A2 ≤ P̃A1 − P̂A1 + P̂A1 − P̃A2 = P̃A1 − P̂A1 + P̂A2 − P̃A2


≤ 2 · 4 · q0 · 2 −
which proves the claim.
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k/2

+ 2 · q1 · 2 −

k/2



,

4. Coding theory
This chapter explains the fundamentals about coding theory used for cryptographic purposes.
Many of these basic notions are used in the description and the security proofs of the new
schemes which are presented in this work, especially in Chapter 6.
Most of the following definitions, problems, and algorithms are applicable to the general case
of q-ary codes. However, since this is sufficient for this work, we will restrict ourselves to binary
codes.

4.1. Introduction to codes
Definition 4.1.1 (Hamming distance). Let the vector space Fn2 be equipped with the metric
∆(·, ·), where the so-called Hamming distance ∆(a, b) between the vectors a, b ∈ Fn2 is given
by the number of elements in which they differ. Further denote the Hamming weight of a vector
a ∈ Fn2 as wt(a) = ∆(a, 0).
Definition 4.1.2 (Linear code). Let n, k ∈ N and F2 be a finite field. Then a linear subspace
C of the vector space Fn2 with dimension k is called a binary linear [n, k]-code. A vector in
C is called a codeword. The minimum distance of a code is the minimum distance between
distinct codewords in the Hamming metric. An [n, k]-code with minimum distance d is called an
[n, k, d]-code.
Definition 4.1.3 (Generating and parity-check matrices). Let C be a linear [n, k]-code. Every
matrix G ∈ Fk×n
whose rows span C is called a generating matrix of C. Since every linear k2
dimensional subspace may be represented as the span of k vectors, the existence of a generating
(n−k)×n
matrix is guaranteed. Similarly, a matrix H ∈ F2
whose kernel coincides with C is called
a parity-check matrix.
We denote the co-dimension of the code by r = n − k.
First note, that the generating matrix uniquely determines the code. Furthermore, since linear
algebra equips us with polynomial-time algorithms to compute the kernel of a matrix, we can
easily compute the parity-check matrix given the generating matrix and vice versa. Thus, also the
parity-check matrix uniquely determines the code and it is indifferent which of the two matrices
is given to describe the code.
In the course of this work we will need to sample uniformly random codes. This can be
done by randomly sampling a generating matrix which determines the code, discarding matrices
with a rank less than k (these would lead to lower-dimensional codes). Sampling the generating
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matrix uniformly will also lead to a uniform distribution of the code1 . Similarly, uniformly
sampling the elements of the check matrix results in the same (uniform) distribution of the
random code.

4.2. Decoding problems
Consider a code C with check matrix H. A common problem is to find the closest codeword to
a given erroneous message y. Expressing y = c + e with a codeword c and a small error vector
e, this gives raise to the following problem. It turns out that specific instances of this problem
seem difficult to solve and are fit for cryptographic purposes.
Problem 4.2.1 (Computational syndrome decoding (search version)). Let a parity-check matrix
H ∈ F2r×n , a syndrome s ∈ Fr2 and an integer bound w ∈ N be given. Find a corresponding
error e ∈ Fn2 of Hamming weight smaller or equal than w, such that
He = s.
The decision version of Problem 4.2.1 was proven to be NP-complete by Berlekamp et al.
in [BMT78]. Note, that this only allows for conclusions about the worst-case complexity of
algorithms solving the syndrome decoding problem, not about the average case.
It turns out that the choice of the weight bound w is crucial to the hardness of the problem.
On the one hand, if the value of w is below a certain bound, the set of possible solutions to the
problem becomes small enough to efficiently search it. On the other hand, increasing w also
increases the probability that the problem admits multiple solutions, making it easier to find any.
Therefore, only a certain range of values for w for which the problem seems to be intractable
is of cryptographic interest. This trade-off will be discussed in the following when the most
efficient algorithms to tackle syndrome decoding are presented.
The following problem is closely related to syndrome decoding, though not identical. A
reduction can be found in [BBD08].
Problem 4.2.2 (Codeword finding). Let a parity-check matrix H ∈ Fr×n
and an integer bound
2
w ∈ N be given. Find a codeword c ∈ Fn2 \ {0} of Hamming weight smaller or equal than w,
i.e.,
Hc = 0.
As an attempt to find appropriate values for w to make Problem 4.2.1 and Problem 4.2.2
as hard as possible, we try to choose w as large as possible while limiting the probability for
multiple solutions to a minimum. The expected number of solutions is closely related to the
expected minimum distance of the code.
1

This becomes clear when considering the following: the k rows of G form a basis of the code space. Since every
k
k-dimensional linear subspace of Fn
2 , which are the candidates for the code space, is isomorphic to F2 and thus
admits the exact same number of bases, and for independent and uniformly random rows of G every basis appears
with the same probability, the probability for every of the subspaces to be sampled is alike.
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To this end, we first analyze the probability for a random code C that, choosing a random
vector x ∈ Fn2 , the distance from x to the codeword closest to x is less than d ∈ N [wik17]:
P =
=

Pr

(∃ y ∈ C : ∆(y, x) < d)

Pr



uniform C,x
uniform G,x



∃ m ∈ Fk2 : ∆(mG, x) < d ,

where we use the definition of the code in terms of a generating matrix G. Using Boole’s
inequality for probabilities, we arrive at
X

P ≤

Pr

m∈Fk2

X

=

uniform G,x

X

(∆(mG, x) < d)

2−n ·

n
m∈Fk2 x∈F2

X
y∈Fn
2 ,∆(y,x)<d

Pr

uniform G

(mG = y) .

Since G is chosen uniformly at random in F2k×n , mG is a uniformly random vector in F2n .
Therefore, all probabilities in the last expression equal 2−n . Hence,
X

P ≤

X

n
m∈Fk2 x∈F2

= 2k ·

X

2−n ·

X

2−n

y∈Fn
2 ,∆(y,x)<d

2−n · card ({y ∈ Fn2 | ∆(y, x) < d}) · 2−n .

x∈Fn
2

A straightforward combinatorial argument reveals that in fact for all x ∈ Fn2 it holds that
card ({y ∈ Fn2 | ∆(y, x) < d}) = card ({y ∈ Fn2 | wt(y) < d}) =

d−1
X
i=0

!

n
.
i

All in all, we now showed that
Pr

uniform G,x

(∃ y ∈ C : ∆(y, x) < d) ≤ 2

−r

·

d−1
X
i=0

!

n
,
i

where r = n − k denotes the codimension of the code C. Note, that in a similar way it can be
shown for the probability of the existence of a low-weight codeword that
Pr

uniform G

(∃ y ∈ C \ {0} : wt(y) < d) ≤ 2

−r

·

d−1
X
i=0

!

n
.
i

In conclusion, we can limit the probability of the existence of a codeword closer than d by
adjusting the parameters such that the right hand side of the last equation is smaller or equal
than one. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.2.3 (Gilbert-Varshamov distance). Let n, r ∈ N. Then the largest integer dGV ∈ N
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subject to
dGV
X−1
i=0

n
i

!

(4.1)

≤ 2r

is called the Gilbert-Varshamov distance.
Note, that for fixed 0 ≤ p ≤ 1/2 and large enough n ∈ N it holds that [RN07]
H2 (p) · n − o(n) ≤ log2

pn
X
n
i=0

i

!!

≤ H2 (p) · n,

where the binary entropy is defined as
H2 (x) = −x log2 (x) − (1 − x) log2 (1 − x),

x ∈ [0, 12 ].

This allows for the following easy-to-compute approximation for the GV-distance, which can
also be found in many publications:
dGV ≈

H2−1

r
n

 

· n.

4.3. Decoding algorithms
The currently most successful attacks against Problems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are based on the technique of information set decoding. Let a binary [n, k]-code C be given. The basic idea is then
to transform the generating matrix G to an equivalent form in which a (k × k)-block equals the
identity matrix. For a parameter p ∈ {1, . . . , w}, one searches the set of low-weight vectors
Fn2,w for which the positions corresponding to the identity block contribute p to its total Hamming weight. The weight of the remaining n − k positions then needs to be less or equal to
w − p, such that the vector’s total weight does not exceed w.
While improvements of this strategy were found during the last years and decades, the time
complexities of all known algorithms still remain exponential. Since it is not a focus of this
paper to investigate attacks on code-based cryptography, we remain with the given short outline
and directly cite the runtimes of the most efficient currently known algorithms.
The currently fastest classical algorithm using information set decoding to attack binary linear
codes was published in 2012 [BJMM12]. We will use the complexity of this algorithm as a
guide to adjust parameters for the schemes we present to guarantee security against classical
attackers. The algorithm crucially depends on its four parameters p, l, ε1 , ε2 . The algorithm’s
time complexity tBJMM is then given by the expression
T (p, l, ε1 , ε2 ) · P (p, l)−1
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minimized subject to the following constraints
0 < l < min{n − k, n − k − w − p},
0 < p < min{w, k + l},
0 < ε1 < k + l − p,
0 < ε2 < k + l − p1 ,
0 < log2 R2 (p, l, ε1 , ε2 ) < log2 R1 (p, l, ε1 ) < l,
where
P (p, l) =
p1 =

p
+
2

k+l n−k−l
p
w−p
,
n
w
p1
ε1 , p2 =

l

R0 = 2 ,

2

S1 =

R1

p

R1 (p, l, ε1 ) =

R2 (p, l, ε1 , ε2 ) =
k+l
p1

+ ε2 ,

, S2 =

p1

!

p1
2
k+l
p2

R2

!

p
2

!

k+l−p
,
ε1
!

k + l − p1
,
ε2

R3 = 1,
!

,

S3 =

(k + l)/2
,
p2 /2

Ri
for i = 1, 2, 3, and
Ri−1
T (p, l, ε1 , ε2 ) = max{S1 , S2 , S3 , C1 , C2 , C3 }.
Ci = Si2 ·

Exploiting the formula
!

αn
βn

= 2αH2 (β/α)n+o(n)

which derives from Stirling’s approximation, one can write a program to undertake this optimization. The authors of the original paper wrote Mathematica code which was released alongside
their paper. We implemented the optimization in Python, our code is explained in Appendix B.
The fastest currently known quantum information set decoding algorithm for binary codes
is partially based on the results of [BJMM12] and was published by Kachigar and Tillich in
2017 [KT17]. Their algorithm will be our guide for the choice of post-quantum secure parameter
sets. Its time complexity [KT17, Theorem 4] is given by tMMTQW ≈ 2α(R,ω)n where ω = w/n,
R = k/n and the exponent α equals the expression
β(π, ∆π, λ) + γ(π, ∆π, λ)
2

(4.3)
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minimized over the three parameters π, ∆π, λ subject to
0 ≤ ∆π ≤ R + λ − π,
0 ≤ π ≤ min{ω, R + λ},
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 − R − ω + π,


π = 2 (R + λ)H2−1



5λ
4(R + λ)





− ∆π ,

where
6
π/2 + ∆π
β(π, ∆π, λ) = (R + λ)H2
5
R+λ

∆π
− π − (1 − R − λ)H2
,
1−R−λ




ω−π
π
γ(π, ∆π, λ) = H2 (ω) − (1 − R − λ)H2
− (R + λ)H2
.
1−R−λ
R+λ








In Appendix B one can also find our Python code and its explanation to solve this optimization
problem.
It is interesting to see that the exponents in the complexity of the quantum algorithms are so
far always more than half of the exponents of the classical algorithm. This comes from the fact
that the quantum algorithms are mainly quantum adaptations of the known classical algorithms,
speeding up certain parts of the algorithm using Grover search. However, there remain parts of
the classical algorithms that could not be made more efficient in the quantum case.
The reason why we state the above formulas in that generality is that we later need to monitor
the difficulty of decoding while varying not only the ratio of k/n, but also the ratio of w/n.

4.4. The Stern 3-pass identification scheme
In 1994, Jacques Stern presented a zero-knowledge identification scheme which is based on
error-correcting codes [Ste93].
Some attempts to design code-based schemes insert a hidden structure into the public code,
which allows the holder of this secret structure to exploit it in form of a trapdoor. However,
security arguments for these schemes rely on the assumption that the non-random codes are
indistinguishable from random codes, excluding structural attacks on these schemes. Unfortunately, for a number of schemes this assumption turned out not to be true, they were broken (e.g.
Reed-Solomon codes, LDPC codes). A favorable feature of Stern’s ID scheme is that it uses
random codes and thus that it does not need such an indistinguishability assumption. Moreover,
it also does not require the ability to decode, which allows a wider and usually more efficient
choice of parameters2 .
Stern’s scheme is directly based on syndrome decoding (Problem 4.2.1); the secret key s is a
2

Namely, if we want to be able to decode, independently of the choice of code, an upper bound to the weight of
the error vector (the integer bound w in Problem 4.2.1) is given by half the Gilbert-Varshamov distance. Without
this restriction, we can choose the maximum weight of the error vector in a way that maximizes the hardness of
the underlying problem, i.e., syndrome decoding. For random codes, this is exactly the GV-bound for which the
problem becomes considerably harder. This, on the other hand, lets us choose smaller code dimensions.
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KeyGen(params)
n, r, w, H ← params
s ←$ Fn2,w
p ← Hs
sk ← s
pk ← p
Return (sk, pk)

Figure 4.1.: Key generation of Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme.
random low-weight error vector and the public key p its syndrome, i.e., the secret key’s image
under the map defined by the fixed and public parity-check matrix H. The straightforward key
generation procedure is shown in Figure 4.1.
Identification is now done by proving the possession of the secret key. Stern’s scheme is based
on the previously mentioned cut-and-choose technique. The fundamental idea is to obscure the
secret’s structure in two ways:
1. Add a uniformly random vector y to the secret key s. Since the result s + y is unbiased
and uniformly distributed over Fn2 , no information is leaked when it is revealed.
2. Apply a random permutation π ∈ Sn to the secret key. Because s has a fixed number
of non-zero entries, namely w, the result π(s) is uniformly distributed over Fn2,w . Thus,
revealing π(s) only leaks the weight w of the secret. However, w is a public parameter
and wt(s) = w is exactly one of the relations that we want to prove.
Except for showing that our secret has the correct weight, we need to prove the following linear
relation between the private and the public key: p = Hs. To this end, the linearity of this relation
is exploited, i.e., H(s + y) = p + Hy. In other words, hiding s by addition of y allows us to
prove the linear relation between s and p, while hiding s by the means of the permutation allows
us to prove the correct weight of the secret.
The honesty of the prover’s computations is guaranteed by the 3-way structure of the protocol,
in which the challenge (i.e., which relation to reveal) is given to the prover after he committed to
the different pertubations to the secret. The protocol of the Stern 3-pass identification scheme is
depicted in Figure 4.2. Note, that it matches Definition 2.1.20 of a canonical 3-pass identification
scheme.
Looking at the protocol in Figure 4.2, one can be easily convinced that an impersonator can
succeed in proving identity to an honest verifier when given information about the challenge in
advance, using the following strategy:
• In case ch ∈ {0, 1}: Use algorithms from linear algebra3 to find a vector t ∈ Fn2 such that
Ht = p. Replace s with t and follow the rest of the protocol.
• In case ch ∈ {0, 2}: Proceed as normal, except for initially sampling a random s ∈ Fn2,w .
3

Note, that this is possible in polynomial time since we did not impose any constraints on the weight of t.
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Prover(sk = s, pk = p = Hs)
y

Verifier(pk = p)

←$ Fn
2

σ ←$ Perm(n)
k0 , k1 , k2 ←$ {0, 1}l
c0 ← Com(σ, Hy, k0 )
c1 ← Com(σ(y), k1 )
c2 ← Com(σ(y + s), k2 )
com = (c0 , c1 , c2 )
com
ch ←$ {0, 1, 2}
ch
If ch = 0, resp = (y, σ, k0 , k1 )
If ch = 1, resp = (y + s, σ, k0 , k2 )
If ch = 2, resp = (σ(y), σ(s), k1 , k2 )
resp
?

If ch ∈ {0, 1}, check c0 = Com(σ, Hy, k0 )
where (if ch = 1) Hy = H(y + s) + p
?

If ch ∈ {0, 2}, check c1 = Com(σ(y), k1 )
?

If ch ∈ {1, 2}, check c2 = Com(σ(y + s), k2 )
where (if ch = 2) σ(y + s) = σ(y) + σ(s)
?

If ch = 2, check wt(σ(s)) = w

Figure 4.2.: Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme.
• In case ch ∈ {1, 2}: Sample random y ∈ Fn2 and s ∈ Fn2,w . Instead of including Hy in
commitment c0 , include H(y + s) + p. Continue with the rest of the protocol as usual.
Obviously, there are strategies which allow an attacker to answer correctly to two of the three
possible challenges. Hence, such an impersonation attack without prior knowledge of the challenge still works with a probability of 2/3. It turns out that this strategy is indeed optimal for a
polynomially bounded attacker, as the following theorem shows. One cannot expect to achieve
2-special soundness for this identification scheme, because any two challenges can be answered
consistently even without knowledge of the low-weight secret, as the previous argumentation
shows.
Theorem 4.4.1 (3-special soundness of Stern ID). Let the commitment scheme Com be computationally binding according to Definition 2.1.15. Then, Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme
from Figure 4.2 is 3-special sound.
Proof. To prove the special soundness we construct an extractor E which extracts a valid secret
key given only the public key and three verifying transcripts which share a common initial
commitment.
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E pk (com, resp0 , resp1 , resp2 )
// interpret responses
v (0) , σ (0) , k0 , k1

(0)

(0)

← resp0

(1) (1)
v , σ , k0 , k2
(2) (2)
v (2) , u(2) , k1 , k2

← resp1

(1)

(1)

← resp2

// extract secret key
sk ← v (0) + v (1)
Return sk

Figure 4.3.: Description of the extractor E from the proof of the 3-special soundness of Stern
ID.
Let now (com, ch, resp), (com, ch0 , resp0 ) and (com, ch00 , resp00 ) be three verifying transcripts
generated by a quantum-polynomial-time adversary A, that is
V1pk (com, ch, resp) = V1pk (com, ch0 , resp0 ) = V1pk (com, ch00 , resp00 ) = ACCEPT,
where V1 denotes the final verification procedure of Stern’s scheme. Because all three challenges
need to be pairwise distinct, we can assume without loss of generality that ch = 0, ch0 = 1
and ch00 = 2. The extractor E, described in Figure 4.3, thus simply takes the three responses
corresponding to the three challenges as arguments.
The binding property of Com guarantees the consistency of the data extracted from the responses, in particular it holds that
(0)

(1)

k0 = k0 ,

(0)

(2)

k1 = k1 ,

(1)

(2)

k2 = k2 ,

σ (0) = σ (1) ,
v (2) = σ(v (0) ),

v (2) + u(2) = σ(v (1) ),

Hv (0) = Hv (1) + p,
using the notation from Figure 4.3. Otherwise, the adversary A would directly give rise to another quantum-polynomial-time algorithm breaking the binding property of Com. Furthermore,
we have that
wt(u(2) ) = w.
This immediately implies that first
H(v (0) + v (1) ) = p,
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and that secondly
wt(v (0) + v (1) ) = wt(σ(v (0) + v (1) )) = wt(σ(v (0) ) + σ(v (1) ))
= wt(v (2) + v (2) + u(2) ) = wt(u(2) ) = w.
Hence, v (0) + v (1) is indeed a valid secret key for the public key p which shows the success of
the extractor.
Theorem 4.4.2 (Honest-verifier zero-knowledge of Stern ID). Let the commitment scheme used
in the protocol described in Figure 4.2 be computationally hiding according to Definition 2.1.14.
Then, the resulting identification scheme is computationally honest-verifier zero-knowledge in
terms of Definition 2.1.21.
Proof. We need to show the indistinguishability of honestly generated transcripts, that is of a
prover in possession of the secret key, and of transcripts generated by an efficient simulator
being oblivious of the secret. We do this with a sequence of games, starting with the procedure
honestly generating transcripts, which we call G AME 0.
G AME 0:
1 : // setup
2 : y ←$ Fn
2
3 : σ ←$ Perm(n)
4 : // commit
5 : k0 , k1 , k2 ←$ {0, 1}l // sample coins
6 : c0 ← Com(σ, Hy, k0 )
7 : c1 ← Com(σ(y), k1 )
8 : c2 ← Com(σ(y + s), k2 )
9 : com = (c0 , c1 , c2 )
10 : // challenge
11 : ch ←$ {0, 1, 2}
12 : // response
13 : If ch = 0, resp = (y, σ, k0 , k1 )
14 : If ch = 1, resp = (y + s, σ, k0 , k2 )
15 : If ch = 2, resp = (σ(y), σ(s), k1 , k2 )
16 :

Return (com, ch, resp)

We now move the sampling of the challenge to the beginning.
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G AME 1:
1 : // challenge
2 : ch ←$ {0, 1, 2}
3 : // setup
4 : y ←$ Fn
2
5 : σ ←$ Perm(n)
6 : // commit
7 : k0 , k1 , k2 ←$ {0, 1}l // sample coins
8 : c0 ← Com(σ, Hy, k0 )
9 : c1 ← Com(σ(y), k1 )
10 : c2 ← Com(σ(y + s), k2 )
11 : com = (c0 , c1 , c2 )
12 : // response
13 : If ch = 0, resp = (y, σ, k0 , k1 )
14 : If ch = 1, resp = (y + s, σ, k0 , k2 )
15 : If ch = 2, resp = (σ(y), σ(s), k1 , k2 )
16 : Return (com, ch, resp)

Clearly, it does not alter the distribution of the transcript to sample the challenge earlier as long
as it is not used during the computation of the commitments. Therefore, the output distributions
of G AME 0 and G AME 1 are equal.
As a next step, we replace the secret key by a random vector of low weight for two of the
three challenges.
G AME 2:
1 : // challenge
2 : ch ←$ {0, 1, 2}
3 : If ch ∈ {0, 2}, s̃ ←$ Fn
2,w
4 : Else, s̃ ← s
5 : // setup
6 : y ←$ Fn
2
7 : σ ←$ Perm(n)
8 : // commit
9 : k0 , k1 , k2 ←$ {0, 1}l // sample coins
10 : c0 ← Com(σ, Hy, k0 )
11 : c1 ← Com(σ(y), k1 )
12 : c2 ← Com(σ(y + s̃), k2 )
13 : com = (c0 , c1 , c2 )
14 : // response
15 : If ch = 0, resp = (y, σ, k0 , k1 )
16 : If ch = 1, resp = (y + s̃, σ, k0 , k2 )
17 : If ch = 2, resp = (σ(y), σ(s̃), k1 , k2 )
18 : Return (com, ch, resp)

First, note that for ch = 1, the secret key is not replaced and the distribution of the return
value of G AME 2 is no different from the distribution of the transcripts produced by G AME 1.
In the case of ch = 0, neither in the generation of the response nor in the computation of
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the opened commitments the secret key is used. The replacing of the secret vector thus only
influences the calculation of commitment c2 which remains unopened. The computational hiding property of the commitment scheme thus implies the computational indistinguishability of
G AME 1 and 2 in this case.
In the last case of ch = 2, the tuples (σ(y), σ(s̃)) and (σ(y), σ(s)) are identically distributed,
even when given the secret s. The distribution equals the uniform distribution on the set Fn2 ×
Fn2,w . This is the case because both the permutation σ as well as the vector y are drawn uniformly
at random and are not disclosed. Furthermore, the unopened commitment c0 computationally
hides information about σ and y.
Next, for the remaining of the three challenges, we replace the secret key s with an arbitrary
solution t of the linear system Ht = p where p is the public key. Such a solution is efficiently
computable with tools from the linear algebra, also on a classical machine.
G AME 3:
1 : // challenge
2 : ch ←$ {0, 1, 2}
3 : If ch ∈ {0, 2}, s̃ ←$ Fn
2,w
4 : Else, s̃ ← a solution t ∈ Fn
2 of Ht = p
5 : // setup
6 : y ←$ Fn
2
7 : σ ←$ Perm(n)
8 : // commit
9 : k0 , k1 , k2 ←$ {0, 1}l // sample coins
10 : c0 ← Com(σ, Hy, k0 )
11 : c1 ← Com(σ(y), k1 )
12 : c2 ← Com(σ(y + s̃), k2 )
13 : com = (c0 , c1 , c2 )
14 : // response
15 : If ch = 0, resp = (y, σ, k0 , k1 )
16 : If ch = 1, resp = (y + s̃, σ, k0 , k2 )
17 : If ch = 2, resp = (σ(y), σ(s̃), k1 , k2 )
18 :

Return (com, ch, resp)

Note, that G AME 3 only differs from G AME 2 if ch = 1. In this case, the secret s is replaced
by an arbitrary solution t of the equation Ht = p. Since s satisfies the same equation, we infer
that H(t − s) = 0, that is the difference of t and s lies in the kernel of the parity-check matrix
H. Consequently, we can express y + s̃ = y + c + s with a codeword c of the binary linear code
defined by the check matrix H. It is intuitive that both (y + s, Hy, s) and ((y + c) + s, Hy, s)
are equally distributed, remarking that H(y + c) = Hy and y is drawn uniformly at random.
Since σ is independent of the other variables, also the tuples (y + s, σ, Hy, σ(y + s), s) and
(y + s̃, σ, Hy, σ(y + s̃), s) are identically distributed. This shows, that the responses as well
as the opened commitments in G AME 2 and G AME 3 are indistinguishable. Because of the
computational hiding property of Com, the unopened commitment c1 hides information from a
polynomially bounded quantum attacker. All in all, this proves that G AME 2 and G AME 3 are
computationally indistinguishable.
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In conclusion, also G AME 0 and G AME 3 are computationally indistinguishable. Moreover,
G AME 3 does not use the secret key during the generation of the transcript. Taking into account
that G AME 0 implements the honest transcript generation and G AME 3 thus implements the
transcript generation by an efficient simulator, this concludes the proof.
Stern’s identification scheme also has computationally unique responses as the following theorem shows. This will later allow us to construct even strongly unforgeable signatures based on
it.
Theorem 4.4.3 (Computationally unique responses of Stern ID). Let the commitment scheme
Com be computationally binding. Then, Stern’s identification scheme has computationally
unique responses in terms of Definition 2.1.23.
Proof. Assume that a given quantum-polynomial-time algorithm A breaks CUP, i.e., on input
of a honestly generated transcript trans = (com, ch, resp) of Stern’s identification scheme A
returns a second distinct and valid response resp0 with non-negligible probability. We show that
then there exists an algorithm B with essentially the same runtime and with the same success
probability as A that breaks the binding property of Com.
Define B as in Figure 4.4. B runs the key generation, honestly generates a transcript and
simulates the algorithm A on input of this transcript. If A was unsuccessful, abort. Otherwise,
B now has two distinct responses and because both verify correctly, the commitments which
are checked in the verification need to coincide. However, the fact that the two responses are
different implies that the openings for at least one of the two checked commitments also need
to be different. To see that this is true, one needs to have a closer look at the openings of the
commitments:
• If the random coins differ, also the openings of the respective commitment needs to be
different since the coins are directly contained in the openings. This holds for any of the
challenges.
• If the permutations σ, σ 0 in the responses are different, this translates to a collision in
commitment 0. This holds for the challenges 0 and 1.
• If σ = σ 0 , but the random vectors y, y 0 differ in the responses to challenge 0, this translates
to a collision in commitment 1 as
y 6= y 0 ⇒ σ(y) 6= σ 0 (y 0 ).
• Similarly, if the vectors v, v 0 are different in the responses to challenge 1, B found a collision in commitment 2. Although a permutation is applied to the vectors in the opening,
the application of a permutation conserves the difference between v and v 0 .
• Differences in the vectors from the responses to challenge 2 translate to collisions in commitment 1 or commitment 2, respectively. If u 6= u0 , then B finds a collision in commitment 1 since u and u0 are directly contained in the openings. If u = u0 and v 6= v 0 , then
we can conclude that u + v 6= u0 + v 0 which leads to a collision in commitment 2.
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B()
(sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ )
p ← pk
com ← P0sk
ch ← V0pk
resp ← P1sk (ch)
resp0 ← Apk (com, ch, resp)
If resp = resp0 or V1pk (com, ch, resp0 ) = REJECT:
Return ⊥
If ch = 0:
y, σ, k0 , k1 ← resp
y 0 , σ 0 , k00 , k10 ← resp0
If k0 6= k00 or σ 6= σ 0 :
// f ound collision in commitment 0
Return ((σ, Hy, k0 ), (σ 0 , Hy 0 , k00 ))
Else: // k1 6= k10 or y 6= y 0
// f ound collision in commitment 1
Return ((σ(y), k1 ), (σ 0 (y 0 ), k10 ))
Else if ch = 1:
v, σ, k0 , k2 ← resp
v 0 , σ 0 , k00 , k20 ← resp0
If k0 6= k00 or σ 6= σ 0 :
// f ound collision in commitment 0
Return ((σ, Hv + p, k0 ), (σ 0 , Hv 0 + p, k00 ))
Else: // k2 6= k20 or v 6= v 0
// f ound collision in commitment 2
Return ((σ(v), k2 ), (σ 0 (v 0 ), k20 ))
Else: // ch = 2
u, v, k1 , k2 ← resp
u0 , v 0 , k10 , k20 ← resp0
If k1 6= k10 or u 6= u0 :
// f ound collision in commitment 1
Return ((u, k1 ), (u0 , k10 ))
Else: // k2 6= k20 or v 6= v 0
// f ound collision in commitment 2
Return ((u + v, k2 ), (u0 + v 0 , k20 ))

Figure 4.4.: Description of the algorithm B breaking the binding property of Com.
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Therefore, any difference between resp and resp0 directly translates to a collision of Com and
thus breaks its binding property.
B is successful if and only if the simulation of A is successful. Thus, their success probabilities are equal.
Interestingly, the nature of our reduction shows that even adversaries in possession of the
secret key are not able to find a second valid response efficiently if Com is computationally
binding.
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5. Unruh-Stern signatures
In this chapter, we present the first of our two new post-quantum code-based signature schemes.
It is based on Stern’s identification scheme and the Unruh transform. We present optimizations
to reduce the signature size and give parameters targeting a 128-bit post-quantum security level.

5.1. Description and security proof
In the paper in which Stern presents his code-based identification scheme [Ste93], he already
mentions that it also implies the construction of a signature scheme by applying the standard
Fiat-Shamir transform. While this design is provably secure and based on the syndrome decoding problem in the classical setting, comparable arguments in the QROM for this specific design
are unknown until now. Therefore, it appears natural to consider Unruh’s transform as a way to
base a post-quantum signature scheme on Stern identification.
We present the following digital signature scheme.
Definition 5.1.1 (Unruh-Stern signature scheme). Let H be a random oracle and G be a lengthpreserving random oracle. Then, the Unruh-Stern signature scheme is defined by the triple of
algorithms (KeyGenUS , SignUS , VerifyUS ) with the following properties:
• The key generation procedure KeyGenUS is equivalent to the key generation procedure of
Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme, as defined in Figure 4.1.
• The signature generation algorithm SignUS is as defined in Figure 5.1.
• The signature verification algorithm VerifyUS is as defined in Figure 5.2.
The scheme is subject to the following parameters:
• the codeword length n, the co-dimension r, the parity-check matrix H ∈ Fr×n
, and the
2
weight w of the secret vector,
• the number of parallel rounds t,
• the length l of the random coins used in the commitments, and the length of the commitments.
The post-quantum security of the digital signature scheme is given by the following result.
Theorem 5.1.2 (EUF-CMA of Unruh-Stern signatures). Assume the intractability of Problem 4.2.1. If the Unruh-Stern signature scheme is instantiated using a computationally binding
and computationally hiding commitment scheme, then it is EUF-CMA in the QROM.
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Signsk
US (M )
For i = 1, . . . , t:
// commitments
y i ←$ Fn2
σ i ←$ Perm(n)
k0i , k1i , k2i ←$ {0, 1}l // sample coins
ci0 ← Com(σ i , Hy i , k0i )
ci1 ← Com(σ i (y i ), k1i )
ci2 ← Com(σ i (y i + s), k2i )
comi = (ci0 , ci1 , ci2 )
// compute responses
respi,0 = (y i , σ i , k0i )
respi,1 = (y i + s, σ i , k1i )
respi,2 = (σ i (y i ), σ i (s), k2i )
// blind responses
For j = 0, 1, 2:
hi,j ← G(respi,j )
// compute challenge


J1 , . . . , Jt ← H (comi )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
,
M
i=1,j=0


t,2
t
Return sig = (comi )i=1 , (hi,j )i=1,j=0 , (respi,Ji )ti=1

Figure 5.1.: Unruh-Stern signature generation.
Proof. We are piecing together above results on Stern’s identification scheme and the Unruh
transform. The goal is to show the requirements of Theorem 2.4.3 and apply it.
As the first requirement of Theorem 2.4.3, the hidingness of the commitments and Theorem 4.4.2 show the HVZK property of Stern’s identification scheme.
Next, the 3-special soundness of Stern’s identification scheme is implied by Theorem 4.4.1
and the bindingness of the employed commitment scheme. While Theorem 2.4.3 only gives a
security statement for 2-special sound identification schemes, [CDG+ 17] prove that the result
can analogously be extended to 3-special sound schemes as long as the number of computed
responses per round is at least three. As in our scheme exactly three responses are computed per
round, this requirement is fulfilled.
The key one-wayness of Stern’s identification scheme is equivalent to the intractability of
Problem 4.2.1 and thus also given.
Finally, the generated signatures have superlogarithmic entropy given the oracles H and G
because the included initial commitments already have entropy superlogarithmic in the security
parameter.
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 2.4.3 and obtain the EUF-CMA security of the Unruh
transform of Stern’s identification scheme.
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Verifypk
US (M, sig)
// interpret signature
t
(comi )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
i=1,j=0 , (respi )i=1 ← sig

// recompute challenges


J1 , . . . , Jt ← H (comi )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
,
M
i=1,j=0
// verif y
For i = 1, . . . , t:
Interpret respi
?

If Ji ∈ {0, 1}, check ci0 = Com(σ i , Hy i , k0i )
where (if Ji = 1) Hy i = H(y i + s) + p
?

If Ji ∈ {0, 2}, check ci1 = Com(σ i (y i ), k1i )
?

If Ji ∈ {1, 2}, check ci2 = Com(σ i (y i + s), k2i )
?

If Ji = 2, check wt(σ i (s)) = w
For i = 1, . . . , t:
?

Check hi,Ji = G(respi )
If all checks succeed return ACCEPT else return REJECT

Figure 5.2.: Unruh-Stern signature verification.
Note, that we applied a modification to the scheme by not including the challenges for each
round in the signature and not using them in the derivation of the total challenge. This is not
necessary because there are only 3 possible challenges in each round and the signature generation procedure computes responses for all of them. Including the challenges in the signature
would hence not lead to any additional information.

5.2. Optimizations
We present some optimizations of the signature scheme in Definition 5.1.1 which lead to a
smaller signature size.
Omit challenges. The first optimization is already contained in the description of the scheme
in Definition 5.1.1. As explained in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, it is not necessary to include
information about which challenges were used in each round in the signature since the signature
generation algorithm computes responses to all three challenges in every round.
Omit part of the blinded responses. One third of the blinded responses, namely hi,Ji ,
can be recomputed given the responses as G(respi,Ji ). Therefore, including these blinded responses does not lead to any additional information in the signature and they can be omitted.
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However, when recomputing the total challenge in this way the verifier does not know the previous order of the blinded responses. Thus, the total challenge e = (J1 , . . . , Jt ) needs to be
included in the signature instead. The verifier is then able to recompute the total challenge and
to check if the result matches e in the signature.
Omit part of the commitments. We further notice that in each round the open response
which is included in the signature allows the verifier to recompute and check two of the three
initial commitments. We can therefore also omit these commitments in the signature. Moreover,
the verifier does not need to check the validity of these commitments anymore, because they
are used in the computation of the total challenge. Therefore, including the total challenge e in
the signature as explained in the previous optimization suffices to assure the bindingness of the
commitments.
The signature generation and verification procedures including the optimizations up to this
point are depicted in Figure 5.3 and in Figure 5.4.
Compression of random variables. Instead of sampling the random variables – i.e., the
random vectors y i and the random permutations σ i – and storing them in their full size, one
can rather sample a seed per random variable and expand it using a cryptographically secure
pseudorandom number generator when the variable needs to be known. In this way, instead of
including the variable itself in the signature, its seed can be included and later expanded by the
verifier. More details on this can be found in Section 7.1.
Compression of the total challenge. The total challenge is computed as a hash digest.
Instead of sending a description of the total challenge – i.e., t ternary values – one could equally
first compute a shorter hash digest. The challenge can then be derived from this digest by
expanding it with a PRNG. Since this can be reproduced by all parties, it suffices to include the
shorter digest in the signature.

5.3. Parameters
We propose a parameter set which targets 128-bit post-quantum security. In the following the
requirements to the different parameters are discussed.
Code parameters. The only constraint to the parameters of the underlying code is that the
fastest known algorithms solving the computational syndrome decoding problem, i.e., Problem 4.2.1, cannot be faster than 2128 steps. Subject to this condition, we try to minimize the size
of the signature. Because the signature size is dominated by the length of the codewords, we
aim at minimizing the codeword length n. We use the estimates from Section 4.3 for the runtime
of the best decoding algorithms. In this way, we arrive at the following set of code parameters
achieving a 128-bit post-quantum security level:
n = 2186,
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Number of parallel repetitions. Intuitively, the necessary number of parallel repetitions
needed to achieve the 128 bits of security is given by considering the soundness error. One round
of Stern’s identification scheme leads to a soundness error of 2/3, t rounds give a soundness
error of (2/3)t . Due to the non-interactivity of the signature scheme, an adversary could try to
forge a signature by searching through the space of initial commitments until she finds initial
commitments which are being mapped to challenges she can respond to. Being able to respond
to two out of three challenges in each round, the number of commitments she cannot respond
to is expected to be (3/2)t -times higher than the number of commitments she can properly
answer. A quantum adversary can apply Grover search [Gro96] to find such initial commitments
in approximately (3/2)t/2 steps. To make this number larger than 2128 , we choose
 t/2

3
2

≥ 2128

⇔

t ≥ 438.

A proof formalizing this intuition for 3-special sound identification schemes can be found in
[CDG+ 17, CHR+ 17].
Random coins and commitments. To protect all employed symmetric cryptography from
pre-image and collision-finding attacks, we choose the length of the commitment strings as well
as of the random coins to be 256 bits. This is discussed in a greater detail in Section 6.3.2.
Signature and key sizes. Considering all optimizations and assuming a uniform distribution of the three possible challenges for each round, the expected signature length is given
by
|sig| = t · (c + 3s + 3n + 3c) + e,
where c is the length of the commitment strings and random coins, s is the length of the seeds,
and e is the length of the total response. With the above parameters, we obtain a signature size
of
∧

|sig| = 3, 657, 556 bits = 457, 195 bytes.
Using the techniques explained in Section 7.1, the size of the public key becomes 169 bytes, the
size of the secret key is 32 bytes.
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Signsk
US (M )
For i = 1, . . . , t:
// commitments
y i ←$ Fn2
σ i ←$ Perm(n)
k0i , k1i , k2i ←$ {0, 1}l // sample coins
ci0 ← Com(σ i , Hy i , k0i )
ci1 ← Com(σ i (y i ), k1i )
ci2 ← Com(σ i (y i + s), k2i )
comi = (ci0 , ci1 , ci2 )
// compute responses
respi,0 = (y i , σ i , k0i )
respi,1 = (y i + s, σ i , k1i )
respi,2 = (σ i (y i ), σ i (s), k2i )
// blind responses
For j = 0, 1, 2:
hi,j ← G(respi,j )
// compute challenge


e = (J1 , . . . , Jt ) ← H (comi )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
i=1,j=0 , M
// only send necessary commitments
For i = 1, . . . , t:
If Ji = 0, com0i = ci2
If Ji = 1, com0i = ci1
If Ji = 2, com0i = ci0


t
Return sig = (com0i )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
i=1,j=0,j6=Ji , (respi,Ji )i=1 , e

Figure 5.3.: Optimized Unruh-Stern signature generation.
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Verifypk
US (M, sig)
// interpret signature
t
(com0i )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
i=1,j=0,j6=Ji , (respi )i=1 , e ← sig

J1 , . . . , Jt ← e
// recompute blinded responses
For i = 1, . . . , t:
hi,Ji = G(respi )
// recompute commitments
For i = 1, . . . , t:
If Ji = 0, ci2 = com0i
If Ji = 1, ci1 = com0i
If Ji = 2, ci0 = com0i
Interpret respi
If Ji ∈ {0, 1}, ci0 = Com(σ i , Hy i , k0i )
where (if Ji = 1) Hy i = H(y i + s) + p
If Ji ∈ {0, 2}, ci1 = Com(σ i (y i ), k1i )
If Ji ∈ {1, 2}, ci2 = Com(σ i (y i + s), k2i )
comi = (ci0 , ci1 , ci2 )
// check weight of the secret
?

If Ji = 2, check wt(σ i (s)) = w
// check total challenge


e0 ← H (comi )ti=1 , (hi,j )t,2
i=1,j=0 , M
?

Check e0 = e
If all checks succeed return ACCEPT else return REJECT

Figure 5.4.: Optimized Unruh-Stern signature verification.
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6. Code-based Fiat-Shamir signatures
based on lossy Stern identification
This chapter presents the second of our two post-quantum code-based signature schemes, our
main contribution. This scheme is also based on Stern identification, but uses lossy parameters
for the underlying code. We give security arguments in the quantum random oracle model and
explain the choice of the lossy parameters. Concrete parameter sets are presented for different
security levels.

6.1. Description of the scheme
Several attempts were made to find cases in which the Fiat-Shamir transform is secure in the
QROM. [Unr17] proves the transform secure assuming the existence of a so-called hard-instance
generator, a key generator able to find fake public keys for which it is hard to find a matching
private key and which are indistinguishable from normal public keys. [KLS17] continued this
line of argumentation and gave concrete security arguments based on the same idea.
The basic strategy works as follows: an adversary given access only to the public key cannot
notice if we provide them with a fake public key, a so-called lossy key, instead of a valid public
key. However, since it is hard to find signatures which verify with a lossy key, the adversary can
also not succeed in finding a signature on honest public keys. Otherwise, she would be able to
distinguish between lossy and valid public keys. In this way, this proof strategy avoids the need
for any kind of rewinding. This was the part of the classical security proof of the Fiat-Shamir
transform which could not directly be translated into a proof considering quantum adversaries.
In the following, we follow the notation in [KLS17]. Let us first state a formal notion of our
requirements on the lossy keys.
Definition 6.1.1 (Lossy identification scheme). A canonical 3-pass identification scheme ID =
(KeyGen, P, V) with challenge space C is called lossy if there exists a classical, probabilistic,
polynomial-time algorithm LossyKeyGen, called the lossy key generator, which returns a lossy
public key
pkls ← LossyKeyGen(1λ ),
with the following properties:
• Lossy public keys are computationally indistinguishable from normal public keys in the
following sense: for every quantum-polynomial-time adversary A it holds that its advan-
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tage
PLOSS
adv (A)
h

= Pr b = 1 (sk, pk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), b ← A(pk)
h

i

− Pr b = 1 pkls ← LossyKeyGen(1λ ), b ← A(pkls )

i

is negligible in λ.
• ID is lossy sound, i.e., it is statistically infeasible to perform proofs that verify with a lossy
public key, that is for any (unbounded) adversary B = (B0 , B1 ), where B0 and B1 share
state, it holds that the probability
PLOSSY-PROOF (B0 , B1 )

 pk

= Pr V1 ls (com, ch, resp) = ACCEPT

pk

pk

ch ←$ C, resp ← B1 ls (ch)

is negligible in the security parameter λ.
Note, that standard Stern identification does not come with such a lossy key generator. However, by slightly modifying the underlying codes, we are able to find a procedure which suffices
our requirements.
It is not possible to sample a “public key candidate” and then to check if a matching secret
key exists. This is the case because lossy and valid public keys are indistinguishable, as required
in Definition 6.1.1. Hence, this is not a feasible way of finding lossy keys. Therefore, we rather
resort to a different approach. Instead of trying to check whether a candidate for a public key
does or does not admit a matching secret key, we just hope that none exists for a random choice.
To decrease the probability that we inadvertently hit a valid public key below an acceptable limit,
we need to make sure that there are a lot more public key candidates than there are secret keys.
Since every secret key exactly matches one public key (and not more), the probability that we
randomly choose a public key candidate which is a valid public key, i.e., it possesses a matching
secret key, directly corresponds to the gap between the size of the set of secret keys and the size
of the set of public key candidates.
In other words, we enlarge the space of public keys to an extent that the subset of valid public
keys is so sparse that the probability of hitting one by chance is negligible. Then the lossy key
generation works as depicted in Figure 6.1.
In the following we consider the t-repeated variation of Stern’s identification scheme as described in Section 2.3.

6.2. Security proof
Lemma 6.2.1 ( [KLS17]). Let ID = (KeyGen, P, V) be a canonical 3-pass identification scheme
with challenge space C and let LossyKeyGen be a key generating algorithm. Then, it holds for
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LossyKeyGen(params)
// interpret parameter set
n, r, w, H ← params
// sample random lossy public key
p ←$ Fr2
// return key
pkls ← p
Return pkls

Figure 6.1.: Lossy key generation of Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme.
any stateful adversary B0 , B1 that
PLOSSY-PROOF (B0 , B1 )




≤ Epkls ←LossyKeyGen(1λ ) max
com

Pr

ch ←$ C

h

∃ resp :

pk
V1 ls (com, ch, resp)

i

= ACCEPT

.

Furthermore, there exists an adversary for which equality holds.
[KLS17] prove the security of the lossy scheme in two main steps. First, the EUF-NMA
security of the scheme is shown using the lossyness and the lossy soundness of the identification
scheme. As a second step, the SUF-CMA security is reduced to EUF-NMA security combined
with zero-knowledge of the signatures. While [KLS17] assume statistical HVZK, it turns out to
be enough to have the computational property for the proof to work. Referring to Chapter 3, this
lowers the required size of the random coins in the commitments which in return dramatically
shrinks the signatures.
Theorem 6.2.2. Let ID = (KeyGen, P, V) be a canonical 3-pass identification scheme such that
honestly generated initial commitments com have at least α bits of min-entropy. Let further the
identification scheme be computationally honest-verifier zero-knowledge. Then, for any SUFCMA adversary A against its Fiat-Shamir transform which performs at most QH queries to
the quantum random oracle H and QS classical queries to the signing oracle, there exists an
adversary B against EUF-NMA also performing QH queries to H, an adversary C against CUR
and an adversary D against HVZK with success probabilities
HVZK
PSUF-CMA
(A) ≤ PEUF-NMA
(B) + QS · 2−α+1 + PCUR
adv
adv
adv (C) + Padv (D),

where the algorithms C and D are not performing more than QS queries to their respective
signing oracles.
Proof. [KLS17] show this statement for identification schemes with statistical honest-verifier
zero-knowledge. However, the computational property is enough for their proof to succeed,
replacing κm QS εzk with PHVZK
adv (D).
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Theorem 6.2.3 ( [KLS17]). Let ID = (KeyGen, P, V) be a lossy, canonical 3-pass identification scheme. Then, for any EUF-NMA adversary A against its Fiat-Shamir transform which
performs at most QH queries to the quantum random oracle H, there exists an adversary B
against LOSS and an adversary C against LOSSY-PROOF such that
2
LOSSY-PROOF
PEUF-NMA
(A) ≤ PLOSS
(C).
adv
adv (B) + 8(QH ) · Padv

Theorem 6.2.4 (Lossyness of Stern ID). Assume the intractability of Problem 4.2.1. Then, in
Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme with the lossy key generator from Figure 6.1, lossy public keys are computationally indistinguishable from normal public keys in the terms of Definition 6.1.1.
Proof. Considering the lossy and the normal key generation algorithms, the claim is equivalent
to the following: for every quantum-polynomial-time adversary A it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 H ←$ Fr×n
, s ←$ Fn2,w , b ← A(H, Hs)
2
h

i

− Pr b = 1 H ←$ Fr×n
, p ←$ Fr2 , b ← A(H, p)
2

i

∈ negl(λ).

This was already proven by Fischer and Stern in [FS96, Theorem 2]. They essentially showed
that computing the inner product of s with a uniformly random vector reduces to the above distinguishing problem. Since the Goldreich Levin Theorem [GL89] implies that this inner product
is a hard bit assuming the one-wayness of computational syndrome decoding, the computational
difficulty of the given distinguishing problem follows.
Theorem 6.2.5 (Lossy soundness of Stern ID). Stern’s 3-pass identification scheme with the
lossy key generator from Figure 6.1 is lossy sound when used with a εbind -statistically binding
commitment scheme Com, i.e., for any adversary B0 , B1 it holds that
LOSSY-PROOF

P

!

(B0 , B1 ) ≤

n −r
2 +
w

 −t

2
3

+ εbind .

Proof. We prove the theorem in two steps. First, we show that as long as the instance of our
commitment scheme is binding against unbounded attackers, which it is with overwhelming
probability, there exists an extractor reconstructing a matching secret key given any three valid
responses for a single round of the protocol. Secondly, we estimate the gap between the set of
valid public keys and the set of invalid public keys. This allows us to evoke Lemma 6.2.1 to
conclude the claim.
Since we assume the commitment scheme to be statistically binding, the probability for it to be
vulnerable to unbounded attackers is smaller than εbind over the choice of the specific instance of
Com. Let COM-BROKEN be the event that the chosen instance of Com is not perfectly binding.
Then,
Pr [COM-BROKEN] ≤ εbind .
Therefore, we account for this case separately and continue, assuming that Com is perfectly
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binding.
To show the existence of an extractor, we follow the proof of Theorem 4.4.1. Replacing the
computationally binding commitment scheme with a perfectly binding one, the proof gives the
construction of an extractor which recomputes the secret key given valid responses on three
distinct challenges in a single round the scheme even if the responses where generated by an
unbounded adversary. Let PK-VALID be the event that the public key which was generated
by the lossy key generator is in fact valid. The existence of such an extractor shows that valid
responses on all challenges in a single round imply the existence of a matching secret key.
Hence, assuming ¬PK-VALID, there must be at least one challenge per single round for which
there does not exist a valid response. Thus, the number of complete challenges for which there
exists a verifying response is bounded by 2t . All in all, for all initial commitments com it holds
that
Pr

ch ←$ C

h

∃ resp :

pk
V1 ls (com, ch, resp)

i

= ACCEPT | ¬PK-VALID ∧ ¬COM-BROKEN ≤

 t
2

For the final part, remember that the lossy key generator returns uniformly distributed vectors
in Fr2 . So let M = Fr2 be the set of all public keys (including the lossy ones) and Mval be the set
of valid public keys, i.e.,
o

n

Mval = p ∈ Fr2 ∃ s ∈ Fn2,w : p = Hs .
The number of secret keys is given by
!

Fn2,w

=

n
.
w

Because no secret key can match more than one public key, we can also bound the number of
valid public keys by
!

|Mval | = HFn2,w ≤ Fn2,w =

n
.
w

Therefore, the probability that a public key returned by the lossy key generator is valid can be
bounded by
h

Pr [PK-VALID] = Pr pkls ∈ Mvalid

|Mval |
pkls ← LossyKeyGen(1 ) =
≤
|M |
λ

i

!

n −r
2 .
w
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By Lemma 6.2.1, we have that
PLOSSY-PROOF (B0 , B1 )




≤ Epkls ←LossyKeyGen(1λ ) max

Pr

com

h

ch ←$ C

∃ resp :

pk
V1 ls (com, ch, resp)

i

= ACCEPT

≤ Pr [PK-VALID] + Pr [COM-BROKEN]




+ Epkls ←LossyKeyGen(1λ ) max
com

Pr

ch ←$ C

h

pk

i

∃ resp : V1 ls (com, ch, resp) = ACCEPT

¬PK-VALID ∧ ¬COM-BROKEN]
!

≤

n −r
2 + εbind +
w

 −t
2

3

.

These results lead to the first statement about the quantum security of the Fiat-Shamir transform of the Stern identification scheme with lossy parameters.
Theorem 6.2.6 (Security of the signatures, Part I). Assume the intractability of Problem 4.2.1.
The digital signature scheme given by the Fiat-Shamir transform of Stern’s identification scheme
instantiated using a statistically binding commitment scheme and using lossy parameters is
EUF-NMA secure in the QROM. Lossy parameters mean here that the parameters of the underlying random code satisfy
!

n −r
2 ∈ negl(λ).
w
Proof. Theorem 6.2.4 and Theorem 6.2.5 show the lossyness and the lossy soundness of Stern’s
identification scheme when instantiated with lossy parameters and a statistically binding commitment scheme. Theorem 6.2.3 then implies the EUF-NMA security of the digital signatures.
Unfortunately, implementing the signature scheme using a statistically binding commitment
scheme becomes very expensive because the commitments needs to be larger than the data committed to. However, it is possible to weaken this requirement to only computationally binding
commitments as the following technical lemma shows for the case of the canonical commitment
scheme. As a tool in the proof of the lemma, we need a generalization of Zhandry’s short-range
distributions [Zha12] which is proven in Appendix A.
Lemma 6.2.7 (EUF-NMA for computational commitments). Assume the intractability of Problem 4.2.1. Assume Conjecture 6.2.8. Then, the digital signature scheme given by the Fiat-Shamir
transform of Stern’s identification scheme instantiated using the computationally binding canonical commitment scheme from Chapter 3 and using lossy parameters is EUF-NMA secure in the
QROM.
Proof. The basic idea of this proof is to start with an instantiation of the signature scheme using
statistically binding canonical commitments and then to transform this scheme into a scheme
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of the same structure using only computationally secure commitments without violating the
scheme’s security.
Although statistically binding canonical commitments are by definition impossible for unbounded messages1 , we in fact only need to commit to data of a certain bounded length. Hence,
by choosing the length of the commitments large enough, the commitment scheme can be made
statistically binding and the probability (over the choice of the random oracle) with which the
commitment scheme is not perfectly binding can be made arbitrarily small. Although the commitments are now very long and thus the resulting signature scheme generates immensely large
signatures, it turns out that the following reduction does not only get rid of those long commitment strings but also does not depend on the original length of the commitments. Let the
commitment strings be so long that the resulting commitment scheme is statistically binding.
By Theorem 3.1.1, it is sufficient to choose the commitment strings twice as long as the data we
commit to.
We will now show that the EUF-NMA security of the signature scheme is preserved when
shortening the canonical commitments. Let CCom be the computationally hiding and binding
canonical commitment scheme with commitment space CC and SCom the computationally hiding and statistically binding canonical commitment scheme with commitment space2 CS . Let
A be any quantum-polynomial-time adversary forging a signature on any message in the NMAscenario with commitment scheme CCom. Then, the following is A’s advantage against the
EUF-NMA security of the signature scheme using CCom:
PEUF-NMA
(A)
adv




pk,F1
(M ∗ , σ ∗ ) F1 ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → CC ), (pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), 
Verify

= Pr 

= ACCEPT

,

(M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← Apk,F1 ()

where F1 is the oracle used in the commitment scheme. In the above notation, the deterministic verification algorithm gets oracle access to the commitment oracle to be able to verify the
commitments contained in the signature and the adversary gets access to the oracle because the
description of the commitment scheme is public.
As a next step, we notice that we can grant the adversary additional access to another oracle
which could as well be simulated inside of the adversary. This does not change the adversary’s
advantage. Therefore, we conclude that the previous probability is equal to


pk,F1
(M ∗ , σ ∗ )
Verify

= Pr 

= ACCEPT

F1 ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → CC ), G ←$ (CC → CS ),
(pk, sk) ←

KeyGen(1λ ),

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

←

Apk,F1 ,G◦F1 ()



.

The oracle G ◦ F1 maps now {0, 1}∗ to CS and is later going to define the commitment scheme
with long commitments, SCom. To slowly move towards this direction, we want to switch
1

Since in this case the message space is infinite but the set of possible commitments is finite, the pigeonhole
principle implies the existence of collisions. Moreover, every message collides with an infinite number of other
messages almost certainly.
2
Both commitment spaces CC and CS are sets of binary strings of appropriate length.
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now to a verifying procedure which accepts signatures with valid SCom commitments rather
than CCom commitments, i.e., commitments generated using G ◦ F1 rather than commitments
generated using only F1 . We conjecture that this next step holds, however, we are not yet able
to prove it. We give more arguments why we believe that we are allowed to make this estimate
below, after Conjecture 6.2.8. Hence, assuming Conjecture 6.2.8 we can continue to estimate
the probability from above and we arrive at:


Verify
≤ Pr 
= ACCEPT
pk,G◦F1

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

F1

←$ ({0, 1}∗



→ CC ), G ←$ (CC → CS ),

(pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← B pk,F1 ,G◦F1 ()




for an oracle algorithm B.
Next, we see that the execution of the adversary and the execution of the verifier may be
dependent both on the oracle F1 as well as on the oracle G ◦ F1 . This is the point where the
generalized short-range distributions come into play. Theorem A.0.1 allows us now to swap
oracle F1 with another, independent oracle F2 without disturbing the experiment. Hence, we
continue with


Verify
≈ Pr 
= ACCEPT
pk,G◦F1

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

F1 , F2

←$ ({0, 1}∗

(pk, sk) ←



→ CC ), G ←$ (CC → CS ),

KeyGen(1λ ),

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

←

B pk,F2 ,G◦F1 ()


,

where ≈ means that the difference between the two probabilities is negligible in the security
parameter. More specifically, Corollary A.0.3 from Appendix A implies that the absolute difference of the two probabilities is bounded by O (Q3/|CC |).
Since the adversary is now the only party having access to oracle F2 , the oracle could as well
be simulated inside of the adversary and thus oracle F2 can be dropped. We hence obtain that


pk,G◦F1
(M ∗ , σ ∗ )
Verify

= Pr 

= ACCEPT

F1 ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → CC ), G ←$ (CC → CS ),
(pk, sk) ←

KeyGen(1λ ),

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

←

B pk,G◦F1 ()



.

Finally, Theorem A.0.2 allows us to replace G ◦ F1 by another random oracle H over the whole
range:


pk,H
(M ∗ , σ ∗ )
Verify

≈ Pr 

= ACCEPT

H ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → CS ),
(pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← B pk,H ()



.

By Theorem A.0.2, the absolute difference of the two probabilities is bounded by O (Q3/|CC |).
The last probability in the chain of estimates is the advantage of the adversary in the NMAscenario to forge signatures using the SCom commitments. We therefore showed that the EUFNMA security of the signature scheme with computationally binding commitments cannot be
significantly worse than the EUF-NMA security of the signature scheme with statistically binding commitments.
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Theorem 6.2.6 then implies the claim of the lemma.
We now state the conjecture which we needed to assume to conclude the previous proof.
Conjecture 6.2.8. For every oracle algorithm A there exists an oracle algorithm B with essentially the same runtime such that


pk,F1
(M ∗ , σ ∗ )
Verify

Pr 

(pk, sk) ←

= ACCEPT


Verify
≤ Pr 
= ACCEPT
pk,G◦F1

F1 ←$ ({0, 1}∗ → CC ), G ←$ (CC → CS ),

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

KeyGen(1λ ),

F1

←$ ({0, 1}∗

(M ∗ , σ ∗ )

←

Apk,F1 ,G◦F1 ()






→ CC ), G ←$ (CC → CS ),

(pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ ), (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← B pk,F1 ,G◦F1 ()


,

where Verify is the deterministic verification procedure of Stern’s identification scheme from
Figure 4.2.
The difference between the two games in Conjecture 6.2.8 is the random oracle which is used
to check the commitments in the verification procedure. While in the first game an oracle is
used which produces short commitment strings, the oracle from the second game produces long
commitment strings. However, it is essential to the second game that the commitment oracle
is not uniformly random, but the composition of two uniformly random oracles. The first of
these two is exactly the commitment oracle from the first game, while the second performs an
expansion from the short to the long commitment strings.
It is now easy to see that all weaknesses from the commitment scheme in the first game are
transferred to the second game. If the adversary A succeeds in forging a signature by attacking
the commitment scheme and finding a collision in F1 , an adversary B could follow the exact
same strategy and search for a collision in F1 since any collision in F1 is also a collision in
G ◦ F1 . In this way, the commitment scheme in the second game cannot be stronger than the
commitment scheme in the first game, and any successful attack against the commitment scheme
in the first game can be adapted to be an attack against the second commitment scheme with at
least the same success probability. It is especially important to notice that also in the second
game the adversary is granted oracle access to F1 and is therefore able to analyze and attack it
directly.
We believe that the conjecture can be proven using tools to record quantum queries recently
presented by Zhandry [Zha18]. This would allow the adversary B to simulate A while recording
its queries to F1 . Knowing the queries, B would then be able to compute commitments on
them using G ◦ F1 . In this way, B could turn the short into long commitments. However, since
Zhandry’s paper was not yet thoroughly evaluated in the scientific community we leave the proof
of Conjecture 6.2.8 as future work.
Theorem 6.2.9 (Security of the signatures, Part II). Assume the intractability of Problem 4.2.1.
The digital signature scheme given by the Fiat-Shamir transform of Stern’s identification scheme
instantiated using the computationally hiding and binding canonical commitment scheme from
Chapter 3 and using lossy parameters is SUF-CMA secure in the QROM.
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Security level

codeword length n

co-dimension r

weight w

digest length

no. rounds t

64-bit PQ

1488 bits

744 bits

124 bits

128 bits

219

128-bit CL

1664 bits

832 bits

143 bits

256 bits

219

96-bit PQ

2222 bits

1111 bits

185 bits

192 bits

329

192-bit CL

2500 bits

1250 bits

215 bits

384 bits

329

128-bit PQ

2966 bits

1483 bits

247 bits

256 bits

438

256-bit CL

3326 bits

1663 bits

286 bits

512 bits

438

Figure 6.2.: Parameters for different security levels.
Proof. Theorem 4.4.2 implies the computational HVZK property of Stern’s identification scheme
while Theorem 4.4.3 shows that the identification scheme has computationally unique responses.
Lemma 6.2.7 implies the EUF-NMA security of the signatures. These properties allow us to apply Theorem 6.2.2 which concludes the claim.

6.3. Parameters
To instantiate and implement the digital signature scheme a number of parameters need to be
determined. The parameters can be grouped in the following way:
1. Parameters concerning the underlying random code. These include the codeword length
n, the co-dimension r of the code, and the weight w of the secret vector.
2. The length of hash digests and commitments.
3. The number t of parallel repetitions of the original identification scheme, to decrease the
soundness error.
We target three post-quantum security levels (64-bit, 96-bit, and 128-bit) and three classical
security levels (128-bit, 192-bit, and 256-bit). An overview over our proposed parameter sets
for these security levels is given in Figure 6.2.

6.3.1. Parameters of the underlying code
The choice of the parameters of the underlying code is subject to two conditions:
1. Hardness of syndrome decoding. As the ability to decode syndromes allows for a keyrecovery attack, we need to ensure the intractability of Problem 4.2.1. In Section 4.3
we recalled the complexity of the currently fastest classical and quantum decoding algorithms. Their runtimes are going to be an orientation inasmuch as they cannot be lower
than two to the power of the targeted security level.
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2. Lossyness. The lossyness of the code parameters from Theorem 6.2.6 reads as
!

n −r
2 ∈ negl(λ).
w
Especially, this number – which quantifies the gap between the set of valid public keys
and the set of lossy public keys – upper-bounds the probability that the lossy key generator
in the security proof from Figure 6.1 wrongly returns a valid public key. This failure
probability needs to be lower or equal to the targeted security level.
Note, that because we do not require the ability to decode we can freely choose both the codimension of the code and the weight of the secret vector as long as the parameters satisfy the
previous two conditions. Also, since there is no hidden structure in the code we do not make
any additional indistinguishability assumptions to be able to only consider generic decoding
attacks. We emphasize that this is a strong advantage over schemes which rely on structured
codes because many attempts where broken exactly by structure-exploiting attacks.
Subject to the mentioned conditions, it is now our goal to minimize the signature size which
depends on the codeword length n. In other words, we minimize n while guaranteeing the
existence of matching parameters r and w such that the intractability of CSD (Problem 4.2.1)
and the lossyness of the code parameters are satisfied. As a side product, minimizing n also
minimizes the size of the public key at the same time. The secret key’s size is independent of
the parameters of the underlying code.
A program solving this optimization problem can be found in Appendix B. The results are
summarized in the table in Figure 6.2.

6.3.2. Digest lengths
Several points in the signature scheme involve hash functions or XOFs. These include the initial
commitments, seeds for random quantities (see Section 7.1.5), and the digest which is used
to determine the challenges. We need to guarantee that the security level of those primitives
matches the targeted security level. To this end, we need to determine the output length of the
primitives, i.e., the length of the hash digests.
We aim at preventing collision-finding attacks, that is, the best generic collision-finding algorithms cannot be more efficient than indicated by the targeted security level. For classical adversaries, it is well known that birthday attacks are the most efficient with a runtime of O(2n/2 ),
where n is the length of the digest in bits. For quantum adversaries, there exists a lower bound
of O(2n/3 ) on the runtime in the quantum query metric. However, this metric neglects important properties of the algorithm like its parallelizability and communication costs. The authors
of [Ber09, BB17] analyzed collision-finding algorithms and arrived at the conclusion that in a
model with rather realistic communication costs, quantum algorithms are in fact not asymptotically faster than classical algorithms. Therefore, both in the classical and in the quantum setting
we consider it sufficient to choose all digest lengths equal to double the security level.
One more parameter which needs to be determined is the length of the random coins used in
the canonical commitment scheme. To make the scheme computationally hiding against quan-
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tum attackers, Theorem 3.3.3 states that also here choosing the length equal to double the security level is sufficient.
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7. Implementation and comparison
We compiled a proof-of-concept implementation of the signature scheme from Chapter 6, the
more efficient of the two schemes presented in this work. Our code is published alongside
this paper, it can be found in Appendix D. The complete project is also published online at
https://github.com/Thamik/lossy-stern-sig. Our contributions to the project
are released to the public domain.
In the following chapter, the functionality of the implementation is described and its performance is compared to a selection of other recent, post-quantum signature schemes. We stress
that our implementation is neither optimized nor secure against side-channel attacks and solely
serves a better understanding of the algorithm.

7.1. Implementation
7.1.1. Structure of the code
The implementation of the scheme in lossy-stern3-sig.c is mainly structured into six
sections:
• functions to access the randomness pool as well as deriving uniformly random integers
from a seed,
• a method which implements the application of a bit-level permutation given by a seed to
vectors of length n,
• methods which implement arithmetic in F2 , i.e., addition and matrix-multiplication,
• key generation,
• a method defining the signing procedure,
• a method defining the verification procedure.

7.1.2. Key generation
A key pair consists of a binary low-weight secret vector s of length n and a public vector p
which equals the syndrome of s under the parity-check matrix H, that is p = Hs. To reduce the
size of the secret key, instead of directly sampling s we randomly sample a secret seed Ssk and
expand it to obtain s.
The secret key sk hence only consists of the randomness used during the key generation
procedure, that is the seed Ssk . This is sufficient because the derivation of the actual low-weight
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KeyGenLS3 (params)
// interpret parameter set
n, r, |Ssk | ← params
// sample secret seed
Ssk ←$ {0, 1}|Ssk |
// derive seed f or H and low weight secret
SH , s ← XOF(Ssk )
// compute public key
H ← XOF(SH )
p ← Hs
// return keys
sk ← (Ssk )
pk ← (SH , p)
Return (sk, pk)

Figure 7.1.: Key generation. Note, that the security parameter is implicitly included in the parameter bundle. |Ssk | is the length of the secret seed.
secret s from the seed is deterministic and can thus be retraced. This derivation of the low-weight
secret from the secret seed is described in Section 7.1.4.
Therefore, the size of the secret key is reduced from the length of s which is in the order of
multiple thousands of bits to the length of the seed which usually equals twice the security level
in bits1 .
We further decided to include the description of the parity-check matrix in the key pair rather
than choosing a fixed matrix as a parameter of the scheme. This prevents malicious tampering
with public parameters, an issue which was pointed out in [BCC+ 15]. Moreover, the description
of the parity-check matrix can be compressed into a short seed which is expanded to obtain the
full matrix. Thus, this modification comes with very little overhead in the size of the public key.
To avoid the necessity of including the seed of the parity-check matrix in the secret key as
well, we can also simply derive it deterministically with an expandable output function from the
secret key. In this way, the party in possession of the secret key does not need to remember the
seed of the parity-check matrix separately while any other party cannot gain knowledge about
the secret key from the seed.
The key generation procedure as implemented by us is depicted in Figure 7.1.
The security of our scheme is tightly based on the dimensions of the underlying code which
is determined by the parity-check matrix. Thus, when sampling a new parity-check matrix
(n−k)×n
H ∈ F2
we need to guarantee that it actually describes an [n, k]-code, i.e., that it has full
rank.
1

Note, that this is optimal in terms of the secret key size. The number of bits in the secret key cannot be less than
the security level in the classical case and twice the security level in the post-quantum case since otherwise it
would be vulnerable to brute force or Grover search attacks.
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Checking this condition during key generation and every time we need to derive the paritycheck matrix from the secret key by performing Gauss elimination could quickly become costly.
However, it turns out that the probability for a randomly selected parity-check matrix not to
have full row rank is so low that we can simply ignore this case – at least within the range of our
parameters.
Lemma 7.1.1 ( [SGGC14, Lemma 1] ). Let r ≤ n and H ∈ Fr×n
with uniformly random and
2
independent elements. Then,
Pr [rank (H) = r] =

r−1
Y



1 − 2k−n .

k=0

Hence, for n  r it holds that
Pr [rank (H) = r] > 1 − r · 2r−1−n .
For the smallest of our proposed parameters, which are approximately n ≈ 1500, r ≈ 750,
the probability that a randomly sampled parity-check matrix does not have full row rank is below
2−700 . For larger parameters, this probability is even lower.

7.1.3. Composition of the signature
In our implementation, the signature consists of the following three blocks:
1. one hash digest of the complete challenge,
2. one commitment per round, the one which cannot be recomputed,
3. the responses for all rounds, each including the random coins for the other two commitments.
Because the data in the responses in general does not match full bytes, we gradually append
it to the signature on bit-level. This avoids unused bits and thus shrinks the signature.
During the verification procedure, we first read the first block of the signature and derive the
single challenges. From this information we can derive the structure of the two other blocks.
Then, we parse the rest of the signature gradually, reading and interpreting the chunks of data
according to our expectation. In the case that the expected amount of data exceeds the given
signature length, the signature is considered invalid and rejected.

7.1.4. Generation of the low-weight secret
As the randomizing element of the key generation procedure, a vector of n bits with a fixed,
low Hamming weight w needs to be sampled from a uniform distribution over Fn2,w . This vector becomes the secret key. Our implementation exploits the fact that each of the single bits
of the random vector equals 1 with a probability of w/n and 0 otherwise. Hence, sampling directly from the uniform distribution over Fn2,w is equivalent to sampling the first bit b according
to this Bernoulli distribution and then sampling the remainder of the vector from the uniform
n−1
distribution over Fn−1
2,w−1 in case b = 1 and over F2,w in case b = 0.
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7.1.5. Compression of random vectors and matrices
Part of the communication in Stern’s identification scheme and thus also part of the derived signatures consists of random vectors, which are used to hide information about the low-weight
secret. As an effort to decrease the signature size, random vectors are represented as short seeds
of appropriate size2 . We then feed the seed to an expandable output function and deterministically derive from the resulting stream of pseudorandom data the actual vector. In this way, the
vector can be recomputed by any party who is given the seed and a description of the employed
XOF. This makes it possible to solely transmit the small seed instead of the much longer clear
representation of the random vector and leaves the recomputation of the latter to the recipient.
Note, that we do not directly sample the vector anymore now, but that its random generation is
done by randomly sampling the seed.
We employ the same approach to sample the random parity-check matrix which defines the
underlying syndrome decoding problem. The resulting small size of the description of the paritycheck matrix allows us to remove it from the parameters set and to include it in the public key
without generating any significant overhead. This appears especially favorable in the context of
recent indications how predetermined parameters might be flawed [BCC+ 15].

7.1.6. Efficient permutations
The inherent structure of our signature scheme from Chapter 6 raises the need for an efficient
description and application of bitwise permutations of codewords. Moreover, we can exploit the
fact that there is only the need for describing random permutations. This makes it possible to
employ the same approach that we use to reduce the size of random vectors in our implementation, i.e., representing a permutation by a small seed and expanding this seed to obtain the actual
permutation in a deterministic way. An efficient way to do so is by filling a number of fixed-size
words3 , equal to the number of bits in the vector to permute, with the pseudorandom data from
the stream generated by expanding the seed. Then, the last bits of these words are set to the bits
of the vector which we want to permute, and the resulting list of words is sorted4 . Reading the
last bits of the words in the sorted list results in a random permutation of the original vector.
This procedure is deterministic and may be retraced by anybody who is given the seed. However, for the resulting permutation to remain uniformly random and deterministic we need to
handle cases in which there occurs a collision of two words during the sorting. Since there is no
way to properly define the order of the two colliding words, we discard all the generated words
and start over, sampling a new set of pseudorandom words from the seed5 .
The complete algorithm is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
2

For a 128-bit security level against quantum attacks, a seed length of 256 bits is sufficient to preserve the onewayness of the hash function or expandable output function as long as it remains unbroken by quantum attackers.
3
For efficiency, we fix the length of these words to be 32 bits or 64 bits, respectively, since sorting of these numbers
can be achieved very fast. Furthermore, it turns out that this size is sufficient to prevent collisions of these words
from happening too often, see below.
4
In fact, the sorting is done based on all but the last bit in each of the words. Our implementation uses a version of
in-place binary MSD radix sort which naturally allows us to ignore the last bit and to detect collisions on-the-fly.
5
Obviously, this still needs to be done deterministically, e.g. by using the following data from our pseudorandom
stream or by appending a counter to the seed.
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ApplyPermutation(Sπ , v)
ctr ← 0
Repeat:
// f ill list with pseudorandom data
X = (x0 , . . . , xn−1 ) ← XOF(Sπ || ctr)
// set least signif icant bits
For i = 0, . . . , n − 1:
LSB(xi ) = vi
// sort
sort(X)
If collision occurred:
ctr ← ctr + 1
continue
// read least signif icant bits
For i = 0, . . . , n − 1:
wi = LSB(xi )
Return w

Figure 7.2.: The application of a permutation described by the seed Sπ to the vector v ∈ Fn2 .
Let us have a look at the probability that a collision occurs while sorting. Assuming that the
words behave uniformly random, this is exactly the mathematical birthday problem. In more
abstract words: choosing n independent, uniformly random elements from a set of d items, what
is the probability that at least one element is chosen more than once? Denoting this probability
as p(n, d), the answer becomes [wik18]:
d!
−n(n − 1)
≈ 1 − exp
.
n
(d − n)! d
2d


p(n, d) = 1 −



In our specific case, we look at n 32-bit words or 64-bit words, respectively, where the last
bit of each word is determined by the codeword to permute. Thus, d = 231 in the former and
d = 263 in the latter case. Furthermore, n = 2966 equals the length of the codeword for 128-bit
post-quantum security (see Figure 6.2). This leads to the following collision probabilities:
Pr (collision while sorting 32-bit words) ≈ 2−9 ,
Pr (collision while sorting 64-bit words) ≈ 2−41 .
In case of a collision, new pseudorandom words need to be computed from the seed and the
sorting must be repeated. However, because the collision probability is quite low and hence this
happens quite rarely, this does not lead to a substantial increase of the runtime.
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7.1.7. Challenge interpretation
As a main step of the algorithm, a complete challenge6 needs to be derived from a string including all initial commitments and the message we desire to sign. Since this computation is
both part of the signing as well as part of the verifying procedure, it clearly needs to be done
deterministically. Also, the distribution of challenges must be uniform.
First, we hash the commitments and the message to obtain a much smaller digest of sufficient
length. This digest will uniquely determine the challenge and is small enough to be included
in the signature. We expand the digest by the application of an expandable output function to a
deterministic stream of pseudorandom data from which the challenges are derived.
However, the mentioned requirements make it impossible to derive the total challenge bit by
bit, this would result in a non-uniform distribution. We rather do rejection sampling and derive
the ternary challenges one by one in the following way, always considering the next two bits of
the pseudorandom stream:
• case 00: set ternary challenge to 0,
• case 01: set ternary challenge to 1,
• case 10: set ternary challenge to 2,
• case 11: discard the two bits and start over with the next two.
Assuming that the stream behaves truly random, discarding happens only with a probability
of 1/4 for every two bits from the stream. Consequently, the amount of necessary data from the
pseudorandom stream per ternary challenge follows a geometric distribution with expectation
8/3 bits, summing up to 8/3 t expected consumed bits for the total challenge.

7.1.8. Variable and fixed signature sizes
The different responses in Stern’s identification scheme are of different size because they either
contain
• a random vector y and a random permutation7 σ,
• a vector y + s and a random permutation σ, or
• a vector σ(y) and a second vector σ(s).
Thus, without any further modifications, also our derived signature scheme from Chapter 6
inherently produces variable-length signatures, depending on the challenges which we draw as
part of the signature generation.
The expected size of the signature is easy to compute, assuming that all challenges are equally
likely. These are the different parts included in the signature with the parameters from the 128bit post-quantum security level (see Figure 6.2):
6
7

Recall, that the total challenge consists of t small, ternary challenges, one per parallel repetition.
Note, that we actually send smaller seeds instead of the random variables; see Section 7.1.5.
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• one of the following three responses per parallel repetition:
0. the digest for the random vector y and the digest for the random permutation σ of
each 256 bits, summing up to 512 bits,
1. the vector y + s of 2966 bits plus the digest for the random permutation σ of 256
bits, summing up to 3222 bits,
2. the vector σ(y) and the vector σ(s) of each 2966 bits, summing up to 5932 bits,
• the hash value of one initial commitment, 256 bits, per repetition,
• twice the random coins used in the initial commitments of each 256 bits, summing up to
512 bits, per repetition,
• the digest describing the complete challenge of 256 bits.
This leads to the following expected signature size:
∧

E [|sig|] = 1, 747, 876 bits = 218, 485 bytes.
It is also simple to determine sharp upper and lower bounds to the size, namely:8
∧

min [|sig|] = 560, 896 bits = 70, 112 bytes,
∧

max [|sig|] = 2, 934, 856 bits = 366, 857 bytes.
However, many protocols do not support variable-size signatures which reduces their practicability. This is the reason why we decided to propose another straightforward transformation
to make the signatures constant-size.
The main idea is to introduce a threshold, which is going to be the fixed size of the signatures.
Now, to generate a constant-size signature, we run the probabilistic (variable-size) signature
generation algorithm until the resulting signature has a size of less or equal to the fixed threshold.
This signature, potentially padded with enough zeros, is then the final result9 .
Definition 7.1.2 (Fixed-size transform). Consider a variable-size signature scheme S = (KeyGen,
Sign, Verify). Define a threshold c > 0. Then, the fixed-size transform of S is given by
Sc = (KeyGen, Signc , Verifyc ) where
• the key generation remains unchanged,
• the signature generation KeyGenc is as defined in Figure 7.3, and
• the signature verification procedure Verifyc removes the padding added in the signature
generation10 and runs algorithm Verify.
8

The lower bound is achieved in the (very unlikely) case of drawing challenge 0 in all of the t repetitions. Analogously, the upper bound is achieved when repeatedly drawing challenge 2.
9
Requiring that the signature is padded with zeros rather than ignoring the unused data is necessary if we want
to keep the modified, fixed-size scheme strongly unforgeable. Otherwise, an attacker could simply modify the
unused data behind a given signature to obtain a second, distinct, valid signature on the same message.
10
This requires a certain compatibility of the padding and the structure of the signature. In our case, an all-zero
padding works fine.
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Signsk
c (M )
// f ind short signature
Repeat:
σ ← Signsk (M )
Until |σ| ≤ c
// padding to match length of c
σc ← padded(σ)
Return σc

Figure 7.3.: Fixed-size signature generation.
The rather interesting part is to determine a feasible value for this threshold. On the one
hand, we want the signatures to be small and thus try to choose a threshold as low as possible.
On the other hand, we need to keep in mind that lowering the threshold will lead to a higher
probability that we need to execute the signing procedure more than once and thus worsens the
signing complexity. Secondly, the discarding of signatures results in a distortion of the uniform
distribution of the challenges appearing in the final signature, since challenges which require
shorter responses become more likely. The latter seems to pose a security threat since a bruteforce attacker could favor the challenges leading to shorter responses. This would be the case if
we would modify the hash function or the challenge interpretation (see Section 7.1.7) to obtain
biased challenges (and thus guarantee small signatures). However, we rather perform a rejection
sampling on the set of valid signatures corresponding to a certain message and key pair. As
Theorem 7.1.4 shows, we do not need to worry about weakening the security of our scheme in
this way.
The crucial point in the proof of Theorem 7.1.4 is to transform the normal simulator for the
identification scheme, i.e., the simulator generating variable-size transcripts, into a simulator for
the fixed-size case. A straighforward construction would be a rejection sampling on the variablesize transcripts. However, the runtime of such a fixed-size simulator would crucially depend on
the threshold c. In particular, there would be a gap between the runtimes of the variable-size and
the fixed-size simulator resulting in a loss of security.
Nevertheless, the distribution of challenges in the fixed-size simulator is known a priori because every challenge leads to a signature of determined size. I.e., the size of the signature solely
depends on the challenge. Moreover, the signature-generating simulator for Stern’s identification scheme admits another helpful property: since the sampling of the challenge is the first
step of the simulator (see the proof of Theorem 4.4.2), it is possible to determine the challenge
and run the simulator, such that we obtain transcripts drawn from the simulator’s output distribution under the condition that the challenge is fixed. This allows us to do the sampling of
the challenges before querying the simulator rather than performing a rejection sampling on its
output.
The next lemma states that we can efficiently sample from the specific distribution of challenges which results from imposing the threshold c on the signature length.
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Lemma 7.1.3. Let an efficiently computable function f : {0, 1, 2}t → N be given for a t ∈ N.
Let further f be symmetric in its inputs, i.e., for every permutation π ∈ St and for every z =
(z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}t it holds that
f (z1 , . . . , zt ) = f (zπ(1) , . . . , zπ(t) ).
Let c ∈ N. Then, there exists a classical, probabilistic, polynomial-time algorithm D sampling from the uniform distribution over f −1 ({1, . . . , c}) with runtime bounded by O(t3 ) and
independent of f and c.
Proof. Note, that the whole set {0, 1, 2}t has exponential size in t. For this reason, a rejection
sampling over {0, 1, 2}t could have expected runtime exponential in t for certain choices of f
and c. However, it is possible to exploit the symmetry of f to reduce the runtime of the sampler.
Let Z = (Z1 , . . . , Zt ) now be a random variable following the uniform distribution over
f −1 ({1, . . . , c}). Because of the symmetry of f all permutations of a vector z = (z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈
{0, 1, 2}t are equally likely as outcomes of Z, i.e., for all permutations π ∈ St and for all
z = (z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}t it holds that
h

i

Pr [Z1 = z1 , . . . , Zt = zt ] = Pr Z1 = zπ(1) , . . . , Zt = zπ(t) .

(7.1)

Let N0 be a function counting the number of 0-entries of a vector z, i.e.,
N0 (z) = N0 (z1 , . . . , zt ) = |{i ∈ {1, . . . , t} | zi = 0}| ,
and analogously N1 and N2 be functions counting the 1s and 22. Define the following random
variables depending on Z:
X0 = N0 (Z), X1 = N1 (Z), X2 = N2 (Z).
We have that
X0 + X1 + X2 = t.
Then, the distribution of Z induces a distribution of X0 , X1 , and X2 . Because of its symmetry,
f is determined by x0 , x1 , and x2 and can be interpret as a function in these three variables.
Then, the distribution of X0 , X1 , and X2 can be explicitly expressed as
Pr [X0 = x0 , X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 ] = C1−1 · C2 (x0 , x1 , x2 ),
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where
C1 =
=

n

z = (z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}t | f (z) ≤ c

t t−y
X
X0

o
!

χ[f (y0 ,y1 ,t−y0 −y1 )≤c]

y0 =0 y1 =0

t
,
y0 , y1 , t − y0 − y1

C2 (x0 , x1 , x2 )
=

n

z = (z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}t | f (z) ≤ c ∧ N0 (z) = x0 ∧ N1 (z) = x1 ∧ N2 (z) = x2
!

= χ[f (x0 ,x1 ,x2 )≤c]

t
,
x0 , x1 , x2

and
t
x0 , x1 , x2

!

=

t!
x0 ! x1 ! x2 !

denotes the multinomial coefficient and the characteristic function is given by

χ[f (x0 ,x1 ,x2 )≤c] =



1,

if f (x0 , x1 , x2 ) ≤ c,


0,

otherwise.

The quantity C1 is independent of x0 , x1 , and x2 and can be computed in time O(t3 ). Hence, we
can also compute all probabilities Pr [X0 = x0 , X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 ] in time O(t3 ). This allows
us to sample (X0 , X1 , X2 ) from the respective distribution in time O(t3 ).
Conditioned on the random variable (X0 , X1 , X2 ), (7.1) implies that the distribution of Z
takes the form of the uniform distribution over the set
n

o

z = (z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}t | N0 (z) = X0 , N1 (z) = X1 , N2 (z) = X2 .

Hence, sampling from the uniform distribution over f −1 ({1, . . . , c}) simplifies to the following
sampling procedure:
• Sample a realization (x0 , x1 , x2 ) of (X0 , X1 , X2 ).
• Sample from the uniform distribution over
n

o

z = (z1 , . . . , zt ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}t | N0 (z) = x0 , N1 (z) = x1 , N2 (z) = x2 .

and return the value.
Since both steps can be done in time O(t3 ), this proves the claim.
Note, that the probabilities describing the distribution of (X0 , X1 , X2 ) can be precomputed
in O(t3 ). After the precomputation is done, the complexity for every single sample reduces to
O(t).
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By Lemma 7.1.3, we can construct an efficient simulator for the identification scheme in the
fixed-size case. This allows us to prove the security of the fixed-size transform.
Theorem 7.1.4 (Security of fixed-size signatures). Let ID be a canonical 3-pass identification
scheme. Let further ID be computationally honest-verifier zero-knowledge with a transcriptgenerating simulator Sim which allows the challenge to be predetermined11 . Let S be the
variable-size EUF-CMA (SUF-CMA) signature scheme describing the lossy Fiat-Shamir transform of ID, c > 0 and Sc the transformed fixed-size signature scheme according to Definition 7.1.2. Then, also Sc is EUF-CMA (SUF-CMA).
Proof. First note, that the EUF-CMA security of S implies the EUF-NMA security of S and
thus the EUF-NMA security of Sc . This holds because every forgery against Sc is also a forgery
against S. A signature verifies in Sc if and only if it verifies in S and is shorter or equal in length
to the threshold c.
To also conclude the EUF-CMA security of Sc , we need to argue that published Sc signatures
do not leak information. To this end, we construct an efficient simulator Simc generating transcripts whose distribution is close to the transcripts contained in the Sc signatures. The simulator
Simc works as follows on input of a message M :
• Sample a challenge from the distribution induced by imposing the threshold onto the signature length. This can be done efficiently according to Lemma 7.1.3 where the function
f specifies the length of the signature given the number of challenges 0, challenges 1, and
challenges 2.
• Run the simulator Sim on input of the sampled challenge and the message M and return
its output.
The simulator Simc constructed in this way generates transcripts with the same distribution
which we would achieve by a rejection sampling on the output of the normal simulator Sim,
rejecting all transcripts which would lead to signatures longer than the threshold c.
The existence of the efficient simulator Simc shows that also short transcripts, i.e. transcripts
which lead to signatures shorter than c, are publicly simulatable. This indicates that no information can be leaked by publishing signatures.
Given the simulator Simc , we can retrace the proof of Theorem 6.2.2 to deduce the EUF-CMA
(SUF-CMA) security from the EUF-NMA security of the fixed-size signature scheme. The basic
idea of the proof is to replace the honest signing oracle with the simulator Simc and to reprogram
the random oracle such that its outputs are consistent with the signatures from the simulator.
Because the output distributions of the signing oracle and the simulator are computationally
indistinguishable, an adversary can notice the simulator at most with negligible probability.
Having the security of the fixed-size signatures guaranteed, the choice of the threshold boils
down to a trade-off between the signature size and the signature generation complexity.
11

I.e., the simulator allows the challenge to be specified in the query to the simulator and returns a transcript with
this challenge. Note, that such a simulator is more powerful than a regular HVZK simulator. Sampling a uniform
challenge and querying the simulator on this challenge yields a regular HVZK simulator.
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7.1. IMPLEMENTATION
We decide the threshold by choosing an acceptable rejection probability. Denote the acceptable rejection probability as p. Then, every fixed p ∈ [0, 1) induces an optimal threshold c such
that the rejection probability is less or equal than p. Hence, we obtain a family of fixed-size
signature schemes in the parameter p.
We now want to calculate the optimal threshold for such a fixed rejection probability p. The
event that for the t repetitions we hit challenge 0 exactly x0 -times, challenge 1 exactly x1 -times
and challenge 2 exactly x2 -times follows a multinomial distribution and therefore its probability
is given by
Pr (X0 = x0 , X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 ) =

t
x0 , x1 , x2

! 
1 t

3

for x0 + x1 + x2 = t,

where X0 , X1 and X2 are random variables counting the number of occurrences of challenge
0, 1 and 2, respectively. Here, we use multinomial coefficients
t
x0 , x1 , x2

!

=

t!
.
x0 ! x1 ! x2 !

Define f (x0 , x1 , x2 ) to be the signature size for X0 = x0 , X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 . This allows us to
specify the probability for the signature size to exceed a threshold c:
X

Pr (|sig| > c) =

Pr (X0 = x0 , X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 )

0≤x0 ,x1 ,x2 ≤t,
x0 +x1 +x2 =t,
f (x0 ,x1 ,x2 )>c

X

=

0≤x0 ,x1 ,x2 ≤t,
x0 +x1 +x2 =t,
f (x0 ,x1 ,x2 )>c

=

t
x0 , x1 , x2

 t X
t t−x
X0
1

3

! 
t

1
3

!

χ[f (x0 ,x1 ,t−x0 −x1 )>c]

x0 =0 x1 =0

t
.
x0 , x1 , t − x0 − x1

Here, the characteristic function appearing in the last term is given by

χ[f (x0 ,x1 ,t−x0 −x1 )>c] =



1,

if f (x0 , x1 , t − x0 − x1 ) > c,


0,

otherwise.

The last expression for the probability can be directly used to implement a short script that finds
an optimal value for the threshold c. The script and a brief explanation of its structure can be
found in Appendix C.
As an example, for a very small value of p = 2−64 we obtain as the result of our computation
a threshold of
∧

c = 2, 162, 507 bits = 270, 314 bytes.
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Security level

p = 2−64

p = 0.5

64-bit PQ

72,957 bytes

54,766 bytes

128-bit CL

92,449 bytes

73,616 bytes

96-bit PQ

156,483 bytes

122,988 bytes

192-bit CL

200,943 bytes

166,029 bytes

128-bit PQ

270,314 bytes

218,485 bytes

256-bit CL

348,109 bytes

294,291 bytes

Figure 7.4.: Signature sizes for different security levels and different rejection probabilities.
For p = 0.5, the signatures become much smaller with
∧

c = 1, 747, 876 bits = 218, 485 bytes.
More signature sizes for the other security levels and for different rejection probabilities can be
found in Figure 7.4.

7.1.9. Test cases
To detect simple mistakes in our code, we also implemented some test cases. The tests consist
of:
1. Honest signature generation: Honestly generate a key pair, sign a fixed message and run
the signature verification on this signature. This test is also used to time and to measure
the number of CPU cycles needed by the different procedures.
2. Honest signatures on random messages: Honestly generate a key pair, sign random messages and verify the resulting signatures. This test checks that honest signing and verifying
works successfully.
3. Corrupted key: Honestly generate a key pair, then corrupt the secret key by flipping a
random bit. Sign a random message using the corrupted secret key and try to verify the
signature using the original public key. This test checks the sensitivity of the secret key to
corruption. Expectedly, none of the signatures verifies.
4. Corrupted messages: Signs random messages with an honest key, but tries to verify the
signatures on corrupted messages instead of the original messages. This test checks that
signatures cannot trivially be reused for different messages with minor modifications.
5. Corrupted signatures: Signs random messages using an honestly generated key pair.
However, a random bit of the signatures is flipped before verification. This test aims
at showing that an arbitrary bit flip invalidates the signature.
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Clearly, the tests are not designed to show the resistance of the signature scheme against intentional attacks, but rather to detect programming mistakes.

7.2. Possible further optimizations
Compression of low-weight vectors. As a part of the response to challenge 2, a permutation of the low-weight secret σ(s) needs to be included in the signature. This is a vector of
a fixed low weight. In our implementation, this vector is not compressed. Simple compression
techniques such as storing the vector as a list of the indices of the 1-entries cannot be applied
here, because the sparsity of the vector is not low enough. However, there exist more advanced
compression techniques which are able to reduce the storage space for these vectors and thus to
further reduce the signature size12 .
Sampling of the random vector y. One further improvement to reduce the signature size
could be to derive σ(y) from a seed rather than just y, as described in Section 7.1.5. It does not
change the information in the response to challenge 0 if one sends σ(y) instead of y, since the
permutation σ is also included in the response. Therefore, deriving σ(y) directly from a seed
does not increase the size of the response to challenge 0. On the other hand, the size of the
response to challenge 2 can now be crucially reduced since one can send the seed of σ(y) rather
than sending σ(y) explicitly.
Deriving the random coins from seeds. It would be possible to derive pairs of random
coins which are included in the commitments from the same seed. In this way, it would not
only be possible to reveal the random coins independently, but one could also reveal the seed
instead in case both of the random coins need to be opened. In this case, one would essentially
save the size of one string of random coins. Moreover, it could be imagined to design a tree-like
derivation of these seeds, such that it is not only possible to open single strings of random coins,
or pairs of random coins, but also whole subtrees of random coins by revealing a single seed.
Nevertheless, such a construction would require a careful security analysis to guarantee that it
does not impair the hidingness of the commitments.
Efficiency of the implementation. Although our implementation is not optimized, we
conjecture that investing more time and effort into an implementation it is possible to crucially
speed it up, making its runtime competitive with comparable cryptographic schemes. This is
due to a number of favorable, inherent properties of the scheme:
• As a part of both the signature generation and verification procedures multiple hundred
parallel rounds of the identification scheme need to be executed. These rounds are largely
independent, except for the challenge derivation. Hence, these rounds may be trivially
parallelized and distributed to multiple cores.

12

E.g. see “Encoding constant weight words” in the chapter on code-based cryptography in [BBD08]
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• Most of the arithmetic happens in vector spaces over F2 and thus consists of bitwise
operations. Therefore, all arithmetic operations including the vector additions and matrixvector multiplications can be implemented very efficiently.
• Although large amounts of pseudorandom data is needed during signature generation, also
this work can be easily distributed to different cores using a block cipher in counter mode
like AES-CTR as a pseudorandom generator.

7.3. Comparison
Standard Stern signatures. One could transform Stern’s identification scheme into a digital signature scheme directly using the Fiat-Shamir transform without lossy code parameters.
This approach leads to a signature scheme with classical security proof. It is natural to compare
our new scheme with this approach to study the overhead that comes as the price for a rigorous post-quantum security proof. For a security level of 128-bit, we choose the following code
parameters to defend against known quantum attacks:
n = 2186,

r = 1093,

w = 242.

Note, that these parameters do not appear in Table 6.2 since these parameters are not lossy, there
is no gap between the spaces of valid and invalid public keys. With t = 438 and a rejection
probability of p = 0.5 we obtain signatures with a size of 175,780 bytes. The size of the secret
key is 32 bytes while the size of the public key is 169 bytes.
We see that the provable post-quantum security comes with an overhead, since the postquantum signatures with proof are about 1.24 times as large as the signatures without, both
on a 128-bit security level. The reason for this is that the requirement of lossyness increases the
length of codewords.
Unruh-Stern signatures. Comparing the Lossy-Stern-FS signatures to the Unruh-Stern
signatures from Chapter 5, it stands out that even the optimized Unruh-Stern signatures are
more than twice as large as the Stern signatures using lossy codes. While the codewords in the
lossy code are longer than the codewords in the Unruh-Stern scheme which uses normal code
parameters, the long blinded responses in the Unruh transform make the signatures so expensive.
Post-quantum code-based signature schemes. The signature schemes which are probably most natural to compare to our new scheme are the code-based designs which claim postquantum security.
The first and for a long period of time the only unbroken code-based post-quantum signature
scheme is CFS [CFS01]. The favorable properties of the CFS scheme include its trusted security
as well as short signatures and fast signature verification. However, the signature generation
scales very poorly for an increasing security level. Landais and Sendrier [LS12] report a signing
time of about 1.3 seconds at 3.20 GHz on a single core for only 80 bits of security. Even the
highly optimized McBits implementation [BCS13] could not improve this by more than a factor
of ten. In contrast to this, even our non-optimized implementation can already compete with
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these signing times. On top of this, the signing complexity of our scheme scales much better
with increasing security level. The signing time of CFS scales with Θ(w!) where w is the weight
of the low-weight error vectors. Although w can be chosen much lower than in our parameters,
the CFS signature generation quickly becomes too costly for higher security levels.
Besides that, there have been three submissions to the NIST competition to standardize postquantum cryptography from the area of codes: RankSign [GRSZ16], RaCoSS [RXF+ 17], and
pqsigRM [LKLN17]. However, it currently does not look like any of these candidates will
advance to the second round. RankSign was broken [DAT18] and withdrawn from the NIST
competition. Also RaCoSS was successfully attacked [Hül17, BHLP17] and although it was not
withdrawn from the competition, it seems to be frayed beyond repair. Finally, even the third
candidate became the target of an attack [ASPL+ 18] and even though a modification of the
scheme was introduced to impede the presented attack, it is not clear yet whether the structure
in the used code cannot be exploited in any other way.
Our proposal is in a strong contrast to these schemes since we do not introduce any additional
structure into our codes which is widely believed to increase the attack surface and thus to lead
to possible weaknesses.
Different post-quantum approaches. Another recent signature scheme with a similar
design to ours is SOFIA [CHR+ 17]. Both SOFIA and our proposal use a post-quantum secure
transform to turn a post-quantum identification scheme into a signature scheme. While our
scheme is based on codes and thus the security of our scheme relies on the hardness of syndrome
decoding, SOFIA is built upon multivariate cryptography and thus SOFIA’s security relies on
the hardness of solving systems of multivariate quadratic equations. The reason that SOFIA’s
signatures are shorter than ours is hence a consequence of the underlying approach and the
identification scheme rather than the result of the transform built around it. Another scheme
using Unruh’s transform to build a signature scheme from a post-quantum identification scheme
is Picnic [CDG+ 17] which is based on the MPC-in-the-head paradigm, an identification scheme
design solely based on symmetric cryptography.
A direct comparison of the signature and key sizes of the different schemes can be found
in Table 7.5. While the signature size of our proposal in the table is above the signature size
of Picnic-10-38, it is possible to push the size below this level of approx. 195,000 bytes by
applying the technique from Section 7.1.8. However, as this directly implies rejecting a much
higher percentage of signatures, this would slow down the signature generation of our scheme
by an estimated factor of 105 .
Summarizing the features of the proposed Lossy-Stern-FS scheme, its main drawback is the
large signature size which is however still in the same order of magnitude as comparable schemes
with different intractability assumptions. On the other hand, the scheme has comparatively small
keys. The greatest advantage is clearly the very conservative security proof in the quantum random oracle model. Furthermore, the basic hardness assumption – the intractability of syndrome
decoding – was well studied for decades and is widely trusted in the cryptographic community.
On top of that, the signature scheme’s inherent properties should allow for efficient and competitive implementations, and the signing and verification complexities scale well for increasing
security levels.
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Signature scheme

claimed security level

signature size

private key size

public key size

Lossy-Stern-FS

128-bit PQ

218,485 bytes

32 bytes

218 bytes

Stern-FS

128-bit PQ (no proof)

175,780 bytes

32 bytes

169 bytes

SOFIA-4-128

128-bit PQ

126,176 bytes

32 bytes

64 bytes

Picnic-10-38

128-bit PQ

195,458 bytes

32 bytes

64 bytes

SPHINCS+ -256f

128-bit PQ

16,976 bytes

64 bytes

32 bytes

Figure 7.5.: Signature and key sizes for different digital signature schemes. Note, that the signature sizes for the Lossy-Stern-FS and the Stern-FS schemes are specified for a
rejection probability of p = 0.5.
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8. Conclusion
We presented two novel code-based signature schemes with security proofs in the quantum random oracle model. While the signature size of the more efficient scheme is still above the signature sizes of other schemes with comparable security arguments, this new design as the first of
its kind shows that it is possible to derive efficient and secure signatures from error-correcting
codes in a quantum world.
Our proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed scheme demonstrates the simplicity of
its practical realization.
As a part of the security proof, we presented a generalization of Zhandry’s short-range distributions. We believe that there might also exist applications of this general result – which is
basically independent of the other security arguments – to other problems.
In this work, we further presented security arguments in the quantum setting for the most
widespread commitment scheme. To the best knowledge of the author, despite this commitment
scheme being a common component of several post-quantum constructions, a mathematical justification of its application was still missing in the literature.
This work concludes with some open questions and starting points for future research:
• It remains as an open problem to prove Conjecture 6.2.8. We believe that this can be done
formally using the tools for quantum query recording presented in [Zha18].
• Is the presented approach of applying the post-quantum Fiat-Shamir transform with lossy
parameters also applicable to identification schemes based on different hardness assumptions? In this context, it would be particularly interesting to study the possibility of
tweaking the parameters of identification schemes to make them lossy. Do identification schemes based on multivariate equations or other approaches allow for a comparable
way of introducing a gap between valid and void public keys? Natural candidates to consider would be the MQ-based Sakumoto-Shirai-Hiwatari identification scheme [SSH11]
which was already combined with the classical Fiat-Shamir transform (known as MQDSS
[CHR+ 16]) and with the Unruh transform (known as SOFIA [CHR+ 17]), or the purely
symmetric ZKBoo scheme [GMO16] which already forms the basis of Picnic [CDG+ 17].
• Next to Stern’s identification scheme there exist other code-based proposals, e.g. by Véron
[Vér97] and by Cayrel et al. [CVA10]. Are the presented security arguments in the same
or in a modified manner applicable to these identification schemes as well, i.e., can they
be instantiated with lossy parameters? Does such a construction eventually lead to shorter
and more efficient code-based signatures?
• The Unruh transform requires the signer to include long blinded responses in the signature.
This is the main reason why signatures based on Unruh’s transform are so much longer
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than signatures based on the Fiat-Shamir transform. Is it possible to show that the blinded
responses can be replaced by much shorter, only computationally binding commitment
strings using similar arguments than the ones which we used in Section 6.2 to show that
short commitment strings are sufficient?
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A. A generalization of short-range
distributions
The goal is to show that short-range distributions remain quantum indistinguishable from random functions if the adversary is also provided with oracle access to a function describing “half”
of the short-range distribution. In other words, we prove that an adversary can only gain a
negligible advantage from having additional access to one of the two random functions which
describe the short-range distribution. That is, we want to prove the following theorem. As in
Chapter 3, all following bounds are bounds on the quantum query complexity.
Theorem A.0.1. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Fix finite sets
X, Y, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A which performs at most Q oracle queries
in total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f,f
h

i

− Pr b = 1 f1 ←$ (X → Z), f2 ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f1 ,f2
≤C

i

Q3
.
|Z|

An important tool is going to be Zhandry’s main result on short-range distributions. While it
was proven for general output distributions, we present the special case of uniform distributions
here as this will be enough for our purposes.
Theorem A.0.2 ( [Zha12]). Fix finite sets X, Y, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A
which performs at most Q oracle queries in total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f
h

− Pr b = 1 h ←$ (X → Y ), b ← Ah
≤

i

i

8π 2 Q3
.
3|Z|

It is clear that Theorem A.0.1 combined with Theorem A.0.2 directly implies the following
corollary.
Corollary A.0.3. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Fix finite
sets X, Y, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A which performs at most Q oracle
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queries in total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f,f

i

h

− Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), h ←$ (X → Y ), b ← Ah,f
≤C

i

Q3
.
|Z|

As the main step towards Theorem A.0.1, we will prove the following intermediate result. It
formalizes the notion of hiding a random function by the means of a random permutation.
Lemma A.0.4. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Fix finite sets
X, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A which performs at most Q oracle queries in
total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Aσ◦f,f

i

h

− Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (X → Z), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Aσ◦g,f
≤C

i

Q3
.
|Z|

Proof. First note, that instead of giving the adversary access to two quantum oracles which map
from X to Z, we can equivalently grant it access to one combined oracle with maps X to Z × Z.
To this end, note that the first probability in the statement then becomes
h

i

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(σ◦f,f ) ,
where (σ ◦ f, f ) denotes the concatenation of the oracles σ ◦ f and f . Since the oracles σ ◦ f
and f differ by a random permutation, this game remains unchanged when introducing a second
permutation in the following way:
h

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), σ1 , σ2 ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(σ1 ◦f,σ2 ◦f )

i

i

h

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), σ1 , σ2 ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(σ1 ,σ2 )◦f .
Since random permutations are quantum indistinguishable from random functions [Zha13], the
probability can only change negligibly when replacing the permutations:
h

≈ Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g1 , g2 ←$ (Z → Z), b ← A(g1 ,g2 )◦f
h

i

i

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Z × Z), b ← Ag◦f ,
where ≈ means that the absolute value of the difference of the probabilities on the left and on
Q3
the right hand side is less than or equal to C |Z|
with a universal constant C. By Theorem A.0.2,
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we have that
h

≈ Pr b = 1 h ←$ (X → Z × Z), b ← Ah

i
i

h

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (X → Z), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(σ◦g,f ) .
The last equality holds because (σ ◦ g, f ) is identically distributed as (g, f ), the concatenation
of two random functions. Since the concatenation of two uniformly random functions results in
a uniformly random function with a larger co-domain, this is also identically distributed as h.
This concludes the proof.
This directly allows for a proof of Theorem A.0.1.
Proof of Theorem A.0.1. We know that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f,f

i

h

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Ag◦σ◦f,f

i

and by Lemma A.0.4 it further follows that
h

≈ Pr b = 1 f1 ←$ (X → Z), f2 ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Ag◦σ◦f1 ,f2
h

i

= Pr b = 1 f1 ←$ (X → Z), f2 ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f1 ,f2 ,
which concludes the claim.
It turns out that similarly to Theorem A.0.1, we can also disclose the second “half” of the
short-range distribution without loosing indistinguishability. We formulate the following theorem.
Theorem A.0.5. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Fix finite sets
X, Y, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A which performs at most Q oracle queries
in total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f,g
h

i

− Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g1 ←$ (Z → Y ), g2 ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag1 ◦f,g2
≤C

i

Q3
.
|Z|

We need a preliminary result similar to Lemma A.0.4.
Lemma A.0.6. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Fix finite sets
X, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A which performs at most Q oracle queries in
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i

total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Af ◦σ,f

i

h

− Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), g ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Ag◦σ,f
≤C

i

Q3
.
|Z|

Proof. We use a similar trick than in Lemma A.0.4, exploiting that we can reinterpret the combination of the two oracles from Z to Y as a single oracle mapping Z × {0, 1} to Y . Hence, the
first probability is equal to
i

h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(f ◦σ)⊕f ,
where (f ◦ σ) ⊕ f : Z × {0, 1} → Y denotes the concatenation of the two functions over the
inputs, i.e.,
(f ◦ σ) ⊕ f : (z, b) 7→



(f ◦ σ)(z),



f (z),

if b = 0,
if b = 1.

Obviously, we can introduce a second permutation without changing the game to obtain
h

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), σ1 , σ2 ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(f ◦σ1 )⊕(f ◦σ2 )
h

i

i

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), σ1 , σ2 ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Af ◦(σ1 ⊕σ2 ) .
Replacing the permutations by random functions, the probability can only change negligibly,
and we arrive at
h

≈ Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), g1 , g2 ←$ (Z → Z), b ← Af ◦(g1 ⊕g2 )
h

i

i

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), g ←$ (Z × {0, 1} → Z), b ← Af ◦g .
By Theorem A.0.2, we have that
h

≈ Pr b = 1 h ←$ (Z × {0, 1} → Y ), b ← Ah

i

h

i

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (Z → Y ), g ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← A(g◦σ)⊕f ,
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem A.0.5. We know that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f,g
h

i

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Ag◦σ◦f,g
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and by Lemma A.0.6 it further follows that
h

≈ Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g1 ←$ (Z → Y ), g2 ←$ (Z → Y ), σ ←$ Perm(Z), b ← Ag1 ◦σ◦f,g2
h

i

= Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g1 ←$ (Z → Y ), g2 ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag1 ◦f,g2 ,
which concludes the claim.
We finally obtain a corollary analogous to Corollary A.0.3, combining Theorem A.0.5 with
Theorem A.0.2.
Corollary A.0.7. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Fix finite
sets X, Y, Z. Then, for any quantum oracle algorithm A which performs at most Q oracle
queries in total, it holds that
h

Pr b = 1 f ←$ (X → Z), g ←$ (Z → Y ), b ← Ag◦f,g
h

i

− Pr b = 1 g ←$ (Z → Y ), h ←$ (X → Y ), b ← Ah,g
≤C

i

Q3
.
|Z|
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B. Finding optimal parameters for a lossy
code
Below, our python script for the search for code parameters in the classical case can be found. It
is also published online at https://github.com/Thamik/lossy-stern-sig/tree/
master/decoding_complexity_classical.
1
2

'''
Created on Jan 24, 2018

3
4
5

@author: Dominik Leichtle, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, ...
dominik.leichtle@web.de
'''

6
7
8
9
10

# imports
from math import log, floor, ceil
from scipy.optimize import minimize
import numpy as np

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

# binomial coefficient (source: wikipedia)
def binom(n, k):
if k < 0 or k > n:
return 0
if k == 0 or k == n:
return 1
k = min(k, n - k) # take advantage of symmetry
c = 1
for i in range(k):
c = c * (n - i) / (i + 1)
return c

23
24
25
26

# Gilbert-Varshamov bound
# see Bernstein et al: Post-Quantum Cryptography, chapter on code-based
def gvdist(n, r):

27
28

#print "gvdist:", n, r

29
30
31
32

if (r ≥ n) or (r ≤ 0) or (n
print "gvdist: warning"
return

≤

0):

33
34
35
36
37

sum = 0
i=0
two_to_r = 2**r
while sum ≤ two_to_r:

97

sum += binom(n,i)
i += 1
return i-1

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

# size of the spaces for the lossy function based on random codes (in bits)
# S = H* s
# where S in F_2^r, H in F_2^{r x n}, s in F_{2,w}^n (wt(s) = w)
def lspace(r):
return float(r)

47
48
49

def rspace(n, w):
return 1/log(2) * (n*log(n) - w*log(w) - (n-w)*log(n-w))

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

# binary entropy
"""def H2(x):
return -x*log(x,2)-(1-x)*log(1-x,2)"""
def H2(x):
if x≤0 or x≥1:
return 0.0
else:
return -x*log(x,2)-(1-x)*log(1-x,2)

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

# BJMM decoding complexity
# see Becker et al: Decoding Random Binary Linear Codes in 2^(n/20) ...
(2012), Equations (5) and up
# see computations in my thesis
def aux(K, W, P, L, E1, E2):
r1 = P * H2(0.5) + (K+L-P) * H2(E1/(K+L-P))
r2 = (P/2. + E1) * H2(0.5) + (K+L-P/2.-E1) * H2(E2/(K+L-P/2.-E1))
S1 = (K+L) * H2((P/2.+E1)/(K+L)) - r1
S2 = (K+L) * H2((P/4.+E1/2.+E2)/(K+L)) - r2
S3 = (K+L)/2. * H2((P/4.+E1/2.+E2)/(K+L))
EC1 = 2.*S1 + r1 - L
EC2 = 2.*S2 + r2 - r1
EC3 = 2.*S3 - r2

73

P = (K+L) * H2(P/(K+L)) + (1-K-L) * H2((W-P)/(1-K-L)) - H2(W)

74
75

return max(S1, S2, S3, EC1, EC2, EC3) - P

76
77
78

##############################

79
80
81

def alpha_BJMM(K, W, opt_disp=False):
f_opt = lambda x: np.array( aux(K,W,x[0],x[1],x[2],x[3]) )

82

# choose initial guess somehow
x0 = np.array([0.05,0.25,0.02,0.01])

83
84
85

cons = ({'type':
'fun' :
'jac' :
},
{'type':

86
87
88
89
90

98

'ineq',
lambda x: np.array([x[0]]),
lambda x: np.array([1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0])
'ineq',
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91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132

'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[1]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[2]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[3]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ 1.-K -x[1] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,-1.0,0.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ 1.-K-W-x[0] -x[1] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-1.0,-1.0,0.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ W -x[0] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ K+x[1] -x[0] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-1.0,1.0,0.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ K+x[1]-x[0] -x[2] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-1.0,1.0,-1.0,0.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ K+x[1]-(x[0]/2.+x[2]) -x[3] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-0.5,1.0,-1.0,-1.0])
},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ (x[0]/2. + x[2]) * H2(0.5) + ...
(K+x[1]-x[0]/2.-x[2]) * H2(x[3]/(K+x[1]-x[0]/2.-x[2])) ])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ x[0] * H2(0.5) + (K+x[1]-x[0]) ...
* H2(x[2]/(K+x[1]-x[0])) - ((x[0]/2. + x[2]) * H2(0.5) + ...
(K+x[1]-x[0]/2.-x[2]) * H2(x[3]/(K+x[1]-x[0]/2.-x[2]))) ])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ x[1] - (x[0] * H2(0.5) + ...
(K+x[1]-x[0]) * H2(x[2]/(K+x[1]-x[0]))) ])}
)

133
134
135

if not all([ c['fun'](x0) > 0 for c in cons ]):
print 'alpha_BJMM: warning: x0 does not satisfy all constraints. ...
(Constraints ' + str([ i for i,c in enumerate(cons) if ...
c['fun'](x0) ≤ 0]) + ')'

136
137

res = minimize(f_opt, x0, constraints=cons, method='SLSQP', ...
tol=1e-12, options={'disp':opt_disp, 'maxiter':1000})

99

138

# check final status of minimization
if res.status != 0:
# something went wrong
print "alpha_BJMM: warning: optimization did not converge."
print "x = ", res.x
print "f = ", res.fun

139
140
141
142
143
144
145

return res.fun

146
147
148
149
150

# the security level in bits (considering the BJMM classical decoding ...
algorithm)
def security_level_full_decoding(n, r, w):
return n*alpha_BJMM(float(n-r)/float(n),float(w)/float(n),opt_disp=True)

151
152

########## test 1 ##########

153
154
155
156
157
158
159

def test1():
print "="*50
print "Test 1"
n = 2000
r = n/2
w = gvdist(n,r)

160

print "n =", n
print "r =", r
print "w =", w

161
162
163
164

alpha = alpha_BJMM(float(n-r)/float(n),float(w)/float(n),opt_disp=True)

165
166

print "alpha_BJMM = ", alpha

167
168
169

########## test 2 ##########

170
171
172
173
174
175
176

def test2():
print "="*50
print "Test 2"
print "Use typical McEliece Parameters (see BJMM examples/table)"
print "K = k/n = 0.7577"
print "W = w/n = 0.04"

177

alpha = alpha_BJMM(0.7577,0.04,opt_disp=True)

178
179

print "alpha_BJMM = ", alpha

180
181
182

########## test 3 ##########

183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

# check some parameters
def test3():
print "="*50
print "Test 3"
n = 4451
r = n/2
w = gvdist(n,r)-1

100
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191
192
193
194
195

print "For the parameters"
print "n =", n
print "r =", r
print "w =", w
print "the estimated number of operations necessary to solve the ...
syndrome decoding problem equals 2^" + ...
str(security_level_full_decoding(n,r,w)) + "."

196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

205
206
207
208

factor = 1.17 #1.2
n = int(round(factor*n))
r = n/2
print "For the parameters"
print "n =", n
print "r =", r
print "w =", w
print "the estimated number of operations necessary to solve the ...
syndrome decoding problem equals 2^" + ...
str(security_level_full_decoding(n,r,w)) + "."
print "Moreover:"
print "Size of the left-hand space (in bits):\t", lspace(r)
print "Size of the right-hand space (in bits):\t", rspace(n,w)
print "Difference:\t\t\t\t", lspace(r) - rspace(n,w)

209
210

##############################

211
212
213
214
215
216
217

# find parameters matching a certain security level
def find_params_full_decoding(sec_level):
def aux_check(n):
r = n/2
w = gvdist(n,r)-1
return security_level_full_decoding(n,r,w) ≥ sec_level

218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226

upper = 1000
lower = 2
while True:
if aux_check(upper):
break
else:
lower = upper
upper *= 2

227
228
229
230
231
232
233

while upper > lower+1:
mid = (upper+lower)/2
if aux_check(mid):
upper = mid
else:
lower = mid

234
235
236
237
238

n = upper
r = n/2
w = gvdist(n,r)-1
return (n, r, w)

239
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240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

# find parameters matching a certain security level and with a certain ...
gap between lspace and rspace
# this algorithm will minimize the length of codewords
def find_params_gap(sec_level, gap):
def aux_check(n):
r = n/2
# compute the GV bound
w_gv = gvdist(n,r)-1
# compute the bound for w regarding the gap
def aux_aux_check(w):
return r ≥ n*H2(float(w)/float(n))+gap
if not aux_aux_check(1):
w_gap = 0
else:
w_lower = 1
w_upper = r
while w_lower < w_upper-1:
w_mid = (w_upper + w_lower)/2
if aux_aux_check(w_mid):
w_lower = w_mid
else:
w_upper = w_mid
w_gap = w_lower
w_max = min(w_gv, w_gap)
# check the security requirements
if security_level_full_decoding(n,r,w_max) ≥ sec_level:
b = True
w = w_max
else:
b = False
w = 0
return (b,w)

271

upper = 1000
lower = 2
while True:
if aux_check(upper)[0]:
break
else:
lower = upper
upper *= 2

272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280

while upper > lower+1:
mid = (upper+lower)/2
b, w_temp = aux_check(mid)
if b:
upper = mid
w = w_temp
else:
lower = mid

281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289

n = upper
r = n/2
return (n, r, w)

290
291
292
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293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303

########## test 4 ##########
def test4():
print "="*50
print "Test 4"
print "Find parameters that achieve a 128-bit (classical) security level"
res = find_params_full_decoding(128)
print "(n,r,w) = ", res
print "Find lossy parameters that achieve a 128-bit (classical) ...
security level with a gap of 128 bits"
res = find_params_gap(128, 128)
print "(n,r,w) = ", res

304
305

########## test 5 ##########

306
307
308
309
310
311
312

def test5():
print "="*50
print "Test 5"
n = 1664
r = 832
w = 143

313
314
315
316

print "n =", n
print "r =", r
print "w =", w

317
318

alpha = alpha_BJMM(float(n-r)/float(n),float(w)/float(n),opt_disp=True)

319
320
321

print "alpha_BJMM = ", alpha
print "security: 2^" + str(n*alpha)

322
323
324

##############################

325
326
327
328
329
330
331

if __name__ == '__main__':
test1()
test2()
test3()
test4()
test5()

Next, our script for the search for code parameters guaranteeing post-quantum security follows. It can also be found online at https://github.com/Thamik/lossy-stern-sig/
tree/master/decoding_complexity_quantum.
1
2

'''
Created on Oct 18, 2017

3
4
5

@author: Dominik Leichtle, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, ...
dominik.leichtle@web.de
'''

6
7

# imports
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8
9
10

from math import log, floor, ceil
from scipy.optimize import minimize
import numpy as np

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

# binomial coefficient (source: wikipedia)
def binom(n, k):
if k < 0 or k > n:
return 0
if k == 0 or k == n:
return 1
k = min(k, n - k) # take advantage of symmetry
c = 1
for i in range(k):
c = c * (n - i) / (i + 1)
return c

23
24
25
26

# Gilbert-Varshamov bound
# see Bernstein et al: Post-Quantum Cryptography, chapter on code-based
def gvdist(n, r):

27

#print "gvdist:", n, r

28
29

if (r ≥ n) or (r ≤ 0) or (n
print "gvdist: warning"
return

30
31
32

≤

0):

33

sum = 0
i=0
two_to_r = 2**r
while sum ≤ two_to_r:
sum += binom(n,i)
i += 1
return i-1

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

# size of the spaces for the lossy function based on random codes (in bits)
# S = H* s
# where S in F_2^r, H in F_2^{r x n}, s in F_{2,w}^n (wt(s) = w)
def lspace(r):
return float(r)

47
48
49

def rspace(n, w):
return 1/log(2) * (n*log(n) - w*log(w) - (n-w)*log(n-w))

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

# binary entropy
"""def H2(x):
return -x*log(x,2)-(1-x)*log(1-x,2)"""
def H2(x):
if x≤0 or x≥1:
return 0.0
else:
return -x*log(x,2)-(1-x)*log(1-x,2)

59
60
61

# MMTQW decoding complexity
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62
63
64

# see Kachigar et al: Quantum Information Set Decoding Algorithms (2017), ...
Theorem 4
def beta(R, l, p, dp):
return 6./5*(R+l)*H2((p/2.+dp)/(R+l)) - p - (1-R-l)*H2(float(dp)/(1-R-l))

65
66
67

def gamma(R, l, p, w):
return H2(w) - (1.-R-l)*H2(float(w-p)/(1.-R-l)) - ...
(R+l)*H2(float(p)/(R+l))

68
69
70

def aux(R, w, p, dp, l):
return ( beta(R,l,p,dp) + gamma(R,l,p,w) )/2.

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

########## test 1 ##########
def test1():
R = 0.5
w = 0.11
p = 0.05
dp = 0.1
l = 0.1

79
80
81

def f_opt(x):
return aux(R,w,x[0],x[1],x[2])

82
83

x0 = np.array([p,dp,l])

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

cons = ({'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[1]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,1.0,0.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[0]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([1.0,0.0,0.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[2]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,0.0,1.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ R+x[2]-x[0]-x[1] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-1.0,-1.0,1.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ min(w,R+x[2])-x[0] ])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ 1.-R-w+x[0]-x[2] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([1.0,0.0,-1.0])},
{'type': 'eq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ H2( (x[0]/2.+x[1])/(R+x[2]) ) - ...
5.0*x[2]/4./(R+x[2]) ])} )

104
105
106

res = minimize(f_opt, x0, constraints=cons, options={'disp':True})
##############################

107
108
109

def alpha_MMTQW(R, w, opt_disp=False):
f_opt = lambda x: np.array( aux(R,w,x[0],x[1],x[2]) )

110
111
112

p = w/2.0 # here should actually be min(w,R+lambda)/2
l = (1.0-R-w+p)/2.0

105

dp = (R+l-p)/10.0
# there is actually one more equality...

113
114
115

x0 = np.array([p,dp,l])

116
117

cons = ({'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[1]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,1.0,0.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[0]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([1.0,0.0,0.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([x[2]]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([0.0,0.0,1.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ R+x[2]-x[0]-x[1] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([-1.0,-1.0,1.0])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ min(w,R+x[2])-x[0] ])},
{'type': 'ineq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ 1.-R-w+x[0]-x[2] ]),
'jac' : lambda x: np.array([1.0,0.0,-1.0])},
{'type': 'eq',
'fun' : lambda x: np.array([ H2( (x[0]/2.+x[1])/(R+x[2]) ) - ...
5.0*x[2]/4./(R+x[2]) ])} )

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

res = minimize(f_opt, x0, constraints=cons, tol=1e-12, ...
options={'disp':opt_disp})

138
139

# check final status of minimization
if res.status != 0:
# probably something went wrong
print "alpha_MMTQ: warning"
return

140
141
142
143
144
145

return res.fun

146
147
148
149
150

# the security level in bits (considering the MMTQW quantum algorithm)
def security_level_full_decoding(n, r, w):
return ...
n*alpha_MMTQW(float(n-r)/float(n),float(w)/float(n),opt_disp=False)

151
152
153
154
155
156
157

########## test 2 ##########
def test2():
R = 0.5
w = 0.11
print alpha_MMTQW(R, w)
##############################

158
159
160
161
162
163

########## test 3 ##########
# check some parameters
def test3():
n = 4451
r = n/2
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164
165
166
167
168
169

w = gvdist(n,r)-1
print "For the parameters"
print "n =", n
print "r =", r
print "w =", w
print "the estimated number of operations necessary to solve the ...
syndrome decoding problem equals 2^" + ...
str(n*alpha_MMTQW(float(n-r)/float(n), float(w)/float(n))) + "."

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

179
180
181
182
183

factor = 1.17 #1.2
n = int(round(factor*n))
r = n/2
print "For the parameters"
print "n =", n
print "r =", r
print "w =", w
print "the estimated number of operations necessary to solve the ...
syndrome decoding problem equals 2^" + ...
str(n*alpha_MMTQW(float(n-r)/float(n), float(w)/float(n))) + "."
print "Moreover:"
print "Size of the left-hand space (in bits):\t", lspace(r)
print "Size of the right-hand space (in bits):\t", rspace(n,w)
print "Difference:\t\t\t\t", lspace(r) - rspace(n,w)
##############################

184
185
186
187
188
189
190

# find parameters matching a certain security level
def find_params_full_decoding(sec_level):
def aux_check(n):
r = n/2
w = gvdist(n,r)-1
return ...
n*alpha_MMTQW(float(n-r)/float(n),float(w)/float(n),opt_disp=False) ...
≥ sec_level

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

upper = 1000
lower = 2
while True:
if aux_check(upper):
break
else:
lower = upper
upper *= 2

200
201
202
203
204
205
206

while upper > lower+1:
mid = (upper+lower)/2
if aux_check(mid):
upper = mid
else:
lower = mid

207
208
209
210
211

n = upper
r = n/2
w = gvdist(n,r)-1
return (n, r, w)
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212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237

238
239
240
241
242
243

# find parameters matching a certain security level and with a certain ...
gap between lspace and rspace
# this algorithm will minimize the length of codewords
def find_params_gap(sec_level, gap):
def aux_check(n):
r = n/2
# compute the GV bound
w_gv = gvdist(n,r)-1
# compute the bound for w regarding the gap
def aux_aux_check(w):
return r ≥ n*H2(float(w)/float(n))+gap
if not aux_aux_check(1):
w_gap = 0
else:
w_lower = 1
w_upper = r
while w_lower < w_upper-1:
w_mid = (w_upper + w_lower)/2
if aux_aux_check(w_mid):
w_lower = w_mid
else:
w_upper = w_mid
w_gap = w_lower
w_max = min(w_gv, w_gap)
# check the security requirements
if ...
n*alpha_MMTQW(float(n-r)/float(n),float(w_max)/float(n),opt_disp=False) ...
≥ sec_level:
b = True
w = w_max
else:
b = False
w = 0
return (b,w)

244

upper = 1000
lower = 2
while True:
if aux_check(upper)[0]:
break
else:
lower = upper
upper *= 2

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253

while upper > lower+1:
mid = (upper+lower)/2
b, w_temp = aux_check(mid)
if b:
upper = mid
w = w_temp
else:
lower = mid

254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
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263
264
265

n = upper
r = n/2
return (n, r, w)

266
267
268
269
270

########## test 4 ##########
def test4():
print find_params_full_decoding(128)
print find_params_gap(128, 256)

271
272

##############################

273
274
275
276
277

if __name__ == '__main__':
#test2()
#test3()
test4()
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C. Finding a threshold for the signature
size
It follows the script which we used to find an appropriate threshold for the signature size. As
an input, the method takes all other parameters of the scheme and a target rejection probability. The file can be found as fixed_size_transform.py at https://github.com/
Thamik/lossy-stern-sig/tree/master/fixed_size_transform.
1
2

'''
Created on Mar 1, 2018

3
4
5

@author: Dominik Leichtle, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, ...
dominik.leichtle@web.de
'''

6
7
8
9

# imports
from math import log, floor, ceil
import numpy as np

10
11

##################################################

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

# binomial coefficient (source: wikipedia)
def binom(n, k):
if k < 0 or k > n:
return 0
if k == 0 or k == n:
return 1
k = min(k, n - k) # take advantage of symmetry
c = 1
for i in range(k):
c = c * (n - i) / (i + 1)
return c

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

# trinomial coefficient
def trinom_aux(n, k1, k2, k3):
if k1 < 0 or k2 < 0 or k3 < 0 or k1 > n or k2 > n or k3 > n or ...
k1+k2+k3 != n:
return 0
# sort to take advantage of the symmetry
k1, k2, k3 = sorted([k1, k2, k3])
# special cases
if k3 == n:
return 1
if k1 == 0:
return binom(n, k2)

111

res = 1
for i in range(k2):
res = res * (n - i) / (i + 1)
for i in range(k1):
res = res * (n - k2 - i) / (i + 1)
return res

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

trinom_precomputed = {}

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54

def trinom(n, k1, k2, k3):
key = (n,k1,k2,k3)
if key in trinom_precomputed:
return trinom_precomputed[key]
elif ((n-1,k1-1,k2,k3) in trinom_precomputed) and ((n-1,k1,k2-1,k3) ...
in trinom_precomputed) and ((n-1,k1,k2,k3-1) in trinom_precomputed):
# use generalized Pascal's rule
trinom_precomputed[key] = trinom_precomputed[(n-1,k1-1,k2,k3)] + ...
trinom_precomputed[(n-1,k1,k2-1,k3)] + ...
trinom_precomputed[(n-1,k1,k2,k3-1)]
else:
trinom_precomputed[key] = trinom_aux(n,k1,k2,k3)
return trinom_precomputed[key]

55
56
57
58
59
60
61

def precompute_trinomials(n_bound):
for n in range(n_bound+1):
for k1 in range(n+1):
for k2 in range(n-k1+1):
k3 = n - k1 - k2
trinom(n, k1, k2, k3)

62
63

##################################################

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

# computes the size of the truncated challenge space
# t is the number of parallel repetitions/rounds
# s0, s1, s2 are the sizes of the responses for challenge 0, 1 or 2, ...
respectively
# sr is the size of additional parts of the signature, per round (except ...
for the response, e.g. commitments)
# st is the size of additional parts of the signature (independent of the ...
rounds, e.g. the challenges)
def size_truncated_ch_space(c, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
m = 0
for x0 in range(t+1):
for x1 in range(t-x0+1):
x2 = t - x0 - x1
if (st + t*sr + x0*s0 + x1*s1 + x2*s2) ≤ c:
m += trinom(t, x0, x1, x2)
return m

78
79
80
81

# computes the probability that the signature size is > c
def prob_sig_larger_than(c, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
return float((3**t) - ...
size_truncated_ch_space(c,t,s0,s1,s2,sr,st))/float(3**t)

82
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83
84
85

# computes the expected signature size
def sig_size_expected(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
return st + t*sr + t*(s0+s1+s2)/3

86
87
88
89

# computes the largest possible signature size
def sig_size_upper_bound(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
return st + t*sr + t*max(s0,s1,s2)

90
91
92
93

# computes the smallest possible signature size
def sig_size_lower_bound(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
return st + t*sr + t*min(s0,s1,s2)

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

# computes the probability for challenge 2 (the least likely) in a single ...
round for truncated signatures
def prob_ch2_single_round(c, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
s = 0
e = 0
for x0 in range(t+1):
for x1 in range(t-x0+1):
x2 = t - x0 - x1
if (st + t*sr + x0*s0 + x1*s1 + x2*s2) ≤ c:
temp = trinom(t, x0, x1, x2)
s += temp
e += x2 * temp
return float(e) / float(s) / float(t)

107
108
109
110

# computes the soundness error of the fixed-size signature scheme with ...
threshold c
def soundness_error(c, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st):
return ( 1. - prob_ch2_single_round(c,t,s0,s1,s2,sr,st) ) ** t

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

# binary search to find the smallest threshold c such that the ...
probability to be above is smaller than given p
# in bits
def optimize_threshold_given_max_exceeding_prob(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st, p):
c0 = sig_size_lower_bound(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st) # smallest possible ...
signature size
c1 = sig_size_upper_bound(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st) # greatest possible ...
signature size
while (c1-c0) > 0.1:
c_new = (c0+c1)/2.
if prob_sig_larger_than(c_new, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st) < p:
c1 = c_new
else:
c0 = c_new
c_final = int(ceil(c1))
return c_final

125
126
127
128
129

# binary search to find the smallest threshold c such that the soundness ...
error is smaller than given err
# in bits
def optimize_threshold_given_max_soundness_err(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st, err):
c0 = sig_size_lower_bound(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st) # smallest possible ...
signature size

113

c1 = sig_size_upper_bound(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st) # greatest possible ...
signature size
while (c1-c0) > 0.1:
c_new = (c0+c1)/2.
if soundness_error(c_new, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st) < err:
c1 = c_new
else:
c0 = c_new
c_final = int(ceil(c1))
return c_final

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

##################################################

141
142
143
144

if __name__ == '__main__':
# parameters (for the 128-bit pq level)
t = 438

145

# do some precomputation
precompute_trinomials(438)

146
147
148

# all values in bits
s0 = 256 + 256 # seed for random y + seed for random permutation
s1 = 2966 + 256 # one codeword + seed for random permutation
s2 = 2966 * 2 # two codewords
sr = 256 + 256*2 # one (initial) commitment + two times random coins ...
from the commitments
st = 256 # challenges

149
150
151
152
153
154
155

# the expected signature size
c_exp = sig_size_expected(t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st)
print "Expected signature size: E[|sig|] = %d bits -> %d bytes" % ...
(c_exp, (c_exp+7)/8)
print "P(|sig| > E[|sig|]) = %f" % prob_sig_larger_than(c_exp, t, s0, ...
s1, s2, sr, st)
print "-" * 50

156
157
158
159
160
161

# find the smallest threshold c such that the probability to be above ...
is smaller than given p
p = 1./float(2**256)
c_final_p = optimize_threshold_given_max_exceeding_prob(t, s0, s1, ...
s2, sr, st, p)
print "Acceptable failure probability: p = %e" % p
print "Found (safe) threshold: c = %d bits -> %d bytes" % (c_final_p, ...
(c_final_p+7)/8)
print "P(|sig| > c) = %e" % prob_sig_larger_than(c_final_p, t, s0, ...
s1, s2, sr, st)
print "-" * 50

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

# find the smallest threshold c such that the soundness error is ...
smaller than given p
err = 1./float(2**256)
c_final_err = optimize_threshold_given_max_soundness_err(t, s0, s1, ...
s2, sr, st, err)
print "Acceptable soundness error: eps_acc = %e" % err

170
171
172
173
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174
175
176

print "Found (safe) threshold: c = %d bits -> %d bytes" % ...
(c_final_err, (c_final_err+7)/8)
print "eps = %e" % soundness_error(c_final_err, t, s0, s1, s2, sr, st)
print "-" * 50
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D. Implementation of the lossy Stern FS
scheme
D.1. Prerequisites
Our code was written for and tested on a Linux 64-bit platform. To build it, the following tools
must be installed:
• GCC,
• GNU make,
• xsltproc.
The code comes with a copy of the Keccak Code Package (KCP)1 whose SHAKE-256 implementation is used. To build the KCP, simply do
$ make keccak

1

in the directory with the Makefile. The tests which are delivered as a part of our code depend on
eBATS’ cpucycles2 . This must be built in advance by typing
$ make cpucycles

1

Now, one can compile our actual code by
$ make [TARGET]

1

where the target must be one of the following:
• release : Build our tests with an optimized version of the implementation.
• debug : Build our tests with a non-optimized version of the implementation.
• nist_api : Build the test of the provided interface of the NIST PQC competition3 with an
optimized version of our implementation. Note, that this version uses randomness from
rng.h, also provided by the NIST interface.
1

The KCP can be found here: https://github.com/gvanas/KeccakCodePackage.
See here: http://www.ecrypt.eu.org/ebats/.
3
The interface from the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography competition can be found on this
website:
https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Post-Quantum-Cryptography/
Post-Quantum-Cryptography-Standardization/Example-Files.
2
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D.2. How to use our implementation
The file sig.h provides an interface to our code which can be used to initialize a parameter set,
to generate a key pair and to sign and verify signatures. To get started, initialize the randomness
pool by
// initialize the randomness pool
rand_init();

1
2

Then, choose one of our six supported security levels and initialize a parameter set, e.g.
// set up the parameters
Params p;
init_params_128pq(&p);

1
2
3

for a 128-bit post-quantum security level. Now, p bundles all significant code- and protocolspecific parameters, the sizes of the various internal variables, as well as the signature and key
sizes. Note, that the generation of a key pair requires prior memory allocation:
// generate a key pair
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);

1
2
3
4

This will store the keying material to sk and pk, respectively. The keys can now be used to sign
messages
const unsigned char* message = (const unsigned char*) "test message";
size_t messageByteLen = 13;
// sign the message
unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
sign(&p, sk, message, messageByteLen, sig);

1
2
3
4
5

(this stores the signature to sig) and to verify signatures:
// verify the signature
bool accept;
verify(&p, pk, message, messageByteLen, sig, &accept);
if (accept) {
printf("Signature ACCEPTED.\n");
} else {
printf("Signature REJECTED.\n");
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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D.3. The code
The following code can also be found online at https://github.com/Thamik/lossy-stern-sig/
tree/master/lossy-stern-sig.
It follows the header file sig.h which represents the interface to access the methods in our
implementation.
1
2
3
4
5

/*
* author: Dominik Leichtle, dominik.leichtle@web.de
* institute: Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
* date: Wed, 2017-12-13
*/

6
7
8

#ifndef SIG_H
#define SIG_H

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
<stdbool.h>
<stdint.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/stat.h>
<fcntl.h>
<unistd.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>

20
21
22
23

// Use the SHAKE-256 implementation from the Keccak Team, also see ...
keccak.noekeon.org.
#include ...
"KeccakCodePackage-master/bin/generic64/libkeccak.a.headers/SimpleFIPS202.h"
#include ...
"KeccakCodePackage-master/bin/generic64/libkeccak.a.headers/KeccakHash.h"

24
25
26
27
28

/**
* If defined, use 64-bit integers in the application of the ...
permutation, otherwise use 32-bit integers.
*/
#define PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

#ifndef NIST_API
/**
* Function to initialize the randomness pool. Needs to be called once ...
in the beginning of the program.
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int rand_init();
#endif // NIST_API

37
38
39
40

/**
* Function to access the randomness pool.
A pointer to the buffer where to write the output data.
* @param buf
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41
42
43
44
45
46

* @param bufByteLen The desired number of output bytes.
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
At @a buf, there are at least @a bufByteLen bytes allocated.
* @pre
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int get_randomness(unsigned char* buf, size_t bufByteLen);

47
48
49
50
51
52

/**
* A struct representing a complete parameter set.
*/
typedef struct {
/* Code-specific parameters */

53

// length of codewords (in bits)
size_t n;
// number of bytes necessary to store a codeword
size_t n_in_bytes;
// codimension of the code (in bits)
// equal to the length of images under the application of the ...
parity-check matrix H
size_t r;
// number of bytes necessary to store an element of the image space ...
of H
size_t r_in_bytes;
// weight of the secret (in bits)
size_t w;

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

/* Parameters specifying seed and commitment sizes */

66
67

// size of the seed used to generate the secret key and H (in bytes)
size_t seedSkByteLen;
// size of the seed used to generate the parity-check matrix H (in bytes)
size_t seedHByteLen;
// size of each of the initial commitments (in bytes)
size_t commByteLen;
// size of the seed used to generate the random vector y (in bytes)
size_t seedYByteLen;
// size of the seed used to generate the random permutation (in bytes)
size_t seedPermByteLen;
// size of the random coins used in each of the initial commitments ...
(in bytes)
size_t coinsCommByteLen;

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

/* Protocol-specific parameters */

81
82

// number of parallel repetitions
size_t t;
// (constant) signature size (in bytes)
// this could be interpreted as the threshold for the variable-size ...
signatures
size_t sigByteLen;
// size of the hash determining the complete challenge, including all ...
rounds (in bytes)

83
84
85
86
87
88
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89

size_t chHashByteLen;

90
91
92
93
94
95

// size of the secret key (in bytes)
size_t skByteLen;
// size of the public key (in bytes)
size_t pkByteLen;
} Params;

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

/**
* Function to initialize a parameter set.
* These parameters guarantee 64-bit post-quantum security.
* Note, that this function is deterministic and will always set @a p to ...
the same state.
A pointer to the parameter set to be initialized.
* @param p
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
@return
0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*
*/
int init_params_64pq(Params* p);

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

/**
* Function to initialize a parameter set.
* These parameters guarantee 128-bit classical security.
* Note, that this function is deterministic and will always set @a p to ...
the same state.
A pointer to the parameter set to be initialized.
* @param p
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int init_params_128cl(Params* p);

116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

/**
* Function to initialize a parameter set.
* These parameters guarantee 96-bit post-quantum security.
* Note, that this function is deterministic and will always set @a p to ...
the same state.
A pointer to the parameter set to be initialized.
* @param p
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int init_params_96pq(Params* p);

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

/**
* Function to initialize a parameter set.
* These parameters guarantee 192-bit classical security.
* Note, that this function is deterministic and will always set @a p to ...
the same state.
A pointer to the parameter set to be initialized.
* @param p
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
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135

int init_params_192cl(Params* p);

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

/**
* Function to initialize a parameter set.
* These parameters guarantee 128-bit post-quantum security.
* Note, that this function is deterministic and will always set @a p to ...
the same state.
A pointer to the parameter set to be initialized.
* @param p
@pre
If
NIST_API
is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
*
already.
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int init_params_128pq(Params* p);

146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

/**
* Function to initialize a parameter set.
* These parameters guarantee 256-bit classical security.
* Note, that this function is deterministic and will always set @a p to ...
the same state.
A pointer to the parameter set to be initialized.
* @param p
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int init_params_256cl(Params* p);

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

/**
*
*
*
*
*

Function to generate a key pair.
@param p
A pointer to a parameter set.
@param sk A pointer to a buffer where to store the
@param pk A pointer to a buffer where to store the
@pre
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must
already.
At @a sk, there are at least @a p->skByteLen
* @pre
At @a pk, there are at least @a p->pkByteLen
* @pre
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int generate_keypair(const Params* p, unsigned char* sk,

secret key.
public key.
have been called ...
bytes allocated.
bytes allocated.

unsigned char* pk);

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

/**
* Function to generate a signature.
A pointer to a parameter set.
* @param p
A pointer to the secret key to use in the signing ...
* @param sk
process.
A pointer to the message to be signed.
* @param message
* @param messageByteLen The length of the message, in bytes.
A pointer to a buffer where to store the signature.
* @param sig
If NIST_API is not defined, rand_init() must have been called ...
* @pre
already.
At @a sig, there are at least @a p->sigByteLen bytes allocated.
* @pre
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int sign(const Params* p, const unsigned char* sk, const unsigned char* ...
message, size_t messageByteLen, unsigned char* sig);
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181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194

/**
* Function to verify a signature.
A pointer to a parameter set.
* @param p
A pointer to the public key to use in the verifying ...
* @param pk
process.
A pointer to the message to be signed.
* @param message
* @param messageByteLen The length of the message, in bytes.
A pointer to the signature.
* @param sig
A pointer to a bool where to store the result of ...
* @param accept
the verification.
For a valid signature, the final state of @a *accept will ...
*
be true,
false otherwise.
*
* @return 0 if successful, -1 otherwise
*/
int verify(const Params* p, const unsigned char* pk, const unsigned char* ...
message, size_t messageByteLen, const unsigned char* sig, bool* accept);

195
196

#endif // SIG_H

The following file lossy-stern3-sig.c implements the main features and thus represents the core of our code.
1
2
3
4
5

/*
* author: Dominik Leichtle, dominik.leichtle@web.de
* institute: Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
* date: Wed, 2017-12-13
*/

6
7

#include "sig.h"

8
9
10
11

#ifdef NIST_API
#include "rng.h"
#endif

12
13
14

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Computation of Hamming weight and parity */

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

// Use a lookup table, specifying the Hamming
const size_t Hamming_weight[256] =
{
0, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3,
1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4,
1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4,
2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5,
1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4,
2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5,
2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5,
3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5, 5, 6, 4, 5, 5, 6, 5, 6,
1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4,
2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5,
2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5,

weights of words of one byte.

3,
4,
4,
5,
4,
5,
5,
6,
4,
5,
5,

4,
5,
5,
6,
5,
6,
6,
7,
5,
6,
6,
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3,
2,
3,
3,
4,

30
31
32
33
34
35

4,
3,
4,
4,
5,

4,
3,
4,
4,
5,

5,
4,
5,
5,
6,

4,
3,
4,
4,
5,

5,
4,
5,
5,
6,

5,
4,
5,
5,
6,

6,
5,
6,
6,
7,

4,
3,
4,
4,
5,

5,
4,
5,
5,
6,

5,
4,
5,
5,
6,

6,
5,
6,
6,
7,

5,
4,
5,
5,
6,

6,
5,
6,
6,
7,

6,
5,
6,
6,
7,

7,
6,
7,
7,
8

};

36
37
38

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Randomness */

39
40
41
42
43
44

#ifndef NIST_API
// The size of the seed for the randomness pool (in bytes).
size_t rand_seedByteLen = 256/8;
// The Keccak hash instance used to expand the seed.
Keccak_HashInstance rand_KeccakHashInstance;

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

// Initialize the randomness pool.
int rand_init()
{
// read some random data from /dev/urandom
unsigned char* rand_seed = calloc(rand_seedByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
int randData = open("/dev/urandom", O_RDONLY);
if (randData < 0) {
free(rand_seed);
return -1;
} else {
ssize_t res = read(randData, rand_seed, rand_seedByteLen);
if (res < 0) {
free(rand_seed);
return -1;
}
close(randData);
}

63

// init the Keccak hash instance
if (Keccak_HashInitialize_SHAKE256(&rand_KeccakHashInstance) != ...
SUCCESS) {
// the initialization was unsuccessful
free(rand_seed);
return -1;
}
// feed the random seed
if (Keccak_HashUpdate(&rand_KeccakHashInstance, rand_seed, ...
rand_seedByteLen * 8) != SUCCESS) { // specify the seed length in ...
bits
// the updating was unsuccessful
free(rand_seed);
return -1;
}
// finalize the Keccak hash instance, prepare for squeezing the digest
if (Keccak_HashFinal(&rand_KeccakHashInstance, NULL) != SUCCESS) { // ...
don't extract the digest here, squeeze later
// the finalization was unsuccessful

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
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free(rand_seed);
return -1;

79
80

}

81
82

free(rand_seed);

83
84

// successful execution
return 0;

85
86
87

}

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

// Access the randomness pool.
int get_randomness(unsigned char* buf, size_t bufByteLen)
{
// squeeze the Keccak hash instance to get the SHAKE-256 generated bytes
if (Keccak_HashSqueeze(&rand_KeccakHashInstance, buf, bufByteLen * 8) ...
!= SUCCESS) { // specify digest length in bits
// something went wrong in the evaluation of the hash function
return -1;
}

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

// successful execution
return 0;
}
#else // NIST_API
int get_randomness(unsigned char* buf, size_t bufByteLen)
{
if (randombytes(buf, bufByteLen) == RNG_SUCCESS) {
return 0;
} else {
return -1;
}
}
#endif // NIST_API

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

// Returns a uniform integer in the set {0,...,bound-1}.
int get_rand_uint(size_t bound, size_t* res, Keccak_HashInstance* ...
hashInstance)
{
// catch special cases
if (bound == 0) {
return -1;
}
if (bound == 1) {
*res = 0;
return 0;
}

123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

// the number of bits necessary to store a number in {0,...,bound-1}
size_t no_bits = (size_t)(ceil(log2((double)bound)));
// the number of necessary bytes
size_t no_bytes = (no_bits+7)/8;
unsigned char* buf = calloc(no_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
// try to generate a number in {0,...,bound-1}
// - randomly generate a number in {0,...,2^no_bits-1}
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// - if ≥ bound, the number needs to be discarded to ensure a uniform ...
distribution
// at least half of the generated numbers are < bound,
// thus, the expected number of iterations of the following loop is ≤ 2
while (true) {
// get randomness from the hash instance
if (Keccak_HashSqueeze(hashInstance, buf, no_bytes*8) != SUCCESS) {
// something went wrong
free(buf);
return -1;
}
// transform the relevant bits to size_t
size_t temp = 0;
for (int i=0; i<no_bytes-1; i++) { // all bytes in the buffer ...
except for the last
temp += ((size_t)buf[i])<<(i*8);
}
// mask the last byte to extract the valid bits
temp += (((size_t)(buf[no_bytes-1])) & ...
((1<<(((no_bits+7)%8)+1))-1)) << ((no_bytes-1)*8);
// check if temp matches the bound
if (temp < bound) {
// success, exit loop
*res = temp;
break;
}
}

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

free(buf);

156
157

// successful execution
return 0;

158
159
160

}

161
162
163

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Application of a permutation to a vector of n bits */

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

// In-place binary MSD radix sort.
// begin points to the first element, end points to the element behind ...
the list
// no_bit: the bit to start with (counting no_bit=1 as the most ...
significant bit)
// returns true in case of a collision (ignoring the last bit), false ...
otherwise
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
bool radix_sort_aux(uint64_t* begin, uint64_t* end, size_t no_bit)
#else
bool radix_sort_aux(uint32_t* begin, uint32_t* end, size_t no_bit)
#endif
{
// break recursion
if ((end - begin) ≤ 1) {
// at most one element left, therefore no collision
return false;
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179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

}
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
if (no_bit ≥ 64) {
#else
if (no_bit ≥ 32) {
#endif
// more than one element left, and already all bits except for ...
the last compared
// hence, we found a collision
return true;
}

189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

// divide into buckets
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
uint64_t mask = ((uint64_t)1)<<(64-no_bit);
uint64_t* end_bucket0 = begin;
uint64_t* begin_bucket1 = end;
uint64_t temp;
#else
uint32_t mask = ((uint32_t)1)<<(32-no_bit);
uint32_t* end_bucket0 = begin;
uint32_t* begin_bucket1 = end;
uint32_t temp;
#endif
while (end_bucket0 != begin_bucket1) {
if (((*end_bucket0) & mask) == 0) {
end_bucket0++;
} else {
begin_bucket1--;
temp = (*end_bucket0);
(*end_bucket0) = (*begin_bucket1);
(*begin_bucket1) = temp;
}
}

212

// sort the buckets (considering the next less significant bit)
bool collision = false;
collision = collision || radix_sort_aux(begin, end_bucket0, no_bit+1);
collision = collision || radix_sort_aux(begin_bucket1, end, no_bit+1);
return collision;

213
214
215
216
217
218

}

219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

//
//
//
//

This function encapsulates the radix sort auxiliary function.
data points to the beginning of the list to sort
len specifies the number of elements in the list
returns true in case of a collision (ignoring the last bit), false ...
otherwise
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
bool radix_sort(uint64_t* data, size_t len)
#else
bool radix_sort(uint32_t* data, size_t len)
#endif
{
return radix_sort_aux(data, data+len, 1);
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231

}

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

// Applies a permutatation to a word on bit-level.
// seedPerm determines the permutation
// word has an assumed length of p->n bits
// returns 0 if successful and -1 otherwise
int apply_permutation(const Params* p, const unsigned char* seedPerm, ...
unsigned char* word)
{
// detect failures evaluating SHAKE
bool fail = false;

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

256
257
258

259

#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
uint64_t* temp;
#else
uint32_t* temp;
#endif
// try to apply the permutation
// a failure occurs in the (unlikely) case of a collision in the sorting
// in case of a collision, we need to start over and try again
size_t try = 1;
while (true) {
// fill a list of p->n numbers by expanding the seed
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
temp = (uint64_t*) malloc(try * p->n * sizeof(uint64_t));
if (SHAKE256((unsigned char*) temp, try * p->n * ...
sizeof(uint64_t), seedPerm, p->seedPermByteLen) != 0){ fail = ...
true; };
#else
temp = (uint32_t*) malloc(try * p->n * sizeof(uint32_t));
if (SHAKE256((unsigned char*) temp, try * p->n * ...
sizeof(uint32_t), seedPerm, p->seedPermByteLen) != 0){ fail = ...
true; };
#endif

260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

// set least significant bits of all numbers in temp
for (int i=0; i<p->n; i++) {
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
uint64_t wordBit = ( word[i/8] & (1<<(i%8)) )>>(i%8);
temp[(try-1)*p->n + i] = (temp[(try-1)*p->n + i] & ...
0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFE) | (wordBit & 0x0000000000000001);
#else
uint32_t wordBit = ( word[i/8] & (1<<(i%8)) )>>(i%8);
temp[(try-1)*p->n + i] = (temp[(try-1)*p->n + i] & ...
0xFFFFFFFE) | (wordBit & 0x00000001);
#endif
}

271

// sort numbers
bool collision = radix_sort(temp + (try-1)*p->n, p->n);

272
273
274

if (collision) {
free(temp);
try++;

275
276
277
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// we need to start over and try again
} else {
break;
}

278
279
280
281

}

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291

// read least significant bits as one word
for (int i=0; i<p->n; i++) {
#ifdef PERMUTATIONS_USE_64BIT
word[i/8] = (word[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8)))) | ((temp[(try-1)*p->n + ...
i] & 0x0000000000000001)<<(i%8));
#else
word[i/8] = (word[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8)))) | ((temp[(try-1)*p->n + ...
i] & 0x00000001)<<(i%8));
#endif
}

292

// clean up
free(temp);

293
294
295

// successful execution?
if (fail) {
return -1;
} else {
return 0;
}

296
297
298
299
300
301
302

}

303
304
305

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Arithmetic in F_2 */

306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325

// Performs the multiplication H*x on bit-level (in F_2) and write the ...
result to res.
// note: in res there must be space for at least p->r_in_bytes bytes
void mult_H(const Params* p, unsigned char** H, const unsigned char* x, ...
unsigned char* res)
{
// set res to zero
for (int i=0; i<p->r_in_bytes; i++) {
res[i] = 0;
}
// compute matrix-vector multiplication H*x = res
for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) { // every iteration computes one bit of ...
the result
// perform AND and compute parity
unsigned char b = 0;
for (int j=0; j<p->n_in_bytes; j++) {
b ^= Hamming_weight[x[j] & H[i][j]];
}
b &= 1; // get only the parity
res[i/8] = (res[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8)))) | (b<<(i%8)); // insert bit ...
into the result
}
}
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326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

// Performs the addition x+y on bit-level (in F_2) and writes the result ...
to res.
// note: in res there must be space for at least p->n_in_bytes bytes
void add_in_F2n(const Params* p, const unsigned char* x, const unsigned ...
char* y, unsigned char* res)
{
// add (wrap in F_2)
for (int i=0; i<p->n_in_bytes; i++) {
res[i] = x[i] ^ y[i];
}
}

336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345

// Performs the addition x+y on bit-level (in F_2) and writes the result ...
to res.
// note: in res there must be space for at least p->r_in_bytes bytes
void add_in_F2r(const Params* p, const unsigned char* x, const unsigned ...
char* y, unsigned char* res)
{
// add (wrap in F_2)
for (int i=0; i<p->r_in_bytes; i++) {
res[i] = x[i] ^ y[i];
}
}

346
347
348

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Parameters */

349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

// Initialize the parameter set given by *p.
int init_params(Params* p, size_t n, size_t r, size_t w, size_t t, size_t ...
seedByteLen, size_t sigByteLen, size_t chHashByteLen)
{
// set the parameters
p->n = n;
p->n_in_bytes = (p->n+7)/8;
p->r = r;
p->r_in_bytes = (p->r+7)/8;
p->w = w;
p->t = t;
p->seedSkByteLen = seedByteLen;
p->seedHByteLen = seedByteLen;
p->commByteLen = seedByteLen;
p->seedYByteLen = seedByteLen;
p->seedPermByteLen = seedByteLen;
p->coinsCommByteLen = seedByteLen;
p->sigByteLen = sigByteLen;
p->chHashByteLen = chHashByteLen;
p->skByteLen = p->seedSkByteLen;
p->pkByteLen = p->seedHByteLen + p->r_in_bytes;

370

// successful execution
return 0;

371
372
373

}

374
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375
376
377
378
379

// Initializes a parameter set for 64-bit post-quantum security.
int init_params_64pq(Params* p)
{
return init_params(p, 1488, 744, 124, 219, 128/8, 72957, 128/8);
}

380
381
382
383
384
385

// Initializes a parameter set for 128-bit classical security.
int init_params_128cl(Params* p)
{
return init_params(p, 1664, 832, 143, 219, 256/8, 92449, 256/8);
}

386
387
388
389
390
391

// Initializes a parameter set for 96-bit post-quantum security.
int init_params_96pq(Params* p)
{
return init_params(p, 2222, 1111, 185, 329, 192/8, 156483, 192/8);
}

392
393
394
395
396
397

// Initializes a parameter set for 192-bit classical security.
int init_params_192cl(Params* p)
{
return init_params(p, 2500, 1250, 215, 329, 384/8, 200943, 384/8);
}

398
399
400
401
402
403

// Initializes a parameter set for 128-bit post-quantum security.
int init_params_128pq(Params* p)
{
return init_params(p, 2966, 1483, 247, 438, 256/8, 270314, 256/8);
}

404
405
406
407
408
409

// Initializes a parameter set for 256-bit classical security.
int init_params_256cl(Params* p)
{
return init_params(p, 3326, 1663, 286, 438, 512/8, 348109, 512/8);
}

410
411

/* -------------------------------------------------- */

412
413
414
415
416
417

// Generates a key pair.
int generate_keypair(const Params* p, unsigned char* sk, unsigned char* pk)
{
// detect failures, e.g. generating randomness or evaluating SHAKE
bool fail = false;

418
419
420
421
422
423

// generate (the seed for) the private key
if (get_randomness(sk, p->seedSkByteLen) != 0) {
// something went wrong
fail = true;
}

424
425
426
427
428

// set up a Keccak hash instance
Keccak_HashInstance hashInstance;
if (Keccak_HashInitialize_SHAKE256(&hashInstance) != SUCCESS) {
// the initialization was unsuccessful
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return -1;
}
if (Keccak_HashUpdate(&hashInstance, sk, p->seedSkByteLen * 8) != ...
SUCCESS) {
// the updating was unsuccessful
return -1;
}
if (Keccak_HashFinal(&hashInstance, NULL) != SUCCESS) {
// the finalization was unsuccessful
return -1;
}

429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439

// expand the seed to generate the seed for H and include it in the ...
public key
if (Keccak_HashSqueeze(&hashInstance, pk, p->seedHByteLen * 8) != ...
SUCCESS) {
// something went wrong in the evaluation of the hash function
return -1;
}

440
441
442
443
444
445

// allocate memory for H
unsigned char** H = calloc(p->r, sizeof(unsigned char*));
// expand the seed to obtain H
unsigned char* temp = calloc(p->n_in_bytes * p->r, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
if (SHAKE256(temp, p->n_in_bytes * p->r, pk, p->seedHByteLen) != 0) { ...
fail = true; };
for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) {
H[i] = calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(H[i], temp+i*p->n_in_bytes, p->n_in_bytes);
// make sure the invalid bits are zero
H[i][(p->n_in_bytes -1)] &= (unsigned char) ...
((1<<(((p->n+7)%8)+1))-1); // mask the last block
}
free(temp);

446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458

// generate the low-weight secret
// this achieves a uniform distribution
unsigned char* priv = calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char*));
size_t current_weight = 0;
for (int i=0; i<p->n; i++) {
size_t t = 0;
if (get_rand_uint(p->n - i, &t, &hashInstance) != 0) {
// something went wrong during the generation of the random ...
number
return -1;
}
if (t < (p->w - current_weight)) {
// set bit to 1
priv[i/8] = (priv[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8)))) | (1<<(i%8));
current_weight++;
} else {
// set bit to 0
priv[i/8] = (priv[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8))));

459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
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}

476

}

477
478

// compute the public key
unsigned char* pub = pk + p->seedHByteLen;
mult_H(p, H, priv, pub);

479
480
481
482

// clean up
for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) {
free(H[i]);
}
free(H);
free(priv);

483
484
485
486
487
488
489

// successful execution?
if (fail) {
return -1;
} else {
return 0;
}

490
491
492
493
494
495
496

}

497
498

/* -------------------------------------------------- */

499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507

// Interpretes a hash value (specified in chHash) as p->t single, ternary ...
challenges.
// output: p->t numbers in {0,1,2}
// note: challenges needs to provide at least p->t allocated bytes
// returns 0 in case of a successful execution, -1 otherwise
int get_challenges(const Params* p, const unsigned char* chHash, unsigned ...
char* challenges)
{
// detect failures evaluating SHAKE
bool fail = false;

508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523

size_t no_bits = 0;
size_t i = 0; // the current challenge
size_t diglen = p->t * 2;
unsigned char* e = (unsigned char*) calloc(diglen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
if (SHAKE256(e, diglen, chHash, p->chHashByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
while (i < p->t) {
if ((no_bits+2 + 7)/8 > diglen) {
// we need more digest bytes
diglen += 10;
e = realloc(e, diglen * sizeof(unsigned char));
if (SHAKE256(e, diglen, chHash, p->chHashByteLen) != 0) { ...
fail = true; };
}
unsigned char ch = (e[no_bits/8] & (0x03<<(no_bits%8))) >> ...
(no_bits%8);
if (ch < 3) {
challenges[i] = ch;
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i++;
}
no_bits += 2;

524
525
526

}
// free memory
free(e);

527
528
529
530

// successful execution?
if (fail) {
return -1;
} else {
return 0;
}

531
532
533
534
535
536
537

}

538
539
540

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Signature generation */

541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548

// This method appends the first dataBitLen bits from data to sig.
// pos is the current position in sig and is updated by this function
// returns one bit indicating if the data still fit into the signature or not
bool include_in_signature(const Params* p, unsigned char* sig, size_t* ...
pos, const unsigned char* data, size_t dataBitLen)
{
if (((*pos)+dataBitLen) ≤ (p->sigByteLen*8)) {
// data still fits into the signature

549

if (dataBitLen == 0) {
return true;
}

550
551
552
553

size_t start_byte = (*pos)/8; // the byte of the signature in ...
which we will start writing
size_t offset = (*pos)%8; // the offset in bits (the loose bits ...
at the end of the signature so far)
size_t data_loose_bits = ((dataBitLen+7)%8)+1; // valid bits in ...
the last byte of the data
// iterate over bytes in data
int i;
unsigned char b;
unsigned char mask = (1<<offset)-1;
// all except for the last byte of the data string
for (i=0; i<(dataBitLen+7)/8 -1; i++) {
b = data[i];
// add to the bytes in the signature
sig[start_byte+i] = (sig[start_byte+i] & mask) | (b<<offset);
sig[start_byte+i+1] = b>>(8-offset);
}
// handle last byte separately
b = data[i];
b &= (1<<data_loose_bits)-1; // mask last byte
sig[start_byte+i] = (sig[start_byte+i] & mask) | (b<<offset);
if (data_loose_bits+offset > 8) { // check if we need to start ...
one more byte

554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
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sig[start_byte+i+1] = b>>(8-offset);

573

}

574
575

(*pos) += dataBitLen;
return true;
} else {
// does not fit into the signature anymore
return false;
}

576
577
578
579
580
581
582

}

583
584
585
586
587
588

// This method generates a signature on a given message.
int sign(const Params* p, const unsigned char* sk, const unsigned char* ...
message, size_t messageByteLen, unsigned char* sig)
{
// detect failures, e.g. generating randomness or evaluating SHAKE
bool fail = false;

589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603

// set up a Keccak hash instance and feed sk
Keccak_HashInstance hashInstance;
if (Keccak_HashInitialize_SHAKE256(&hashInstance) != SUCCESS) {
// the initialization was unsuccessful
return -1;
}
if (Keccak_HashUpdate(&hashInstance, sk, p->seedSkByteLen * 8) != ...
SUCCESS) {
// the updating was unsuccessful
return -1;
}
if (Keccak_HashFinal(&hashInstance, NULL) != SUCCESS) {
// the finalization was unsuccessful
return -1;
}

604
605
606
607
608
609
610

// expand the secret seed to generate the seed for H
unsigned char* seedH = calloc(p->seedHByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char*));
if (Keccak_HashSqueeze(&hashInstance, seedH, p->seedHByteLen * 8) != ...
SUCCESS) {
// something went wrong in the evaluation of the hash function
return -1;
}

611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621

// allocate memory for H
unsigned char** H = calloc(p->r, sizeof(unsigned char*));
// expand the seed to obtain H
unsigned char* tempH = calloc(p->n_in_bytes * p->r, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
if (SHAKE256(tempH, p->n_in_bytes * p->r, seedH, p->seedHByteLen) != ...
0) { fail = true; };
for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) {
H[i] = calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(H[i], tempH+i*p->n_in_bytes, p->n_in_bytes);
// make sure the invalid bits are zero
H[i][(p->n_in_bytes -1)] &= (unsigned char) ...
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((1<<(((p->n+7)%8)+1))-1); // mask the last block
}
free(tempH);
free(seedH);

622
623
624
625

// recompute the low-weight secret
unsigned char* priv = calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char*));
size_t current_weight = 0;
for (int i=0; i<p->n; i++) {
size_t t = 0;
if (get_rand_uint(p->n - i, &t, &hashInstance) != 0) {
// something went wrong during the generation of the random ...
number
return -1;
}
if (t < (p->w - current_weight)) {
// set bit to 1
priv[i/8] = (priv[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8)))) | (1<<(i%8));
current_weight++;
} else {
// set bit to 0
priv[i/8] = (priv[i/8] & (¬(1<<(i%8))));
}
}

626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644

// current position in the signature, in bits
size_t pos = 0;

645
646
647

// allocate memory
unsigned char** seedPerm = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, ...
sizeof(unsigned char*));
unsigned char** seedY = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, ...
sizeof(unsigned char*));
unsigned char** y = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** k0 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** k1 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** k2 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** com0 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** com1 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** com2 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));

648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658

for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
seedPerm[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->seedPermByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
seedY[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->seedYByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
y[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));

659
660
661
662
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k0[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
k1[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
k2[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
com0[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->commByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
com1[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->commByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
com2[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->commByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));

663
664
665
666
667
668
669

}

670
671

unsigned char* chHash = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->chHashByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));

672
673

unsigned char* challenges = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->t, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));

674
675
676
677
678

// loop: try to generate a signature (failure due to signature too large)
bool success;
do {
success = true;

679
680
681

// zero signature
memset(sig, 0, p->sigByteLen);

682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690

691
692
693
694
695
696
697

698

// generate randomness and commitments
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
// get random permutation
if (get_randomness(seedPerm[i], p->seedPermByteLen) != 0) { ...
fail = true; };
// sample random seed and generate y from the seed
if (get_randomness(seedY[i], p->seedYByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
if (SHAKE256(y[i], p->n_in_bytes, seedY[i], p->seedYByteLen) ...
!= 0) { fail = true; };
y[i][p->n_in_bytes-1] &= (unsigned char) ...
((1<<(((p->n+7)%8)+1))-1); // make sure the invalid bits ...
are zero
// generate random coins
if (get_randomness(k0[i], p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
if (get_randomness(k1[i], p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
if (get_randomness(k2[i], p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
// commit
// commitment 0
unsigned char* temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->r_in_bytes + ...
p->seedPermByteLen + p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
memcpy(temp + p->r_in_bytes, seedPerm[i], ...
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p->seedPermByteLen); // permutation
memcpy(temp + p->r_in_bytes + p->seedPermByteLen, k0[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen); // random coins
mult_H(p, H, y[i], temp); // H*y
if (SHAKE256(com0[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->r_in_bytes + ...
p->seedPermByteLen + p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
free(temp);
// commitment 1
temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(temp + p->n_in_bytes, k1[i], p->coinsCommByteLen); // ...
random coins
memcpy(temp, y[i], p->n_in_bytes);
if (apply_permutation(p, seedPerm[i], temp) != 0) { fail = ...
true; }; // perm(y)
if (SHAKE256(com1[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
// commitment 2
memcpy(temp + p->n_in_bytes, k2[i], p->coinsCommByteLen); // ...
random coins
add_in_F2n(p, y[i], priv, temp);
if (apply_permutation(p, seedPerm[i], temp) != 0) { fail = ...
true; }; // perm(y+priv)
if (SHAKE256(com2[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);

699
700
701

702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714

}

715
716

// get challenge
unsigned char* temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->t * ...
p->commByteLen * 3 + messageByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
memcpy(temp + i * p->commByteLen * 3, com0[i], p->commByteLen);
memcpy(temp + i * p->commByteLen * 3 + p->commByteLen, ...
com1[i], p->commByteLen);
memcpy(temp + i * p->commByteLen * 3 + p->commByteLen * 2, ...
com2[i], p->commByteLen);
}
memcpy(temp + p->t * p->commByteLen * 3, message, messageByteLen);
// compute a hash of the complete challenge
if (SHAKE256(chHash, p->chHashByteLen, temp, p->t * ...
p->commByteLen * 3 + messageByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);
// include this hash in the signature
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, chHash, ...
p->chHashByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
// interpret as single ternary challenges
if (get_challenges(p, chHash, challenges) != 0) { fail = true; }; ...
// every byte in "challenge" is a ternary challenge

717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732

// include one commitment per round in the signature
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
if (challenges[i] == 0) {

733
734
735
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if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, com2[i], ...
p->commByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
} else if (challenges[i] == 1) {
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, com1[i], ...
p->commByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
} else { // challenges[i] == 2
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, com0[i], ...
p->commByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
}

736
737
738
739
740
741
742

}

743
744
745
746

// generate response and signature
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
//printf("%d\n", i);

747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772

if (challenges[i] == 0) {
// include the random coins used in two of the initial ...
commitments
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, k0[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, k1[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
// include the seed of y
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, seedY[i], ...
p->seedYByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
// include the seed of the permutation
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, seedPerm[i], ...
p->seedPermByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
} else if (challenges[i] == 1) {
// include the random coins used in two of the initial ...
commitments
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, k0[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, k2[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
// include y+priv
unsigned char* temp_n = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
add_in_F2n(p, y[i], priv, temp_n); // y+priv
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, temp_n, p->n)) { ...
success = false; }
free(temp_n);
// include the seed of the permutation
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, seedPerm[i], ...
p->seedPermByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
} else { // challenges[i] == 2
// include the random coins used in two of the initial ...
commitments
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, k1[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, k2[i], ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { success = false; }
// include perm(y)
unsigned char* temp_n = (unsigned char*) ...
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calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(temp_n, y[i], p->n_in_bytes * sizeof(unsigned char));
if (apply_permutation(p, seedPerm[i], temp_n) != 0) { ...
fail = true; }; // perm(y)
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, temp_n, p->n)) { ...
success = false; }
// include perm(priv)
memcpy(temp_n, priv, p->n_in_bytes * sizeof(unsigned char));
if (apply_permutation(p, seedPerm[i], temp_n) != 0) { ...
fail = true; }; // perm(priv)
if (!include_in_signature(p, sig, &pos, temp_n, p->n)) { ...
success = false; }
free(temp_n);

773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780

}

781

}

782
783

} while (!success);

784
785

// free memory
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
free(seedPerm[i]);
free(seedY[i]);
free(y[i]);
free(k0[i]);
free(k1[i]);
free(k2[i]);
free(com0[i]);
free(com1[i]);
free(com2[i]);
}

786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798

free(seedPerm);
free(seedY);
free(y);
free(k0);
free(k1);
free(k2);
free(com0);
free(com1);
free(com2);

799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808

free(chHash);

809
810

free(challenges);

811
812

for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) {
free(H[i]);
}
free(H);

813
814
815
816
817

free(priv);

818
819

// successful execution?
if (fail) {

820
821
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return -1;
} else {
return 0;
}

822
823
824
825
826

}

827
828
829

/* -------------------------------------------------- */
/* Verification */

830
831
832
833
834
835
836

// This method reads dataBitLen bits from sig and writes them to data.
// returns one bit indicating whether the requested data exceeded the ...
signature or not
bool read_from_signature(const Params* p, const unsigned char* sig, ...
size_t* pos, unsigned char* data, size_t dataBitLen)
{
if (((*pos)+dataBitLen) ≤ (p->sigByteLen*8)) {
// still below the signature size

837
838
839
840

if (dataBitLen == 0) {
return true;
}

841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858

859
860
861
862

size_t start_byte = (*pos)/8; // the byte of the signature from ...
which we will start reading
size_t offset = (*pos)%8; // the offset in bits (the loose bits ...
at the end of the signature read so far)
size_t data_loose_bits = ((dataBitLen+7)%8)+1; // valid bits in ...
the last byte of the data
// iterate over bytes in data
int i;
unsigned char b;
unsigned char mask = (1<<offset)-1;
// all except for the last byte of the data string
for (i=0; i<(dataBitLen+7)/8 -1; i++) {
// extract one byte from the signature
b = (sig[start_byte+i] & (¬mask)) >> offset;
b = b | (sig[start_byte+i+1]<<(8-offset));
data[i] = b;
}
// handle last byte separately
b = (sig[start_byte+i] & (¬mask)) >> offset;
if (data_loose_bits+offset > 8) { // check if we need to check ...
one more byte from the signature (make sure the length of th ...
signature is not exceeded)
b = b | (sig[start_byte+i+1]<<(8-offset));
}
b &= (1<<data_loose_bits)-1; // mask last byte
data[i] = b;

863
864
865
866
867
868

(*pos)
return
} else {
// the
return

+= dataBitLen;
true;
queried data exceeds the signature
false;
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}

869
870

}

871
872
873
874
875

// This method checks whether a signature for a given message is valid or ...
not.
int verify(const Params* p, const unsigned char* pk, const unsigned char* ...
message, size_t messageByteLen, const unsigned char* sig, bool* accept)
{
*accept = true;

876

// pointer to the actual public key
const unsigned char* pub = pk + p->seedHByteLen;

877
878
879

// detect failures, e.g. generating randomness or evaluating SHAKE
bool fail = false;

880
881
882

// allocate memory for H
unsigned char** H = calloc(p->r, sizeof(unsigned char*));
// expand the seed to obtain H
unsigned char* tempH = calloc(p->n_in_bytes * p->r, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
if (SHAKE256(tempH, p->n_in_bytes * p->r, pk, p->seedHByteLen) != 0) ...
{ fail = true; };
for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) {
H[i] = calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(H[i], tempH+i*p->n_in_bytes, p->n_in_bytes);
// make sure the invalid bits are zero
H[i][(p->n_in_bytes -1)] &= (unsigned char) ...
((1<<(((p->n+7)%8)+1))-1); // mask the last block
}
free(tempH);

883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895

// current position in the signature, in bits
size_t pos = 0;

896
897
898

// allocate memory
unsigned char** com0 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** com1 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));
unsigned char** com2 = (unsigned char**) calloc(p->t, sizeof(unsigned ...
char*));

899
900
901
902
903

for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
com0[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->commByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
com1[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->commByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
com2[i] = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->commByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
}

904
905
906
907
908
909

unsigned char* chHash = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->chHashByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));

910
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911
912

unsigned char* challenges = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->t, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));

913
914
915
916

// get challenge hash and interpret as single challenges
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, chHash, p->chHashByteLen*8)) { ...
*accept = false; }
if (get_challenges(p, chHash, challenges) != 0) { fail = true; }; // ...
every byte in "challenge" is a ternary challenge

917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927

// extract one commitment per round from
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
if (challenges[i] == 0) {
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig,
p->commByteLen*8)) { *accept
} else if (challenges[i] == 1) {
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig,
p->commByteLen*8)) { *accept
} else { // challenges[i] == 2
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig,
p->commByteLen*8)) { *accept
}
}

the signature

&pos, com2[i], ...
= false; }
&pos, com1[i], ...
= false; }
&pos, com0[i], ...
= false; }

928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942

943
944
945
946

// verification
for (int i=0; (i<p->t) && (*accept); i++) {
if (challenges[i] == 0) {
// extract random coins from signature
unsigned char* k0 = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* k1 = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, k0, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, k1, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
// extract seed of y from signature and compute y
unsigned char* seedY = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->seedYByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* y = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, seedY, ...
p->seedYByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
if (SHAKE256(y, p->n_in_bytes, seedY, p->seedYByteLen) != 0) ...
{ fail = true; };
y[p->n_in_bytes-1] &= (unsigned char) ...
((1<<(((p->n+7)%8)+1))-1); // make sure the invalid bits ...
are zero
// extract permutation seed from signature
unsigned char* seedPerm = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->seedPermByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, seedPerm, ...
p->seedPermByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
// recompute commitment 0
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unsigned char* temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->r_in_bytes + ...
p->seedPermByteLen + p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
mult_H(p, H, y, temp);
memcpy(temp + p->r_in_bytes, seedPerm, p->seedPermByteLen);
memcpy(temp + p->r_in_bytes + p->seedPermByteLen, k0, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(com0[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->r_in_bytes + ...
p->seedPermByteLen + p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
free(temp);
// recompute commitment 1
temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(temp, y, p->n_in_bytes);
if (apply_permutation(p, seedPerm, temp) != 0) { fail = true; };
memcpy(temp + p->n_in_bytes, k1, p->coinsCommByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(com1[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);
// free
free(k0);
free(k1);
free(seedY);
free(y);
free(seedPerm);
} else if (challenges[i] == 1) {
// extract random coins from signature
unsigned char* k0 = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* k2 = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, k0, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, k2, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
// extract y + s from signature
unsigned char* ys = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, ys, p->n)) { *accept = ...
false; }
// extract permutation seed from signature
unsigned char* seedPerm = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->seedPermByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, seedPerm, ...
p->seedPermByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
// recompute commitment 0
unsigned char* temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->r_in_bytes + ...
p->seedPermByteLen + p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned ...
char));
unsigned char* temp2 = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->r_in_bytes, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
mult_H(p, H, ys, temp2);
add_in_F2r(p, temp2, pub, temp);

947

948
949
950
951

952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979

980
981
982
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983
984
985
986

987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020

free(temp2);
memcpy(temp + p->r_in_bytes, seedPerm, p->seedPermByteLen);
memcpy(temp + p->r_in_bytes + p->seedPermByteLen, k0, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(com0[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->r_in_bytes + ...
p->seedPermByteLen + p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = ...
true; };
free(temp);
// recompute commitment 2
temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(temp, ys, p->n_in_bytes);
if (apply_permutation(p, seedPerm, temp) != 0) { fail = true; };
memcpy(temp + p->n_in_bytes, k2, p->coinsCommByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(com2[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);
// free
free(k0);
free(k2);
free(ys);
free(seedPerm);
} else { // challenges[i] == 2
// extract random coins from signature
unsigned char* k1 = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* k2 = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, k1, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, k2, ...
p->coinsCommByteLen*8)) { *accept = false; }
// extract perm(y) from signature
unsigned char* permy = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, permy, p->n)) { ...
*accept = false; }
// extract perm(priv) from signature
unsigned char* permpriv = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
if (!read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, permpriv, p->n)) { ...
*accept = false; }
// recompute commitment 1
unsigned char* temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(temp, permy, p->n_in_bytes);
memcpy(temp + p->n_in_bytes, k1, p->coinsCommByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(com1[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);
// recompute commitment 2
temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
add_in_F2n(p, permy, permpriv, temp);
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memcpy(temp + p->n_in_bytes, k2, p->coinsCommByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(com2[i], p->commByteLen, temp, p->n_in_bytes + ...
p->coinsCommByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);
// check Hamming weight of perm(priv) (==? p->w)
size_t wt = 0;
for (int j=0; j<p->n_in_bytes; j++) {
unsigned char c = permpriv[j];
if (j == (p->n_in_bytes -1)) {
c &= (unsigned char) ((1<<(((p->n+7)%8)+1))-1); // ...
mask the last block
}
wt += Hamming_weight[c];
}
if (wt != p->w) {
*accept = false;
}
// free
free(k1);
free(k2);
free(permy);
free(permpriv);

1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040

}

1041

}

1042
1043

// recompute the challenge hash value
unsigned char* chHash_recomputed = (unsigned char*) ...
calloc(p->chHashByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* temp = (unsigned char*) calloc(p->t * p->commByteLen * ...
3 + messageByteLen, sizeof(unsigned char));
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
memcpy(temp + i * p->commByteLen * 3, com0[i], p->commByteLen);
memcpy(temp + i * p->commByteLen * 3 + p->commByteLen, com1[i], ...
p->commByteLen);
memcpy(temp + i * p->commByteLen * 3 + p->commByteLen * 2, ...
com2[i], p->commByteLen);
}
memcpy(temp + p->t * p->commByteLen * 3, message, messageByteLen);
if (SHAKE256(chHash_recomputed, p->chHashByteLen, temp, p->t * ...
p->commByteLen * 3 + messageByteLen) != 0) { fail = true; };
free(temp);

1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055

// compare the challenge hash value of the signature with the hash of ...
the commitments
if (memcmp(chHash, chHash_recomputed, p->chHashByteLen) != 0) {
*accept = false;
}
free(chHash_recomputed);

1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061

// check the zero padding (from the fixed-size modification)
// check loose bits (until the start of the next byte)
unsigned char b = 0;
read_from_signature(p, sig, &pos, &b, (8-(pos%8))%8);
if (b != 0) {

1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
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*accept = false;
}
// check remaining full bytes
size_t remaining_bytes = p->sigByteLen - (pos/8);
if (remaining_bytes > 0) {
unsigned char* zeros = (unsigned char*) calloc(remaining_bytes, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
if (memcmp(zeros, sig + (pos/8), remaining_bytes) != 0) {
*accept = false;
}
}

1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077

// free memory
for (int i=0; i<p->t; i++) {
free(com0[i]);
free(com1[i]);
free(com2[i]);
}

1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084

free(com0);
free(com1);
free(com2);

1085
1086
1087
1088

free(chHash);

1089
1090

free(challenges);

1091
1092

for (int i=0; i<p->r; i++) {
free(H[i]);
}
free(H);

1093
1094
1095
1096
1097

// successful execution?
if (fail) {
return -1;
} else {
return 0;
}

1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104

}

The following file main.c implements our tests and can serve as an example how to use our
code.
1
2
3
4
5

/*
* author: Dominik Leichtle, dominik.leichtle@web.de
* institute: Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
* date: Wed, 2017-12-13
*/

6
7
8
9

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <time.h>

10
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11

#include "sig.h"

12
13
14

// for measuring the number of cpu cycles
#include "cpucycles-20060326/cpucycles.h"

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

// the different security levels (with increasing strength)
//#define INIT_PARAMS init_params_64pq
//#define INIT_PARAMS init_params_128cl
#define INIT_PARAMS init_params_96pq
//#define INIT_PARAMS init_params_192cl
//#define INIT_PARAMS init_params_128pq
//#define INIT_PARAMS init_params_256cl

23
24
25
26
27

// number of runs
#define MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS 20
// length of the message (in bytes)
#define MEASURE_CYCLES_MSGBYTELEN 10

28
29
30
31
32
33

// Measures the number of cpu cycles for the key generation, signing and ...
verification procedure.
void measure_cpucycles()
{
printf("==================================================\n");
printf("Measuring the number of cpu cycles on average, performing %d ...
runs.\n", MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS);

34

long long cycles_keygen[MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS];
long long cycles_sign[MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS];
long long cycles_verify[MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS];

35
36
37
38

// set up parameters
Params p;
INIT_PARAMS(&p);

39
40
41
42

// message
unsigned char message[MEASURE_CYCLES_MSGBYTELEN];
for (int i=0; i<MEASURE_CYCLES_MSGBYTELEN; i++) {
message[i] = (unsigned char)(i%256); // fill message with something
}
printf("Message length: %d bytes.\n", MEASURE_CYCLES_MSGBYTELEN);

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

printf("|");
for (int i=0; i<MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS; i++) {
printf("-");
}
printf("|\n|");
fflush(stdout);

50
51
52
53
54
55
56

for (int i=0; i<MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS; i++) {
// generate keypair
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));

57
58
59
60
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cycles_keygen[i] = cpucycles();
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);
cycles_keygen[i] = cpucycles() - cycles_keygen[i];

61
62
63
64

// sign
unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
cycles_sign[i] = cpucycles();
sign(&p, sk, message, MEASURE_CYCLES_MSGBYTELEN, sig);
cycles_sign[i] = cpucycles() - cycles_sign[i];

65
66
67
68
69
70

// verify
bool accept;
cycles_verify[i] = cpucycles();
verify(&p, pk, message, MEASURE_CYCLES_MSGBYTELEN, sig, &accept);
cycles_verify[i] = cpucycles() - cycles_verify[i];

71
72
73
74
75
76

// clean up
free(sig);
free(sk);
free(pk);

77
78
79
80
81

printf("-");
fflush(stdout);

82
83

}
printf("|\n");

84
85
86

// evaluate measurements, compute the average
long long cycles_keygen_avg = 0;
long long cycles_sign_avg = 0;
long long cycles_verify_avg = 0;
for (int i=0; i<MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS; i++) {
cycles_keygen_avg += cycles_keygen[i];
cycles_sign_avg += cycles_sign[i];
cycles_verify_avg += cycles_verify[i];
}
cycles_keygen_avg /= MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS;
cycles_sign_avg /= MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS;
cycles_verify_avg /= MEASURE_CYCLES_NRUNS;

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

// print results
printf("Measured runtimes on average:\n");
printf("Key generation:\t %lld\t cycles\n", cycles_keygen_avg);
printf("Signing:\t %lld\t cycles\n", cycles_sign_avg);
printf("Verification:\t %lld\t cycles\n", cycles_verify_avg);

100
101
102
103
104
105

}

106
107
108
109
110
111
112

// Tests key generation, signature generation and verification for one ...
message.
bool test_sign_verify()
{
clock_t start_total = clock();
clock_t start = clock();
clock_t diff;
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printf("==================================================\n");
printf("Set up parameters and keys...\n");

113
114
115

// set up parameters and keys
Params p;
INIT_PARAMS(&p);
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);

116
117
118
119
120
121
122

diff = clock() - start;
int msec = diff * 1000 / CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
printf("Time: %d s %d ms.\n", msec/1000, msec%1000);
printf("Parameters:\n");
printf("n = \t%lu\t(length of codewords)\n", p.n);
printf("r = \t%lu\t(codimension of the code)\n", p.r);
printf("w = \t%lu\t(weight of the secret)\n", p.w);
printf("t = \t%lu\t(number of parallel repetitions)\n", p.t);

123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

// allocate memory for H
unsigned char** H = calloc(p.r, sizeof(unsigned char*));
// expand the seed to obtain H
unsigned char* temp = calloc(p.n_in_bytes * p.r, sizeof(unsigned char));
SHAKE256(temp, p.n_in_bytes * p.r, sk, p.seedHByteLen);
for (int i=0; i<p.r; i++) {
H[i] = calloc(p.n_in_bytes, sizeof(unsigned char));
memcpy(H[i], temp+i*p.n_in_bytes, p.n_in_bytes);
// make sure the invalid bits are zero
H[i][(p.n_in_bytes -1)] &= (unsigned char) ...
((1<<(((p.n+7)%8)+1))-1); // mask the last block
}
free(temp);

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

printf("First line of the parity-check matrix:\n");
printf("H = ");
for (int i=0; i<p.n; i++) {
if (i ≥ 50) {
printf("...");
break;
}
printf("%d", (H[0][i/8] & (1<<(i%8)))>>(i%8));
}
printf("\n");

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

// clean up
for (int i=0; i<p.r; i++) {
free(H[i]);
}
free(H);

156
157
158
159
160
161

printf("Private key:\n");
printf("e = ");

162
163
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164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

for (int i=0; i<p.n; i++)
if (i ≥ 50) {
printf("...");
break;
}
printf("%d", (sk[i/8]
}
printf("\n");
printf("Public key:\n");
printf("s = ");
for (int i=0; i<p.r; i++)
if (i ≥ 50) {
printf("...");
break;
}
printf("%d", (pk[i/8]
}
printf("\n");

{

& (1<<(i%8)))>>(i%8));

{

& (1<<(i%8)))>>(i%8));

182
183
184
185

// message
const unsigned char* message = (const unsigned char*) "hello world";
size_t messageByteLen = 12;

186
187
188

start = clock();
printf("Signature generation...\n");

189
190
191
192

// sign
unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
sign(&p, sk, message, messageByteLen, sig);

193
194
195
196
197
198

diff = clock() - start;
msec = diff * 1000 / CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
printf("Time: %d s %d ms.\n", msec/1000, msec%1000);
start = clock();
printf("Verification...\n");

199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

// verify
bool accept;
verify(&p, pk, message, messageByteLen, sig, &accept);
if (accept) {
printf("Signature ACCEPTED.\n");
} else {
printf("Signature REJECTED.\n");
}

208
209
210
211
212

diff = clock() - start;
msec = diff * 1000 / CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
printf("Time: %d s %d ms.\n", msec/1000, msec%1000);
start = clock();

213
214
215
216

// clean up
free(sig);
free(sk);
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free(pk);

217
218

diff = clock() - start_total;
msec = diff * 1000 / CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
printf("Total time: %d s %d ms.\n", msec/1000, msec%1000);

219
220
221
222

return accept;

223
224

}

225
226
227
228
229

// number of messages
#define TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG 20
// length of each of the messages (in bytes)
#define TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN 1000

230
231
232
233
234
235

// Tests key generation, signature generation and verification for ...
randomly generated messages.
bool test_random_messages()
{
printf("==================================================\n");
printf("Signing and verifying %d random messages of length %d ...
bytes.\n", TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG, ...
TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN);

236

// set up parameters
Params p;
INIT_PARAMS(&p);

237
238
239
240

// generate keypair
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);

241
242
243
244
245

// message
unsigned char message[TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN];

246
247
248

printf("|");
for (int i=0; i<TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG; i++) {
printf("-");
}
printf("|\n|");
fflush(stdout);

249
250
251
252
253
254
255

int invalid_signatures = 0;

256
257

for (int i=0; i<TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG; i++) {
// get new random message
get_randomness(message, TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN); // fill ...
with random data

258
259
260
261

// sign
unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));

262
263
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sign(&p, sk, message, TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN, sig);

264
265

// verify
bool accept;
verify(&p, pk, message, TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN, sig, ...
&accept);
if (accept) {
// check passed successfully
} else {
// the signature did not verify
invalid_signatures++;
}

266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275

// clean up
free(sig);

276
277
278

printf("-");
fflush(stdout);

279
280

}
printf("|\n");

281
282
283

// clean up
free(sk);
free(pk);

284
285
286
287

// print results
printf("Of %d messages, %d (%.1f%%) were signed and verified ...
successfully and there were %d (%.1f%%) errors.\n", ...
TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG, ...
TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG-invalid_signatures, ...
((float)(TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG-invalid_signatures))*100/TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG, ...
invalid_signatures, ...
((float)invalid_signatures)*100/TEST_RANDOM_MESSAGES_NMSG);

288
289

290

return invalid_signatures == 0;

291
292

}

293
294
295
296
297

// number of messages
#define TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG 20
// length of each of the messages (in bytes)
#define TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_MSGBYTELEN 1000

298
299
300
301
302
303
304

// Randomly generates messages, signs them with a corrupted secret key, ...
and tries to verify the signatures.
bool test_corrupted_key()
{
printf("==================================================\n");
printf("Corrupted key\n");
printf("Signing and verifying %d random messages of length %d ...
bytes.\n", TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG, TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_MSGBYTELEN);

305
306
307
308

// set up parameters
Params p;
INIT_PARAMS(&p);
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309

// message
unsigned char message[TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_MSGBYTELEN];

310
311
312

printf("|");
for (int i=0; i<TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG; i++) {
printf("-");
}
printf("|\n|");
fflush(stdout);

313
314
315
316
317
318
319

int invalid_signatures = 0;

320
321

for (int i=0; i<TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG; i++) {
// generate keypair
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);

322
323
324
325
326
327

// corrupt the secret key by flipping a random bit
// choose a random byte (this is not uniform, but will do for ...
testing purposes)
size_t rand_byte;
get_randomness((unsigned char*)(&rand_byte), sizeof(size_t));
rand_byte = rand_byte % (p.skByteLen - 1); // -1 because the last ...
byte is "incomplete"
// choose random bit inside this byte
unsigned char rand_bit;
get_randomness(&rand_bit, 1);
rand_bit = rand_bit % 8;
// modify secret key
sk[rand_byte] ^= (0x01 << rand_bit);

328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339

// get new random message
get_randomness(message, TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_MSGBYTELEN); // fill ...
with random data

340
341
342

// sign (with corrupted secret key)
unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
sign(&p, sk, message, TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_MSGBYTELEN, sig);

343
344
345
346

// verify
bool accept;
verify(&p, pk, message, TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_MSGBYTELEN, sig, &accept);
if (accept) {
// check passed successfully
} else {
// the signature did not verify
invalid_signatures++;
}

347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
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// clean up
free(sig);
free(sk);
free(pk);

357
358
359
360
361

printf("-");
fflush(stdout);

362
363

}
printf("|\n");

364
365
366

// print results
printf("Of %d messages, %d (%.1f%%) signatures with corrupted keys ...
verified successfully and %d (%.1f%%) did not.\n", ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG, ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG-invalid_signatures, ...
((float)(TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG-invalid_signatures))*100/TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG, ...
invalid_signatures, ...
((float)invalid_signatures)*100/TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG);

367
368

369

return invalid_signatures == TEST_CORRUPTED_KEY_NMSG;

370
371

}

372
373
374
375
376

// number of messages
#define TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG 20
// length of each of the messages (in bytes)
#define TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN 1000

377
378
379
380
381
382
383

// Randomly generates messages, signs them, modifies the messages, and ...
tests the verification with the corrupted messages.
bool test_corrupted_messages()
{
printf("==================================================\n");
printf("Corrupted messages\n");
printf("Signing and verifying %d random messages of length %d ...
bytes.\n", TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG, ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN);

384
385
386
387

// set up parameters
Params p;
INIT_PARAMS(&p);

388
389
390
391
392

// generate keypair
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);

393
394
395

// message
unsigned char message[TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN];

396
397
398
399

printf("|");
for (int i=0; i<TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG; i++) {
printf("-");
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}
printf("|\n|");
fflush(stdout);

400
401
402
403

int invalid_signatures = 0;

404
405

for (int i=0; i<TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG; i++) {
// get new random message
get_randomness(message, TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN); // ...
fill with random data

406
407
408
409

// sign
unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
sign(&p, sk, message, TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN, sig);

410
411
412
413

// corrupt the message by flipping a random bit
// choose a random byte (this is not uniform, but will do for ...
testing purposes)
size_t rand_byte;
get_randomness((unsigned char*)(&rand_byte), sizeof(size_t));
rand_byte = rand_byte % TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN;
// choose random bit inside this byte
unsigned char rand_bit;
get_randomness(&rand_bit, 1);
rand_bit = rand_bit % 8;
// modify message
message[rand_byte] ^= (0x01 << rand_bit);

414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425

// verify
bool accept;
verify(&p, pk, message, TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_MSGBYTELEN, sig, ...
&accept);
if (accept) {
// check passed successfully
} else {
// the signature did not verify
invalid_signatures++;
}

426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435

// clean up
free(sig);

436
437
438

printf("-");
fflush(stdout);

439
440

}
printf("|\n");

441
442
443

// clean up
free(sk);
free(pk);

444
445
446
447

// print results
printf("Of %d corrupted messages, %d (%.1f%%) signatures verified ...

448
449
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successfully and %d (%.1f%%) did not.\n", ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG, ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG-invalid_signatures, ...
((float)(TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG-invalid_signatures))*100/TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG,
invalid_signatures, ...
((float)invalid_signatures)*100/TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG);
450

return invalid_signatures == TEST_CORRUPTED_MESSAGES_NMSG;

451
452

}

453
454
455
456
457

// number of messages
#define TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG 20
// length of each of the messages (in bytes)
#define TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_MSGBYTELEN 1000

458
459
460
461
462
463
464

// Randomly generates messages, signs them, modifies the signatures, and ...
tests the verification with the corrupted signatures.
bool test_corrupted_signatures()
{
printf("==================================================\n");
printf("Corrupted signatures\n");
printf("Signing and verifying %d random messages of length %d ...
bytes.\n", TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG, ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_MSGBYTELEN);

465
466
467
468

// set up parameters
Params p;
INIT_PARAMS(&p);

469
470
471
472
473

// generate keypair
unsigned char* sk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.skByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
unsigned char* pk = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.pkByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
generate_keypair(&p, sk, pk);

474
475
476

// message
unsigned char message[TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_MSGBYTELEN];

477
478
479
480
481
482
483

printf("|");
for (int i=0; i<TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG; i++) {
printf("-");
}
printf("|\n|");
fflush(stdout);

484
485

int invalid_signatures = 0;

486
487
488
489

for (int i=0; i<TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG; i++) {
// get new random message
get_randomness(message, TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_MSGBYTELEN); // ...
fill with random data

490
491

// sign
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unsigned char* sig = (unsigned char*) calloc(p.sigByteLen, ...
sizeof(unsigned char));
sign(&p, sk, message, TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_MSGBYTELEN, sig);

492
493
494

// corrupt the signature by flipping a random bit
// choose a random byte (this is not uniform, but will do for ...
testing purposes)
size_t rand_byte;
get_randomness((unsigned char*)(&rand_byte), sizeof(size_t));
rand_byte = rand_byte % p.sigByteLen;
// choose random bit inside this byte
unsigned char rand_bit;
get_randomness(&rand_bit, 1);
rand_bit = rand_bit % 8;
// modify signature
sig[rand_byte] ^= (0x01 << rand_bit);

495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506

// verify
bool accept;
verify(&p, pk, message, TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_MSGBYTELEN, ...
sig, &accept);
if (accept) {
// check passed successfully
} else {
// the signature did not verify
invalid_signatures++;
}

507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516

// clean up
free(sig);

517
518
519

printf("-");
fflush(stdout);

520
521

}
printf("|\n");

522
523
524

// clean up
free(sk);
free(pk);

525
526
527
528

// print results
printf("Of %d corrupted signatures, %d (%.1f%%) verified successfully ...
and %d (%.1f%%) did not.\n", TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG, ...
TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG-invalid_signatures, ...
((float)(TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG-invalid_signatures))*100/TEST_CORRUPTED_S
invalid_signatures, ...
((float)invalid_signatures)*100/TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG);

529
530

531

return invalid_signatures == TEST_CORRUPTED_SIGNATURES_NMSG;

532
533

}

534
535
536
537

int main()
{
// init the random pool
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printf("Initializing the randomness pool... ");
if (rand_init() == 0) {
printf("Successful.\n");
} else {
printf("Unsuccessful. Abort.\n");
return -1;
}

538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545

// measure the runtime
measure_cpucycles();

546
547
548

// run some tests
bool tests_passed = true;
tests_passed = tests_passed & test_sign_verify();
tests_passed = tests_passed & test_random_messages();
tests_passed = tests_passed & test_corrupted_key();
tests_passed = tests_passed & test_corrupted_messages();
tests_passed = tests_passed & test_corrupted_signatures();
printf("==================================================\n");
if (tests_passed) {
printf("All tests PASSED.\n");
} else {
printf("ERRORS were detected during the tests.\n");
}

549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562

return 0;

563
564

}

Finally, it follows a copy of our Makefile.
1
2
3

# project: lossy-stern3-sig
# Makefile created by Dominik Leichtle
# modified on Wed, 2017-12-13

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

CC = gcc
CFLAGS = -Wall -c
LFLAGS = -Wall -lm
OBJ = main.o lossy-stern3-sig.o
LINKOBJ = $(OBJ) cpucycles-20060326/cpucycles.o
NISTAPIOBJ = lossy-stern3-sig.o rng.o api.o PQCgenKAT_sign.o
BIN = main_debug main_release PQCgenKAT_sign
LIBS = -L/usr/lib -L./KeccakCodePackage-master/bin/generic64 -lssl ...
-lcrypto -lkeccak

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

debug: CFLAGS += -g -O0
debug: LFLAGS += -g -O0 -lm
release: CFLAGS += -O3
release: LFLAGS += -O3 -flto
nist_api: CFLAGS += -O3 -DNIST_API
nist_api: LFLAGS += -O3 -flto

20
21

all: keccak cpucycles release

22
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23
24

debug: $(OBJ) sig.h
$(CC) -o main_debug $(LINKOBJ) $(LIBS) $(LFLAGS)

25
26
27

release: $(OBJ) sig.h
$(CC) -o main_release $(LINKOBJ) $(LIBS) $(LFLAGS)

28
29
30

nist_api: $(NISTAPIOBJ) sig.h
$(CC) -o PQCgenKAT_sign $(NISTAPIOBJ) $(LIBS) $(LFLAGS)

31
32
33

main.o: main.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o main.o main.c

34
35
36

lossy-stern3-sig.o: lossy-stern3-sig.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o lossy-stern3-sig.o lossy-stern3-sig.c

37
38
39

rng.o: rng.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o rng.o rng.c

40
41
42

api.o: api.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o api.o api.c

43
44
45

PQCgenKAT_sign.o: PQCgenKAT_sign.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o PQCgenKAT_sign.o PQCgenKAT_sign.c

46
47
48

keccak:
make -C KeccakCodePackage-master generic64/libkeccak.a

49
50
51
52
53

cpucycles:
cd cpucycles-20060326; \
sh do; \
cd ..

54
55

.PHONY: clean clean_keccak clean_cupcycles clean_all

56
57

clean_all: clean clean_keccak clean_cupcycles

58
59
60

clean:
rm -f $(OBJ) $(BIN) $(NISTAPIOBJ)

61
62
63

clean_keccak:
make -C KeccakCodePackage-master clean

64
65
66

clean_cupcycles:
rm -f cpucycles-20060326/cpucycles.o cpucycles-20060326/cpucycles.h
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